
WIN Carter & Son Toolworks spindle gouges WORTH £720

Create a contemporary bowl

with Andy Coates  using 

pyrography and colour

Tony Nicol looks 
at drying wood in 

small volumes

Neil Scobie
shares how to make 
a nature-inspired 
sculpted bowl  

Richard Findley 
makes a square-

edge platter

Explore using
polymer clay in turning
with Kurt Hertzog
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SC3 Geared Scroll Chuck Package

Visit the Record Power 
website to see an 
introductory video for 
the full range of chucks 
and jaws.

Includes:
SC3 Geared Scroll Chuck 

(Thread options below) 
62313 50 mm Jaw Set
62572 2 Inch (50 mm) Faceplate Ring
62833  Standard Woodworm Screw
61016 Pinion Key

Thread Options:
61064 3/4” x 16 TPI
61062 1” x 8 TPI 
61065 M33 x 3.5

SC4 Professional Geared Scroll 
Chuck Package

Includes:
SC4  Professional Geared Scroll Chuck
62313 50 mm Standard Jaw Set
62572 2 Inch (50 mm) Faceplate Ring
62833  Standard Woodworm Screw
62826 8 mm Ball Hex Key
62825 Universal Wrench
  Chuck Insert 

(See online for full range of inserts)

Prices valid until 31.08.2016. E&OE.

See the full range at the 
following stockists:

includes
Now

2”Faceplate

includes
Now

2”Faceplate

62317 130 mm Dovetail 
Jaws £46.99

62321 35 mm Standard 
Jaws £29.99

62313 50 mm Standard 
Jaws £39.99

62329 100 mm Dovetail 
and Deep Gripper Jaws 
£39.99

62322 75 mm Heavy Bowl  
and Gripper Jaws £49.99

62336 Mini Spigot Jaws 
with 13 mm Bore £39.99

62323 Long Nose Jaws 
£46.99

62327 Pin Jaws with 9 mm 
Bore £39.99

62337 Pen Jaws £24.99 62572 2 Inch (50 mm) 
Faceplate Ring £18.99

62356 Remounting Jaws 
Mini - Up to 200 mm Bowl 
£39.99

62574 4 Inch (100 mm) 
Faceplate Ring 19.99

62378 RP Plastic Soft Jaws 
£16.99

62377 Remounting 
Jaws Mega with 
Buffer Kit £59.95

ENGLAND

Westcountry Machinery 4 wood, 
Beacon Kilns, High Street Village, 
St Austell, Cornwall, PL26 7SR 01726 828 388

Jaymac (Derby) Ltd, 852 London Road, 
Derby, Derbyshire, DE24 8WA 01332 755 799

Peter Child Woodturning Supplies, The Old Hyde, 
Little Yeldham, Essex, CO9 4QT 01787 237 291 

Toolite Co, Unit 3/2 The Mews Brook Street, 
Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire, GL17 0SL 01594 544521

John Davis Woodturning,  
The Old Stables, Chilbolton Down Farm,  
Stockbridge, Hampshire, SO20 6BU 01264 811 070

Stiles & Bates, Upper Farm, Church Hill,  
Sutton, Dover, Kent, CT15 5DF 01304 366 360

David Biven Machinery & Tooling,  
53 Grenville Avenue, Lytham St Annes,  
Lancashire, FY8 2RR  01253 724 862

J Carr & Son Ltd, 9-10 Horncastle Road,  
Boston Lincolnshire, PE21 9BN 01205 351 555

D&M Tools, 73-81 Heath Road,  
Twickenham, Middlesex, TW1 4AW 0208 892 3813

Norfolk Saw Services, Dog Lane, Horsford, 
Norwich, Norfolk, NR10 3DH 01603 898 695

Snainton Woodworking Supplies, 
Barker Lane, Snainton, Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire, YO13 9BG 01723 859 545

Toolpost Ltd, Unit 7 Hawksworth,  
Southmead Industrial Park, Didcot,  
Oxfordshire, OX11 7HR 01235 511 101

Yandle & Sons Ltd, Hurst Works, Martock, 
Somerset, TA12 6JU 01935 822 207

Kraftkabin, 248-254 London Road, 
Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire, ST4 5RH 01782 416 102

DJ Evans (Bury) Ltd, St Botolphs Lane,  
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, IP33 2AU 01284 754 132

Elmers Hardware Ipswich, 59-61 Edmonton Road, 
Kesgrave, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP5 1EQ 01473 623 381

RS Paskin & Co Ltd, Oldington Trading Estate, 
Stourport Road, Kidderminster,  
Worcestershire, DY11 7QP 01562 829 722

SCOTLAND

MacGregor Industrial Supplies, 
15-17 Henderson Road, Longman Industrial Estate, 
Inverness, Inverness-shire, IV1 1SN 01463 717 999 
Further branches available throughout the highlands.

Brodies Timber, The Old Sawmill,  
Inver, Dunkeld, Perthshire, PH8 0JR 01350 727 723

NORTHERN IRELAND

The Wood Shed, 11 Lowtown Road,  
Templepatrick, Co Antrim, BT39 0HD 0289 443 3833

B McNamee & Co Ltd, Park Road,  
Strabane, Co Tyrone, BT82 8EL  028 7188 2853

IRELAND

EPT (IRL) Ltd, Pollerton Industrial Estate, Hacketstown 
Road, Carlow, Co Carlow 00353 599143300

WH Raitt & Son Ltd, Main Street, 
Stranorlar, Co Donegal 00353 74 913 1028

JJ McQuillan Son & Co, Ltd Unit 10,  
Westend Retail Park, Blanchardstown,  
Dublin 15, Co Dublin 00353 18025 100

Joe McKenna Ltd, 54-56 Parnell Street 
Limerick, Co Limerick 00353 61 413 888

JJ Ronayne Ltd, Dublin Road,Thurles 
Co Tipperary 00353 5042 1033

15% 
OFF

All jaws when 3+

sets bought

Only

£129.99

Only

£99.99
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Incorporating some of the most famous brands 
in woodworking, Record Power have been 
manufacturing fine tools & machinery for over 
100 years. Built to last we provide support for 
thousands of machines well over 50 years old, 
which are still in daily use. Testimony to the 
sound engineering principles and service support 
that comes with a Record Power product.www.recordpower.co.uk  Tel: 01246 571 020

We are extremely proud to introduce the new 
range of Record Power woodturning chucks and 
jaws. This exclusive range has been developed 
using Record Power’s extensive experience and 
knowledge of woodturning in conjunction with 
a group of highly experienced professional and 
hobby woodturners to bring you the ultimate in 

quality, versatility and value. Incorporating the 
best elements of our previous ranges, we have 
also listened closely to our valued customers 
over the years and have taken note of their 
feedback, suggestions and requests to guide our 
design approach.

The Record Power Range of 
Woodturning Chucks and Jaws

Precision Engineered Gears 
Super Geared True-Lock™ technology 
ensures high levels of accuracy to 
provide smooth and solid operation.

Heavy Duty Jaw Slides 
The improved and enlarged jaw slides 
give unsurpassed holding power and 
load bearing ability. They are made 
from high tensile steel, reinforced with 
nickel and copper and heat-treated to 
ensure superior strength.

Jaw Fixing System 
The SC3 and SC4 feature a jaw 
fixing which will not only fit 
the Record Power series of Jaws but 
is also fully compatible with Nova and 
Robert Sorby brand jaws.

Sealed Backing Plate with  
Full Indexing 
The SC4 features a strong backing 
plate to protect the gear mechanism 
from dust and 72-point indexing 
around the full circumference.

IFC_001_WTUR_292.indd   3 3/31/16   2:07 PM



Mr. Phil Irons
is Robust Tools’

exclusive United Kingdom agent.

Tel: 01789 751284
www.philirons.com
phil@philironswoodturning.co.uk

Robust.  Because the making ma ers. 

S 
W 
E 
E 
T 

Sure, gap bed lathes have been around a while, but nothing else like the
Sweet Sixteen existed. So we made it.

While it may look like a regular 16” lathe, the Sweet 16 will turn up to 32” with the gap
removed. Moving the gap to the end increases spindle capacity by 16”.

Made in the US with a seven year “head to tail”
warranty. O ered in three di erent bed lengths.

It’s what you’ve come to expect from Robust.

www.turnrobust.com
Toll Free US: 866 630 1122 Interna onal: 608 924 1133  

S 
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X 
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3    Woodturning 292

H
ave you noticed how 
the boundaries of the 
diff erent disciplines 

of woodworking are 
blurring? Turned work may 
now include colouring, 
carving, texturing, 

piercing, scorching, cutting apart, rejoining 
and so much more. I think the boundaries 
are artifi cially constructed in our minds; 
working with wood is a joy no matter how 
we shape it. Having said that, I know the off -
lathe work carried out on pieces is potentially 
a hot potato for some. Th en there are those 
who shudder at the mention of colouring 
wood. Of course there are those who don’t 
give a hoot what is done to a piece, they 
either like what they see or they don’t.

Everyone has boundaries. I love purely 
turned work with nothing other than a clear 
fi nish applied, so we see the timber through 
it, showing the wood off  to its fullest potential 

Woodworkers Institute website (www.woodworkersinstitute.com) is thriving.

It would be great if you took a look and participated in the various discussions

and competitions in our community, or see us on Facebook & Twitter.

markb@thegmcgroup.com

Blurring of 
boundaries

The Promise by Curt Theobald

and hopefully a wonderful shape suitable 
for its intended purpose.

I am very fortunate in having had the 
opportunity to turn hundreds of timbers and 
have, in some way or other, enjoyed every 
moment of the journey. Not all timbers are a 
delight. Some, to be blunt, are hideous to turn 
but invariably look wonderful when fi nished. 

As I write this, I remember a trip to 
the USA and talking to Curt Th eobald. 
We discussed segmented work and looked at 
some of his stunning new pieces using wenge 
(Millettia laurentii). Some of the wenge 
was the dark streaked natural wood and 
other pieces had been bleached to highlight 
the streaks. I commented that I intensely 
disliked using the wood due to it being a 
foul concoction of nasty fi bres and hellishly 
dusty when working with the dry timber. 
I genuinely love the end result though. 
Curt expanded on my comment, saying: 
“A nasty concoction of unusable, splintery, 

annoying – not to mention distasteful 
smelling – bundle of wood fi bres. Th at fairly 
well describes wenge. You are correct, with 
enough stubbornness, patience and sheer 
determination it returns a pleasant result. 
Th at is not to say the process is pleasant.”

So, to bleach in order to highlight 
something, to colour, carve, pierce, set fi re 
to or to do anything else that gives another 
tactile and visual element, keeping what 
we do vibrant, fresh and diff erent. Th ese 
methods, however, do not exclude the natural 
pure turned aspects of turning. Th e wood in 
all its rich diversity, and the lathe in its ability 
to do what other machines cannot, are at the 
heart of what we do and love.

Let me know what you have been 
making lately.

Have fun,
Mark
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NEWS, LATEST PRODUCTS, MAGAZINE UPLOADS & EVENTS 
can all be found on www.woodworkersinstitute.com. These all appear on the magazine 

homepage and you can see a bigger selection by scrolling down the page and clicking

on the individual stories. We also have an extensive online archive for you to browse

Subscribers!
Turn to page 71 for

subscription special offers
and you could save 30%!

 Techniques

21  Turning a square bowl
Richard Findley begins a new series 
looking at areas of turning he has 
never explored before

57  Drying wood in small 
volumes
Tony Nicol introduces us to his
home-made drier for preparing
his turning timber

73  Feat of clay
Kurt Hertzog plays with clay

Contents
Issue 292 May 2016

COVER IMAGE BY
ANDY COATES

See page 29 for 
contemporary 
bowl designs

 Projects

7  ‘Windows 2015’ suspended 
vine bowl
Neil Scobie makes a window bowl 
design derived from nature

29  Contemporary bowl
Andy Coates applies pyrography 
and colour to a traditional bowl shape

35  Bud vase
Stuart King turns romantic as 
he makes a bud vase

41  Smokers bow Windsor chair 
– part 2
Colwin Way sees his chair project 
to completion

 Community

3  Leader
Mark Baker introduces you to this 
month’s issue

12  Giveaway
To celebrate 25 years of Woodturning 
magazine, a string of the industry’s 
top names are giving away items from 
their product ranges. Th is month, 
we have 12 Carter and Son Toolworks 
spindle gouges to give away

15  Community news
We bring you the latest news from 
the world of woodturning and 
important dates for your diary

48  Community letters
Here are just a few letters the Editor 
has received from you, the readers

63  Next issue
Find out what’s in store for next 
month

 Kit & Tools

94  Brand new updated 
lathe tested
Mark Baker looks at Record Power’s 
CL4 lathe to see what changes have 
been made

7

21
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Woodturning is an inherently dangerous pursuit. Readers should not attempt the procedures described herein without seeking 
training and information on the safe use of tools and machines. All readers should observe current safety legislation.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

 Features

51  Reg Hawthorne in profi le
We meet turner and former 
Chairman of the AWGB, 
Reg Hawthorne

65  In the workshop with…
John Reason
We meet the self-confessed 
‘mad segmenter’

81  Looking back on 50 years 
of turning – part 3
Ray Key continues his overview of 
changes in turning from 1990 to 2002

104  Featured artist
John Jordan tells us about his 
black and white piece

35

5141

29
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‘Windows 2015’ 
suspended vine bowl

T
his project is one that has been inspired by 
nature, as most of my pieces are. On our 
eight acre property in northern NSW in 

Australia we have predominately trees and some 
rainforest areas with large strangler fi g trees. 
Th e strangler fi g will attach itself to a host tree, 
then start wrapping multiple vines around the 
host, eventually killing it off . In the process of 
the host dying, little windows are formed that
let natural light shine through.

I have used this inspiration to make oval and 
leaf shaped mirrors for a number of years, with 
the windows formed by carving suspended vines 
on the top and bottom sections. Th ese vines can 
either sit on the mirror or be suspended up above 
the mirror glass. With this bowl, my thoughts 
were that I could use the suspended vine idea on 
a hollow form, with a single vine running around 
the inner rim supported by smaller carved 
support branches. I have previously made two 
other window hollow forms that have both been 
sold to collectors in the US.
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Neil is a full-time woodworker 

who produces custom-made 

furniture and art pieces, both 

woodturned and carved, for 

private clients and selected 

galleries. He also writes for

a number of woodworking 

magazines. Neil lives in New South Wales, 

Australia.

neilscobie@bigpond.com

www.neilandlizscobie.com

NEIL SCOBIE

Neil Scobie shows us how to make a window bowl design that is derived from nature

A complete loop formed in a suspended lawyer vine, 
forming an inspirational shape. Note the way two 
vines have twisted themselves around each other

Most timbers would be suitable for this 
project, but denser stronger species will 
enable you to carve the vines and supports 
much fi ner. I have chosen to use jarrah 
(Eucalyptus marginata), which is a rich red 
colour and very strong in small sections. 
Th e size of the pieces is not really important. 
If you are like me, the size will be determined 
by the size of the timber blank you have.

    Woodturning 292 7
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PLANS AND EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT USED
Turning
• 12mm bowl gouge

• Round skew chisel

• Trimming tool 

• Hollowing tools

3 4

1 Fix your blank to a screw chuck. Alternatively,   

the easiest method to hold a bowl blank is 

to drill a hole to suit your chuck jaws

2 Using a bowl gouge, shape the outside of 

the bowl by cutting from the base towards 

the rim. Use the bottom half of the gouge with 

the fl ute also pointing towards the outside. 

The intersection between the top and bottom 

sections should be about three quarters up 

from the base

3 Use a round skew or parting tool, to shape 

the spigot to suit the scroll chuck that you 

will be using. Think about the shape of the 

bottom of the bowl once the spigot has been 

turned away, as it will become a round or 

rocking base. Make the spigot too short and 

the curve of the rocking base could be lost. 

Now indent the centre of the spigot so you 

can locate a revolving centre into it later 

when turning off the spigot

4 Use a trimming gouge to take a fi nal shear 

cut, removing any torn grain that may have 

appeared during the shaping process. Sand the 

outer surface to about 180 grit at this stage

1

A leaf mirror
with suspended
vines was used
as a prototype 
for this project. 
Both top and bottom 
vines are suspended 
up above the glass

2

Carving
• Jigsaw

• Rotary tool

• Burrs

• Soft sanding discs

•  ‘V’-tool for 

hand carving

High
Points

Window
Window

Turned Hole
70mm Diam.

Dia. 210mm

Cut away
area

WindowsWindow

Window

Carved
Vine

Lower
Level Outer Turned

Diameter

Carved Line

Temporary Spigot

Carved Line
Turned Line

20mm
(3/4in)

Wall Thickness
6mm (1/4in)

50mm (2in)

20mm (3/4in)
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6

5

7

8

9 10

5 Start turning the rim of the bowl to match 

the drawing. The turning process is the same 

as you used for turning the bottom section. 

The middle hole should be less than one 

third of the outer rim; refer to the drawing for 

proportions. As this surface will all be carved, 

there is no need for any sanding

6 Use the bowl gouge to hollow out most 

of the centre section, pointing the fl ute 

towards the middle and cutting with the bottom 

edge of the gouge. You should be able to cut 

out about 80% of the centre with this gouge. 

To cut under the rim, place the toolrest into 

the opening so you have better support for 

the gouge. You should still try to cut with the 

point and bottom edge of the gouge and avoid 

catching under the rim by holding the fl ute 

too upright. Cut in as deep as you can before 

swapping to a different tool

7 There are many different hollowing tools 

with various types of cutting tip that you 

could use for this process. I chose a tool with a 

cup-type cutter presented at a shear cut angle, 

to cut away the waste and refi ne the surface. 

The wall thickness should be around 5 or 6mm 

on the bottom section and about 7mm on the 

top under the rim. The thickness on the corner 

between the top and bottom sections should 

about 20mm to allow for shaping the outer rim

8 To sand the inside, use a soft sanding arbor 

on an electric drill, working through the grits 

up to 400. It is best to fully sand the inside at 

this stage, as it is not easy after the carving is 

complete. Slow the speed of the lathe down 

so you do not get any heat cracks forming

9 Use a soft lead pencil to sketch on the 

shape for carving, using a rubber to remove 

unwanted lines and redraw until you are happy 

with the shape. Make sure you check the 

shape from all angles, to make sure it looks in 

proportion before making any cuts. I have used 

a white crayon pencil so the lines photograph 

better. For carving, you will need to keep the 

chuck fastened on the lathe or if you have one, 

use a dedicated carving jig

10 Start the shaping by removing the 

section shown on right hand side of the 

drawing. You can use any suitable power carving 

or hand carving tools. My tool of choice for fast 

waste removal is a mini carver. It is safe to use 

as long as the bowl is securely held in the chuck

HANDY HINTS

1. Design – draw it, look at it and change 

if necessary. Maybe even look at it over a 

few days before you start carving

2. Keep the carved lines fl owing in gentle 

curves. Do not be afraid to add your own 

shapes to the design

WT_292_07_11_PRO_NSCOBIE_WINDOWS2015_vsMBnsSD.indd   9 22/03/2016   10:26
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11

13 14

15 16

17 18

11 To smooth out the bumps left by the 

mini carver, an angle grinder with a 

36 grit disc does a good job. It sounds really 

aggressive but because of the high speed, 

it removes the high spots quickly. Smoother 

sanding can be carried out with a soft sander 

as shown in step 8

12 Another method of sanding the underside 

is to use a soft sanding pad held securely 

in the chuck on the lathe. If you have a soft 

interface pad between the sanding pad and the 

abrasive disc, it will hug the curves of the bowl 

much better

13 To cut the inner shape out, a small 

keyhole saw will do the job okay but it 

is a little slow. You will need to watch that you 

do not hit the inside bottom of the bowl with 

the point of the saw

14 Alternatively, you can use a jig saw with 

a short blade. I actually cut the end of 

a blade just to make sure it would not hit the 

bottom on the down stroke. A narrow 6mm 

blade will get around the curves much easier 

than a standard blade

15 To clean up the sawn inner surface, 

use a small sanding disc on a rotary 

tool. At this stage all you need is a smooth 

curve all the way around the inner surface. 

Hand sanding with 120 grit on a curved 

sanding block will also work well

16 To cut out the windows, drill holes in 

the corners of each window so you can 

get the jig saw blade in place and cut between 

the holes. Where the windows are narrow, 

just drill a series of smaller holes and use a 

rotary tool to meet up the drill holes. It is really 

important not to over cut the corners with the 

jigsaw; better to pull up a bit short than to have 

a cut that is too wide in the corners. When using 

the jigsaw, make sure you hold it at a slight 

angle pointing towards the centre

17 To trim the jigsaw cuts, use a series 

of burrs that are held in a rotary tool. 

I fi nd a fl ame-shaped burr really good for this 

process. Use small diameter burrs in the 

smaller windows

18 For shaping the outside of where 

the windows meet the rim, a 50mm 

diameter rotary disc is a good choice for 

shaping. I like to have the supports meeting 

the rim, a bit like a buttress root on a tree. 

The buttress section carries out to the outer 

side of the rim, so you will need to reduce the 

height of the rim between each buttress. The 

shapes of the buttress can be curved towards 

the outside or even split in two if you like. Just 

remember, curved fl owing lines will match the 

design better than straight lines

12
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19 Where the supports meet the centre vine, 

the intersection shape should also be a 

bit like where a branch meets the trunk of a tree, 

in a curved hollow join. The fl ame-shaped burr 

is also great for this job. We are almost ready 

to start rounding the vine and supports so they 

look more like those in nature. You can use the 

burr on the underside of the vine as well as the 

top sections

20 Where the vine is smallest meeting 

the rim, use a ‘V’ hand carving tool to 

carve a V-shaped channel, wider next to the 

last window and getting smaller towards the 

narrowest part of the rim

21 For sanding, there are many gadgets that 

you can use. I fi nd a small round sanding 

disc about 20mm in diameter powered by a 

small angle hand piece is best. Rather than use 

hook and loop material on small diameter discs 

I use thick double sided tape as it holds on 

much better. I would start with 120 grit abrasive 

and progress up to 400 grit. You can get into 

many of the corners with this sander, but not 

the smaller sections or on the underside of the 

supports and vine

22 For those areas that the round sander 

cannot reach, use thin strips of cloth-

backed abrasive. Start with 120 grit and work 

your way up. When you are happy with your 

shaping and sanding, use 600 grit or 0000 

steel wool for a fi nal sand with the grain

23 To set up for turning off the chuck spigot, 

place a mandrel in the chuck and turn 

it to fi t inside the centre section of the bowl. 

Turn a curved shape similar to the inside of the 

bowl and place a protective layer between the 

bowl and mandrel. Non-slip place mats are good 

for this job. Place the tailstock centre in the  

‘V’ in the middle of the spigot that you turned 

at the start and tighten the tailstock so that the 

bowl is tightly held. Turn off most of the spigot 

with either a spindle or small bowl gouge. 

Sand this area to blend in with the curve of 

the bowl bottom

24 Use a small pull saw to remove the small 

spigot left behind. Undo the pressure 

on the tailstock spindle so that the saw will not 

jamb. A soft sanding pad with fi ne abrasive can 

now be used to blend in the round bottom of 

the bowl. Hand sand with 600 grit to prepare 

the grain for oiling. Before applying a fi nish, take 

the piece out into the sunlight to check that you 

have got rid of all the scratches. 

25 Your fi nished bowl might look something 

like this. You can use an artistic licence 

to change any of the shown shapes and sizes, 

remembering that in nature not all trees and 

shapes are the same •

19 20

21 22

23 2423 24

25
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25th anniversary giveaway
To celebrate 25 years of Woodturning magazine, a string of the industry’s 

top names are giving away items from their product ranges. This month,

we have 12 Carter and Son Toolworks spindle gouges to give away

FURTHER INFORMATION
For more information and to see other

products from Carter and Son Toolworks, 

visit www.carterandsontoolworks.com. 

In the UK, these tools can be obtained 

from The ToolPost (www.toolpost.co.uk).

How to enter
Send your details on a postcard with the 

title ‘25th anniversary giveaway 292’ to 

Woodturning Reader Giveaway, 86 High 

Street, Lewes, East Sussex BN7 1XN or send 

an email to karensc@thegmcgroup.com. 

The closing date for this giveaway is 

30 June, 2016. 

Giveaway rules
The giveaway is open to readers worldwide. 

Only completed entries received by the

closing date will be eligible. No entries

received after that date will be considered. 

No cash alternatives will be offered. 

The Editor’s decision is fi nal and no 

correspondence can be entered into.

The winner will be expected to be in

possession of a copy of this issue of 

Woodturning magazine. One entry per 

household. Employees of GMC Publications, 

their associated companies and families are

not eligible to enter. By entering the giveaway, 

winners agree to their names being used in 

future marketing by GMC Publications, unless 

you mark your entry otherwise.
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T
he lucky winners of this giveaway 
will receive a premium ½in spindle 
gouge (unhandled). A razor edge 

and user-friendly profi le make Carter and 
Son Toolworks’ ½  in spindle gouge is every 
turner’s go-to tool for spindle work. Each tool 
is a perfect blend of robust strength and easy 
manoeuvrability to tackle spindle projects
of all sizes. 

Carter and Son Toolworks are driven by 
enthusiasm for turning and a strong belief 
in American workmanship. Every tool is 
conceptualised and manufactured in their 
Seattle factory from the highest grades of 
American steel and engineering expertise. 
Th e designs and processes that shape each 
tool are founded on principles of precision, 
innovation and quality.

How do Carter and Son Toolworks
go the extra mile?
•  Every tool is machined from M42 high 

speed steel with a 10% cobalt content,
a premium grade of steel that provides
a razor sharp edge for smooth, easy cuts

•  Th eir tools are heat-treated to 68 HRC,
a high hardness level that leaves you 
with a long-lasting edge

•  Each tool is hand polished and inspected 
before leaving the factory to ensure that
you receive the world’s best tool

•  Carter and Son tools are backed with 
a lifetime guarantee. If you’re not 100% 
satisfi ed, they ensure hassle free returns

One special design feature that these 
gouges have is a fl at that is machined onto 
all of the tools. Th is fl at gives the set screws, 
which secure the tool into the handle, a solid 

WORTH£66EACH

place to rest and prevents wear on
the tool’s tang. Your Carter and Son tool
will rest 3in into any handle you attach
it to, rather than the conventional 2in. 
Th is cuts down on chatter and gives your 
tool extra strength. All of the tools are 
shipped in a sharpened state and ready to use.

This ½  in Spindle Gouge is perfect for any 

spindle work, great or small. Precision 

machined, hand-polished and pre-sharpened.

• Easy to use profi le and bevel angle

• Perfect for pens, boxes and small projects

• Made from premium M42 HSS containing   

   10% cobalt

• Hones to a fi ner edge

• Superior edge-holding ability

• Hardened to 68 HRC

• Hand ground at Carter and Son Toolworks

• Made in USA

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
• Blade ½  in diameter x 8in overall

• Flute 4¾  in long

• Tang ½  in

FEATURES
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Revolutionary DVR XP intelligent technology 
gives you a safer and smoother turning experience

All prices include VAT and are correct at time of publication but may be subject to change without notice. 

*Terms apply.

This powerful, super smooth, direct drive lathe has unique safety sensing, 
shutting down the spindle when it detects a chisel dig-in. 

down to small pen turning

Direct drive (no belts, no pulleys) means 
ultra smooth cutting conditions

Solid cast iron components 
means rock solid performance

Extendable bed takes your 
lathe as long as you wantEasy grip rubber tool slide handle

Easy grip rubber 
tailstock handle

360° swivel headstock locks at any position 
making your turning more comfortable

See the DVR XP at these NOVA retailers
B McNamee & Co Ltd County Tyrone

Toolite Gloucestershire

John Davis Woodturning Hampshire

Stiles & Bates Kent

Snainton Woodturning Centre North Yorkshire

The ToolPost Oxfordshire

North American readers please visit novatoolsusa.com

NOVA DVR XP Lathe
 Lathe only £1,799.95 – 101745

 Lathe & Stand £1,999.96 – 717872

Accessories
 Stand £349.96 – 101746

Bed Extension (A) £145.96 – 101835

 Outrigger (B) £188.95 – 101836

 Bowl Rest £35.95 – 101880

Intelligent sensing of turning conditions (computing spindle position at 
400 x per second) adjusts lathe performance to meet turning demands

For further information visit brimarc.com or call 03332 406967

A
B

Woodturning lathes
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Community news

All change at the The Association
of Woodturners of Great Britain

OPEN DAY AT BIRSTALL TURNING CLUB

We bring you the latest news from the world of woodturning and important dates for your diary
With regard to shows and events, we try to give accurate information but things can change, so it is advisable to check with event organisers before setting off on any trip.

A
ft er over 10 years active involvement 
with the running of the Association of 
Woodturners of Great Britain (AWGB), 

Andy Coates stepped down as a Trustee 
and Chairman at the end of February 2016.

Initially Publicity Offi  cer for the 
Association, and a Trustee and Chairman 
since 2013, Andy was present at many AWGB 
events. He organised the workshop teams 
at fi ve Seminars and was the driving force 
behind the 2015 Seminar. Th e Trustees have 
voted for Dave Atkinson (formerly Vice 
Chairman) to take over as Chairman, 
Sam Webber (formerly Secretary) to become 
Vice Chairman and Mike Glover (formerly 
General Trustee) to become Secretary.

Dave told Woodturning: “Th e AWGB
owes Andy a debt of gratitude for over 
10 years of dedicated service including 
the last three as Chairman and it has been 
a pleasure for me to work with him over the 

Former Chairman Andy Coates

Audio visual equipment acquired through 
Lottery funding

AWGB’s new Chairman, Dave Atkinson
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last seven years since I joined the Committee. 
On behalf of myself, my fellow Trustees, 
Committee members past and present and 
the membership in general, I would like to 
thank Andy for his hard work over this time. 
We shall miss him but we wish him well in 
his well-earned rest from matters AWGB.”

Th e AWGB is the national body in the UK 
representing the interests of woodturners of 
all ages, beginners to experienced, amateurs 
and professionals. It achieved charitable 
status in 2012. 

Web: www.awgb.co.uk 

B
irstall Woodturning Club enables 
people of all walks of life, ages, abilities 
and ethnic groups to get together and 

share their common interest in woodturning. 
Th e Club was fi rst established in 1997 and 

has gone through a few transformations 
into the thriving club it is today. With 114 
members and operating from large premises 
in Mirfi eld, it provides turning facilities 
for its members for fi ve to sometimes 
seven days a week. Th e club runs day and 
evening workshops, where an experienced 
club member is on hand to ensure the safe 
enjoyment of all attendees.

Th e Club takes the safety of all its members 
very seriously and has recently installed 
dust extraction systems and new equipment 
including two special ‘sit down’ lathes for 
those who cannot stand for long periods.

Social and instructional gatherings are 
conducted in an area that seats about 40 to 
50 people, thanks to excellent audio visual 
facilities that the Club has recently acquired 

through Lottery funding. High quality 
cameras and an audio loop ensure that all 
members can enjoy a fantastic experience 
when attending monthly demonstrations
and training sessions.

Just a few minutes’ walk from the train 
station and central Mirfi eld, the Club is easily 
accessible. Th ere is ample free car parking 
and good disabled access and facilities.
Why not pay us a visit on our open day?

When: 24 April, 2016 from 10am–4pm

Where: Unit 46, Home Bank Mills, Station Road, 

Mirfi eld, West Yorkshire WF14 8NA

Contact: Liz McFarlane (Secretary)

Email: birstallwoodturners@virginmedia.com

Web: www.birstallwoodturners.wordpress.com

Facebook: Birstallwoodturners
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Ten turners wow the crowd at Nuneaton

W
ith almost 2000 visitors, the 
‘10 Turners Turning’ event at 
Axminster’s Nuneaton store proved 

to be quite a crowd puller. Th e event took 
place 11–12 March, attracting keen turning 
enthusiasts from all over the country, and even 
a group from Tornyfusta in Majorca. 

Among the demonstrators were 
Axminster’s Ben Beddows showing the art 
of pyrography and pen turning; Shaun 
Vincent cutting intricate shapes and pieces 
with a scroll saw; Craig Steele on bandsaws 
and Hollie Wise sharpening with a Tormek. 

Th e ‘Ready Steady Turn’ competition was a 
big draw, requiring that each of the 10 turners 
step up to the lathe with 20 minutes on the 
clock to produce something of their choice. 
Each of the turners created something very 
diff erent, ranging from Andrew Hall’s wooden 
bow ties with various fi nishes to Phil Irons’ 
hollow forms. Joe Laird’s demonstration 
proved to be pretty spectacular, with his 
speciality being an Irish whiskey tumbler, 
which he blackens the insides of with a blow 
torch (emitting a pleasant smell of vanilla and 
cinnamon in the process). Jason Breach and 
Colwin Way both decided to make a goblet, 
despite travelling to Nuneaton together and 
working with each other. Mark Sanger suff ered 
from a wardrobe malfunction during his turn 
and had to be disentangled by the Master of 
Ceremonies, Martin Brown.

Favourite turner revealed
Over the two day event, the audience was 
asked to vote on their favourite turner or who 
they felt turned the best piece of work under 
pressure and close scrutiny. By so doing, 
they would be entered into a prize draw to 
win a day’s tuition with Jason Breach and 

Jason Breach discussing the fi ner details of boxes

Mark Sanger, voted Favourite Turner

Richard Findley demonstrating to visitors

Colwin Way at the Skill Centre in Axminster.
So who came out top in the popularity 

stakes? In 2014 the accolade went to 
Leicester-based Richard Findley. Finally, once 
the votes had been counted, all was revealed 

with the most popular turner being Mark 
Sanger, closely followed by Richard Findley 
and in third place was Steve Heeley. Th ere 
was no prize for the top turner; simply the 
kudos of being voted ‘Favourite Turner’. 

Woodturning 287 Giveaway prizes

In issue 287, 

we featured a 

Turners Retreat pen 

turning accessories 

giveaway. 

We are pleased to 

announce that the 

winners of

the Diamond Coat 

Pen Polish are:

Bob Lonsdale
Keith Golds
George Hood
Mark Honeysett
Kevin Rhoades
Chris Grace
Kevin Robertshaw 

Tony Harris
Malachy Totten
David G Stewart
Michael Jones
Nicholas Forsyth
Jaohn Murray
Michael Driscoll
Tony Lumb

The following lucky 

winners each received

a bottle of Starbright 

Pen Polish:

Jeremy Hill
Drew McEwan
Graham Parker
John Mitchell

Keith Greenfi eld
Robin Barker
Maryse Kass
Peter Green
Ernie Vinton
Alun Davies
Kim Golden
Marcus White
Peter Wickison
Stephen Long
Peter Jones

And fi nally, the 

winners of the Turners 

Retreat Pen Kits were:

Dave Worthy
Peter Hopkins 

J G Lancaster
David Furness
Teresa Maguire
Philip Bristow
Paul Dance
Karen Sims
Dave Harris
Andy Roach
Anthony Holgate
Paul Cross
Ian R Avis
Andrew L Harris
Eugene Grimley
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Weald of Kent Craft and Design Show
When: 30 April–2 May, 2016

What: Discover vintage crafts, candles, 

handmade ornaments and beautiful jewellery, 

alongside skilled stone and wood craftsmen

Where: Penshurst Place, Tonbridge,

Kent, UK

Web: www.thecraftshows.co.uk/kent/spring/

Utah Woodturning Symposium
When: 12–14 May, 2016

What: Engage with today’s top professionals 

and up and coming woodturners in a friendly, 

informal learning environment with over 80 

demonstrations to choose from and a full 

schedule of special events

Where: UCCU Events Center, Utah Valley 

University, Orem, Utah, USA

Web: www.utahwoodturning.com

Woodworks@Daventry
When: 13–14 May, 2016

What: Annual top class woodturning show

Where: Daventry Leisure Centre, Lodge Road, 

Daventry, UK

Web: www.tudor-rose-turners.co.uk

American Association of Woodturners 
Symposium
When: 9–12 June, 2016

What: Enhance your woodturning experience in 

the company of others who share your passion

Where: Atlanta Convention Center at 

AmericasMart, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Web: www.woodturner.org

UK and Ireland Woodturning Symposium
When: 18–19 June, 2016

What: An exciting and informative weekend of 

woodturning oriented demonstrations and trade

Where: Hilton Hotel, Coventry, UK

Web: www.ukiws.co.uk

Woodfest Wales
When: 24–26 June, 2016

What: See craftsmen and women carrying out 

traditional crafts and skills, creating beautiful, 

functional art, sculptures, objects, buildings and 

more. Watch the latest high tech forest equipment 

demonstrated by working professionals

Where: Caerwys, North Wales, UK

Web: www.woodfestwales.co.uk

SWAT Symposium
When: 26–28 August, 2016

What: The Southwest Association of Turners’ 

(SWAT) Symposium features nationally and 

internationally recognized turners, as well as 

outstanding regional turners selected from 

participating clubs and across the country. 

The 2016 Symposium will be the 25th 

Anniversary of SWAT

Where: Waco Convention Center, 

Waco, Texas, USA

Web: www.swaturners.org

Judging the competitions in 2014

2012 Wizardry in Wood Exhibition in Carpenters’ Hall
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WCT TURNING COMPETITIONS 2016

Forthcoming woodworking shows in 2016

T
he Worshipful Company of Turners’ 
(WCT) 2016 competitions will be 
the largest event of its kind in Europe.

All entries can be delivered or posted to
the Clerk and must arrive no later than 
Tuesday 4 October, 2016.

Entries registered with WCT by Monday
12 September and received by 11.30am
on Tuesday 11 October will be exhibited 
as part of Wizardry in Wood. Th is exhibition 
is held between 12–15 October at Carpenters’ 
Hall and is expected to attract several 
thousand visitors.

WCT 2016 Competition details
Four competition classes are open to all 
woodturners from the UK and abroad:
•  Great Fire of London (350th Anniversary) – 

including a special award for junior turners
•  Master’s Competition for Plain Turning – 

pair of (non-pedestal) Lidded Bowls
•  Master’s Competition for Ornamental 

Turning – pair of (non-pedestal) Lidded 
Bowls

•  Felix Levy Open Competition – 
contemporary work of the entrant’s choice

Other turning competitions
In addition to the four public competitions 
there are a total of nine other competitions 
open to members of the:
•  Association of Woodturners of 

Great Britain (AWGB) 
•  Society of Ornamental Turners
•  Association of Pole-Lathe Turners 

and Green Woodworkers

•  Worshipful Company of Turners
Full details of all competitions and the 
rules are available on the WCT website

Register your interest in competitions
and exhibition
•  Go to www.eventbrite.com and search for 

‘Wizardry in Wood’ or follow this link: 
http://tinyurl.com/2016TurningCompetitions

•  Pre-register your interest in Wizardry in 
Wood through and receive advance notice 
of Early-Bird tickets and other news about 
the Wizardry in Wood exhibition

•  Register your interest in the competitions, 
also through this website, providing your 
name and email address. WCT will then 
ensure that you get information about 
the competitions as soon as it is available

Wizardry in Wood

When: 12–15 October, 2016

Where: Carpenters’ Hall, City of London

Web: www.wizardryinwood.com

Contact: The Worshipful Company 

of Turners of London

Where: Skinners’ Hall, 8 Dowgate Hill,

London EC4R 2SP

Email: clerk@turnersco.com

Website: www.turnersco.com
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Innovative Solutions for all your Woodworking Needs

ACCURIGHT® BAND 
™
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      ACCURIGHT®        ACCURIGHT® 

CENTER MASTER

®

®

WOODWORKING INNOVATIONS FOR OVER 80 YEARS

PERFECT SPHERE™

Patent Pending

Patents Pending

MICRO-ADJUSTABLE

Patent Pending

www.jettools.ru/www.neureiter-shop.at/

RussiaAustria/Europe

www.off.co.jpwww.gustavsenas.no/

Norway/Sweeden Japan

International
 Dealers

Germany/Europe

www.drechslershop.de/

® II 

STRONGBORE™
 

Australia

www.gregmach.com

STROSSSSTSTSTRO
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THEORY INTO PRACTICE  TECHNICAL

Turning a square bowl
This month, Richard Findley begins a new series, Theory into Practice, 

taking a look at areas of turning that he has never explored before

Richard is a registered UK 

professional woodturner living 

and working in Leicestershire. 

He discovered woodturning 

while working for his father as a 

joiner. He makes all kinds of work 

to commission, from replacement 

antique components, walking canes and stair 

spindles, to decorative bowls. It is the variety of 

work that he loves. He also offers demonstrations 

and a range of woodturning supplies.

richard@turnersworkshop.co.uk

www.turnersworkshop.co.uk

Follow on Instagram: richard_fi ndley

RICHARD FINDLEY
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Th e fi rst item I am going to look at is 
a square bowl. I made one, very early on 
in my turning, but it was an ugly thing. 
Th is time I plan to make a much better job 
of it. I know the theory of making them, 
but how will this stack up against the 
practice of actually doing it?

The theory
Turning a square bowl should be largely
the same as turning a standard round bowl, 
but the corners may cause potential problems. 
In theory, a sharp gouge, presented correctly, 
combined with the correct lathe speed and
a smooth movement should solve nearly
all of the problems encountered in turning.
We shall see!

Design
My fi rst step into turning any project is 
design. Usually, with my production work, 
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A 
few weeks ago I had a discussion 
with the Editor. We felt it was time 
to do something a little diff erent 

with my articles. Mark suggested it could 
be interesting to take me ‘out of my comfort 
zone’ by looking at areas of turning that 
I don’t normally do. So here we are, at the 
start of a new series where I will be doing 
just that. 
   I am basing this series on the diff erence 
between theory and practice. I know the 
theory of most types of turning; I’ve almost 
certainly read about it. Having never 
actually done some things before, I will be 
approaching these subjects from a diff erent 
angle to how I normally write an article. 
Although I’m not a beginner, some of the 
techniques I will be using are going to be new 
to me. In this series I will be writing about 
what should theoretically happen, and what 
actually happens in practice.  
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I will have a CAD drawing or a master part 
to work from. Here I can make whatever 
design I like – as long as it’s square! 

It’s always tempting to jump in with both 
feet and make something highly decorative 
and detailed, but I strongly believe for the 
fi rst attempt at any form of turning, keeping 
the design simple will make life much easier, 
allowing me to focus on the techniques 
involved in making it. Once I understand 
exactly what I’m doing, I can then start 
adding extra detail. 

Flicking through some of my books,
I’ve found a square ‘Sushi-style platter’ in 
Mark Baker’s book Woodturning Projects 
(p114) which appeals to me. It ticks 
my main boxes of being square and simple,
with an elegant curve and good overall 
balance to it. With this design in mind
I am using the proportions as a basis

for my bowl, just adding a beaded foot 
because I’m a sucker for a foot on a bowl.

Beware the corners!
Th roughout this project, it is the corners 
of the bowl that will cause problems. 
I remembered from my early attempt at a 
square bowl that, unlike a round bowl with 
a diameter of 250mm; if you cut a 250mm 
square bowl, its diameter will actually be the 
measurement across the corners, which is 
roughly 1½ times more than the straight face. 
So if your lathe capacity is 250mm, don’t cut 
a 250mm square – it won’t fi t! You need to 
cut about a 165mm bowl to fi t a 250mm lathe.
   Fortunately, my lathe has capacity for a 
400mm bowl, so the ash (Fraxinus excelsior) 
blank that I’ve cut isn’t going to be a problem. 
Like the original, I’ve gone for a blank of 

250mm square, 350mm across the corners.
I cut the blank on my table saw with a fi ne 

cutting blade. Th is gives a perfectly square 
cut and leaves a surface that needs very little 
cleaning up. It occurs to me that centring the 
bowl will be an important part of the initial 
mounting, unlike a round bowl where any 
slight misalignment can be turned away in 
the early stages. If a square bowl is slightly
off -centre it could aff ect the appearance of 
the fi nished item, showing up as a variable 
thickness on the square edge. I carefully 
mark the centre of the blank and fi t a 
faceplate ring. I fi nd visualising the end
result a little diffi  cult at this point, so I have 
decided that the shorter multiple screws of 
a faceplate ring will be preferable to single 
larger fi xing of a screw chuck. Th ere’s nothing 
worse than your initial fi xing showing
on the fi nished bowl.

Take note of the measurement across the corners on a square bowl to ensure it fi ts on your lathe

Using a saw bench with a fi ne toothed blade 
to cut the blank to size

Carefully fi tting the faceplate ring to the blank

Those corners again!
It is good practice to check your work turns freely 
before pressing ‘start’, but with square bowls it 
is vitally important. Positioning the toolrest and 
banjo in just the right place is essential to avoid 
damaging the blank, before you have even picked 
up the bowl gouge. Check, and check again.

When you do press ‘start’, the spinning corners 
can be quite alarming, both in the sound they 
make and the amount of air they move. Start at a 
low speed and work up; once again best practice, 
but all the more important here. I am working 
at 960rpm throughout this project, slowing to 
750rpm for the fi nal reverse turning operation.

Check the corners of 
the blank won’t hit your 
tool rest or banjo before 

turning on the lathe
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Practice cuts

My blank is deliberately a little over thick,
so I can practise the cuts needed throughout 
the process. It is easier to practise when you 
have spare wood than when you are down to 
your last few millimetres on the inside of a 
bowl. My intention is to have the cuts sorted 
by that stage. Th e cuts available are
the push cut, the pull or draw cut and the 
shear cut. At various points on any bowl 
project I will use all of these cuts. On this 
project, I’m not entirely sure how the wings 
will aff ect these cuts. 

Break out is my biggest concern on this 
bowl. It is possible to fi x sacrifi cial blocks 
to the sides, essentially making it a standard 
round bowl, but I want the challenge of 
turning it square. I will just have to deal
with any break out, one way or another. 
I try each of the cuts to see which would 
be better to protect the edges, but early 
signs are good with each. 

My preference for roughing the underside 
of any bowl is the pull cut. As I know I will 
need a push cut on the inside of the bowl, 
I decide to give this a try on the underside 
too. Bevel position is much more critical for 
the push cut, so I use the solid portion of the 
bowl to fi nd where my bevel rubs and then 
use that tool position to cut in from the edge. 

Th e wings initially bounce the bowl gouge 

An early practice with the pull cut…

… both gave encouraging results

… and the push cut…

Finding the ideal position for the bowl gouge with bevel rubbing

Using a push cut to form the curve on the underside of the bowl

around a lot; too much to make a smooth cut. 
Aft er trying a few variations of the cut, I get 
much better results by taking a slightly bigger 
and more positive cut than from trying to be 
too gentle and overly cautious. Th e fact that 
the edge is properly engaged in the wood 
gives me control, much like cutting a 
bead with a skew. If you are too cautious, 
the chances of a catch increases signifi cantly.

Th e next cut to try is a push cut to add 

shape to the underside of the bowl. A few 
diff erent variations of presentation are 
needed to get it right, but it works. I am
much more comfortable with the pull cut,
so I switch back to that for the majority of
the shaping. I feel it is easier to allow the 
wood to come to the tool with the pull cut. 
With the push cut, the temptation is to apply 
too much pressure, which causes problems 
with bevel bounce.
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Checking progress
As the shaping progresses, I keep stopping 
the lathe and checking the shape I am 
making and the important square edges,
to ensure I’m not chipping out. Usually you 
can check the curve of a bowl while it spins, 
both visually and by touch, but the corners 
of the square bowl make this impossible, 
so the only answer is to stop the lathe. 
Two problems emerge as I continue, but as 
I am frequently stopping and checking my 
progress, I am able to head them off  before 
they become real issues.

Chipping out
Th e fi rst issue to sort out is a section of 
the square edge where the grain pattern 
is such that it is chipping out rather than 
cutting cleanly. Th is problem is exacerbated 
because of the grain pattern. My solution is 
to use a joinery technique: a sharp block 
plane is used to put a slight chamfer on the 
edge in question, reducing the harshness 
of the gouge cut on the edge.

Perfecting the curve
Th e second problem I have found with the 
square bowl is the lack of tool support over 
the wings. As there is less wood beneath 
the tool, I fi nd that if I apply a continuous 
amount of pressure to the wood throughout 
the cut, the gouge removes more wood from 
the wings and the curve becomes uneven. 
Aft er a few experimental cuts I realise I 
am going to have to change my approach 
slightly. I continue with the pull cut, but 
apply slightly more pressure, tool to toolrest. 
I position myself so I can make the full 
cutting movement in one go, without having 
to adjust my footing. I try to visualise the 
shape continuing in a smooth curve as I 
work. By focusing on my movement, keeping 
it smooth and fl uid and the extra stability 
of the increased tool-to-tool-rest pressure, I 
am able to make the cut smoothly, without 
the change of shape I have been experiencing 

The chipped edge My solution was to plane a chamfer on the edge

previously. A great technique to check the 
quality of a curve is to use a length of fl exible 
material, in this case a steel ruler, and fl ex
it across the surface of the bowl. Material 

such as the thin steel of a ruler will always 
fl ex into a perfect fl uid curve, so by fl exing
it against the curve of the bowl you can see 
how good it looks.

Flexing a steel ruler around a curve will help show up an imperfect curve

Finishing cuts
With the curve looking good and the edges fi nished crisply, I need 
to take a couple of fi nishing cuts to leave a perfect surface ready for 
sanding. Th ere are two main options here: a push cut or a shear cut. 
My preference is nearly always a shear cut. Th e body position needed 
for a shear cut allows great visibility of the overall shape of the bowl, 
unlike the push cut, which I fi nd restrictive. As the tool is against my 
body throughout the shear cut, I have better tool control. 

Having perfected my body movement to cut the curve with the pull 
cut, the slight change of presentation to the shear cut makes it easy to 
continue the same sweep and fi nish the underside of the bowl. A shear 
cut uses no bevel contact, just a razor sharp edge, presented at around 
45° to the surface. It looks and feels a little strange to begin with 
because the fl ute is almost facing the wood, but the fi ne shavings 
that are produced show how well this cut works. Shear cutting the surface
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Hand sanding the accessible areas

Turning the inside

With the bowl turned around in the chuck, 
I draw a pencil line of the curve I am aiming 
for. Mark’s original bowl was only 5mm 
thick; I decide that there is little point 
making my fi rst square bowl any more 
diffi  cult than it needs to be and I’m not keen 
on overly thin bowls. So I aim for a consistent 
measurement of around 8 to 10mm. I mark 
this on two faces and I’m pleased that I can 
see these marks quite clearly while turning. 
I deliberately leave extra waste wood above 

the fi nal surface for a few more practice cuts.
As before, positive cuts work best, moving 

forward steadily and smoothly. Th e technique 
I use here is particularly suited to thin walled, 
large or wet wood bowls. Starting at the rim, 
the cuts focus on the shape, thickness and 
fi nish of the fi rst inch of the bowl. Once this 
is done satisfactorily, the cut can progress 
to the next inch and so on until the turning 
is complete. Th e main advantage of this 
technique is that the bulk of the bowl remains 

for as long as possible, helping to resist fl ex 
and movement before it is absolutely 
necessary. I also fi nd that, because my focus 
is on a particular area, it gives me the best 
chance of achieving a consistent wall thickness 
without cutting through the bowl. 

Regular checks are needed and once the 
cut is within the solid portion of the bowl, 
callipers are used to maintain an even wall 
thickness. Th e turning at this stage becomes 
just the same as for any other standard bowl.

Sanding
Great care is needed for sanding; those wings 
are very unforgiving to anything put near them. 
My preference for sanding bowls is always to 
combine hand and power sanding, which I fi nd 
gives the best control and surface fi nish.    
   Here I am sanding the solid centre section 
with standard hand sanding techniques. Th en 
with the lathe stopped, I use an orbital palm 
sander to smooth and blend the wings. I fi nish 
with abrasive on a cork block, sanding with the 
grain to 320 grit. I also take this opportunity 
to sand the edges of the bowl.

Using the orbital palm sander to smooth the wings

The curve of the bowl marked on the edge

The curve of the bowl develops

Initial cuts going well

The curve of the wings is easily monitored visually

Shaping cut in action

Once inside the solid section, callipers are needed 
to check the thickness is even
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Sanding again
As always, there is more sanding required 
and the process is similar to the outside. 
I power sand the solid portion, then switch 
to my cranked drill to power sand the wings 
with the lathe stationary. Th is cranked drill 
is easier to use single handed than a normal 
drill. Th e sanding is fi nished off  with abrasive 
wrapped around a cork block, as before. 
I fi nd the square edges are incredibly sharp, 
so soft en them with 320 grit. 

Reversing the bowl
Th is is done using the same technique I use for all bowls. 
I pad the chuck with folded paper towel and hold the 
bowl between this and the live centre, essentially between 

Conclusion

I have enjoyed making this bowl which 
has thrown up some interesting challenges, 
all of which I have been able to solve using 
techniques that I already knew from various 
areas of turning and woodworking. I think 
this proves, if proof were needed, that having 
a good and wide knowledge of techniques is 
the best base for making any turned project.   
   If I were to make this again, I would have 
a better understanding of how the shape is 
formed and the relationship between the 
initial blank and the end result. On this bowl 
I have lost a lot of the olive ash colour and 
fi guring because of this lack of vision and 
understanding. Next time I would hope to 
maximise this timber better, but overall 
I am pleased with the outcome. •

Power sanding the solid portion of the bowl Using the cranked drill to blend the wings

The bowl reversed over the chuck Turning away the spigot

My fi nished bowl

Removing the nib with a carving gouge

centres, turning away the holding spigot. Th e tiny nib
that is left  is carved and sanded away. I fi nish the bowl 
with several coats of hard wax oil.
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SPRAY-WAX:  Highest quality sprayable wood protection

Call us
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Paul Howard Woodturning www.paulhowardwoodturner.co.uk
Tel 01621 815654 Mob 07966 188559

Flu ng Jig

Routers from 42mm to 65mm
can be ed as standard or
other tools with a parallel
collar from 65mm down can
be ed with a simple ring
adaptor

£159.00 plus P & P

Index System

Index plate 60 48 36 14 hole
pa ern spindle sizes to suit
most lathes. Unique posi on
clamping system.

£50.00 plus P & P

Spheres up to 300mm Diameter
depending on capacity of lathe.

Suitable for at bed and dual
round bed bar Lathes.

Riser Blocks for Lathes from
125mm to 250mm spindle height
included. Addi onal risers can be

ed

Carbide Cu er for consistent
results.

Self centring with disc or centring
plate ed

Unique Back Stop so that Sphere
sizes can be repeated

Sphere Jig

Standard Jig

£187.00 Plus P & P
(UK £15.00)

With Dual Round
Bed Bar Adaptor

£197.00 Plus P & P

1405 Deborah Herman Rd, 

Conover, NC 28613  

828-322-WOOD (9663) International

WE SHIP ALL OVER THE WORLD!!

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

www.westpennhardwoods.com

75+ Exotic Species including:
African Blackwood, Bocote, Bubinga (Waterfall), 

Cocobolo, East Indian Rosewood, Ebony,  
Olivewood, Pink Ivory.

Exotic Turning Blanks Pen Blanks

Burls Figured Lumber  

Unique Boards     

Use Coupon Code: GMC10 on your next order to receive 10% OFF 
Coupon cannot be combined with any other offers and excludes the following species: 

Tulipwood, Kingwood, Cocobolo, Amboyna, Waterfall Bubinga and Ebony
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DECORATIVE BOWL  PROJECT

A contemporary bowl
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Andy is on the Register of 

Professional Turners (RPT). 

He is a professional 

woodturner and has a 

workshop and gallery in 

Suffolk. He mostly makes 

one-off pieces, but like any 

jobbing woodturner, is just as likely to be found 

doing small batch runs, antique restorations or 

any number of strange commissions. He also 

demonstrates and teaches turning.

cobwebcrafts@btinternet.com

www.cobwebcrafts.co.uk

ANDY COATES

Andy Coates applies a contemporary take on the 

traditional bowl shape, using pyrography and colour

29    Woodturning 292

B
owls must comprise the largest 
percentage of all the objects commonly 
made on a woodturning lathe. What 

can we do to make our bowls stand out from 
others? We can spend a little more money to 
get that extra special blank from the wood 
supplier and we can take great pains to ensure 
that the shape and fi nish are as good as we 
can make them. However, if this is all we 
do, the likelihood is that your bowl will still 
blend in to a table full of other plain bowls. It 
would take somebody with an understanding 
of the craft  to discern the diff erence between 
the ‘ordinary’ and the ‘exceptional’.

Probably the most eff ective thing we can do 
to make bowls stand out is to decorate them 
in some fashion. Th ere is still some resistance 
to decorating turned work, and that’s okay; 
we each have our own preferences and none 
are wrong. For me, decorating is not only the 
obvious choice, but it’s also good fun. A bowl 
is a simple object to turn for the experienced 
woodturner and there is diminishing 
satisfaction in simply knocking out the same 
object time and time again; decorating can 
add a new dimension to your hobby.

EQUIPMENT USED
Kiln dried elm (Ulmus procera) – 170 x 80mm

Small scrap of elm 60 x 30 x 5–8mm

10mm long grind bowl gouge

10mm spindle gouge

10mm parting and beading tool

Multi-tip scraper

Abrasives 180 to 400 grits

Cellulose sealer

Danish oil

Stains, acrylics, dyes, etc.

PPE: Face mask, gloves, dust mask/respirator
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2

1 Before you mount your blank on a screw 
chuck, look at the blank for faults such 

as splits and voids that might cause a safety 
issue. Once you have checked your blank, 
drill an appropriately sized hole and mount 
the blank on the screw chuck. In this store-
bought blank, I found three nails! Th is helped 
to determine which face was the top

2 True up the face of the blank using a 
bowl gouge. A good habit to adopt is to 

mark the centre of the blank. A revolving 
ring centre is perfect for this as it provides 
an accurate reference later. You may wish to 
true the side of the blank if it is unbalanced

3 Cut the tenon to the appropriate diameter 
for your chuck. Begin roughing out the 

shape using pull cuts on the wing of the 
long-ground bowl gouge. Th e bowl should 
have a narrow base and a high wall to ensure 
the decoration is visible upon completion

4 Before you fi nalise the shape it can 
oft en help to take a 10mm parting tool 

and face off  the fi rst 15mm or so off  the inner 
face. Th is provides a datum for the ultimate 
rim of the bowl and allows for the fi nal shape 
to be retained

1

3 4

INFORMATION AND PLANS

150mm (6in)

66mm
(25/8in)

6mm
(1/4in)

Grain Line
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6

7

10

5

5 Having taken this step, complete 
the shaping of the bowl. Next you 

need to abrade the outer wall. Start at a 
grade appropriate for the quality of your 
tooled fi nish and work through to 320 or 
400 grit. A powered arbor helps to get a 
good quality fi nish

6 Take a pencil and, choosing a line of 
grain about 25 to 35mm down from the 

rim, draw a pencil line, following the grain 
around the bowl. You will repeat this on the 
inside wall later on. Don’t worry about the 
pencil line; it will be removed later during 
the decoration process

7 Now apply cellulose sealer from the base 
up to the pencil line. Apply sparingly 

and buff  dry. De-nib with a nylon mesh 
pad and apply a second, and possibly third, 
coat of sealer. Do not go over the pencil line 
if you intend to decorate the rim section

8 Remount the bowl on the prepared tenon. 
Begin hollowing the bowl using the bowl 

gouge. Novices can use these cuts as practice 
cuts rather than rush to remove the waste. 
Stop the hollowing process when the wall 
reaches about 20mm thickness

9 Now take the small scrap piece of 
wood you have prepared and mark 

the thickness on to the rim of the vessel. 
Ideally this dimension will be in the region 
of 5 to 8mm. Complete the hollowing process 
to this mark. If you keep your wall thickness 
even throughout, you will not go through 
the base

10 If necessary you can use a bowl scraper 
to achieve the fi nal tool fi nish. I prefer 

a half-round scraper as this provides superb 
control of the tool. Your presentation should 
be ‘trailing’: that is with the tool handle 
slightly higher than the tip and the tip 
held at about 45° to the surface

11 Abrade the inner bowl just as you 
did for the outside. Take your time and 

get the fi nish just right. Now locate the same 
line of grain that you marked on the outside 
of the bowl and mark it around the bowl 
with a pencil

12 As all the remaining work is to be off  
the lathe, we need to fi nish the bowl 

by removing the tenon. I fi nd the easiest 
way to achieve this is with an old fashioned 
shop-made jam chuck. Th e mark left  by the 
revolving ring centre provides the perfect 
reference for remounting

8

9

11 12
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13

16

17 18

15

19 20

14

13 Wind the tailstock quill in gently. 
Apply only enough pressure to

provide a friction drive. Reduce the lathe 
speed to about 800rpm and using a 10mm 
spindle gouge, remove the tenon with light 
cuts. Make the base slightly concave and
leave the central stub slightly wider than
your tail centre

14 Use a craft  knife or carving tool to 
remove the remaining stub. Abrade the 

base to a fi ne fi nish and seal with cellulose 
sealer. Buff  to a fi nish. I tend not to wax or 
oil the base of a bowl

15 Now take the small off -cut ‘board’, 
and using a fretsaw, cut a small triangle 

about 20 x 15 x 15mm out of it. Place the 
triangle on the wall of the bowl within the 
marked pencil boundary and the rim 
(you can do this outside or inside) and draw 
inside the triangle template with a pencil. 
Drill through the three corners on the inside 
of the pencil lines, using a small drill bit in 
a rotary tool

16 Th en continue drilling around the 
three lines until the waste is almost 

freed. You may need to use a burr to fi nally 
remove the waste

17 Clean up the resulting inner faces using 
a burr until you can just force your 

cut triangle in to the hole. Don’t worry if it 
is not a perfect fi t; we can adjust this at the 
next stage, but ultimately it must push into 
the hole

18 Th e decoration on this bowl is in 
two forms: pyrographed detail and 

colouring. Th e tip you use will depend 
upon the pyrography machine you have. 
Some come with pre-formed tips and others 
with nichrome wire tips you form yourself. 
I fi nd both types useful depending on what 
I want to achieve

19 You now need to decide on a repetitive 
pattern to burn on the bowl. I am using 

a triangular pattern that mimics the wooden 
triangle I used for the infi ll piece. You could 
choose any shape you wish. If you are not 
familiar with using the pyrography machine, 
practice on a piece of plywood fi rst

20 First, take your triangle and using 
the edge of the wire tip, burn straight 

lines across the edges all the way around.
Th is is a small piece so take care near your 
fi ngers! On the two faces, pyrograph your 
preferred pattern
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21 Now burn straight lines across the 
inner edges of the drilled-out hole. 

Make sure you leave no bare wood. If your 
triangle was too tight a fi t, you can adjust this 
now by burning away the excess. Aim for a 
‘comfortable’ fi t: not too tight, not too loose

22 Next we begin pyrographing the 
bowl. Here I am marking out a 

random triangular pattern and then infi lling 
the triangles with a series of opposing straight 
lines. Work all around the bowl, occasionally 
breaching the pencil line perimeter to add 
a note of randomness

23 Once the outside is complete, 
pyrograph lines from the outer 

shapes across the rim. Now move to the 
inside of the bowl and repeat the process 
using to lines on the rim as the starting 
points of each subsequent shape. 

21

24

25 26

23

22

OTHER IDEAS
Here are a stack of similar bowls, each with 

a slightly different colouring and style. I am 

certain that you can come up with something of

your own, but this should give you a starting 

point to work from. Strong, bright colours

work well with the natural wood and the

style allows for colours that might otherwise 

not work on turned objects. •

TOP TIP
Pyrography produces a signifi cant amount 

of wood smoke. Use of a carbon fi lter 

extractor is advisable as sensitivity to wood 

smoke can occur after even short exposure.

24 Now you need to decide whether 
you want to add colour to the piece 

or not. If you do not want to apply colour, 
wipe the pyrographed surface with a soft  
cloth to remove the carbon residue and then 
apply a coat of Danish oil fi nish over the 
whole vessel

25 If you choose to add colour, there 
are plenty of options. You can use 

alcohol stains, spirit stains, dyes, acrylic 
paints, milk paints, or whatever you have to 
hand. I decided to use a verdigris fi nish and 
augment this with a gilt cream highlight

26 Th is is my fi nished bowl with the 
coloured eff ects that I have chosen
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A bud 
vase 
(or a weed pot)

Stuart King turns 

romantic as he gives you 

ideas for making a variety 

of bud vases

W
e used to refer to them as ‘weed pots’ 
in the UK, but I have to admit that 
the American term ‘bud vase’ is 

more descriptive and dare I say it, romantic. 
My methodology here is to show some basic 
processes that will lead to a bud vase that you 
can put your own thoughts into. I have used 
Corian for the base, an acrylic material best 
known for its use for up-market worktops.   
   It is an easy material to turn, gives an 
interesting visual twist and being heavy,
gives some stability to the vase. By all means, 
use the scale drawing as a starting point 
and take it from there. To my mind this 
project allows for a wide choice of styles 
and materials and is only limited by your 
imagination; see where it takes you!
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Stuart has spent a lifetime 

researching, recording and 

collecting anything about 

the rural past and today is a 

well-known artist, craftsman, 

demonstrator, international 

lecturer and photo-journalist. 

He still actively records traditional crafts, 

and history via photography and video.

stuart@stuartking.co.uk

www.stuartking.co.uk

STUART KING
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1 Cut the Corian blank into a circular shape 

on a band saw. You can buy offcuts of this 

material from shop fi tters and places like eBay; 

it is easy to saw. You don’t have to use Corian; 

there are numerous plastics and polymers that 

would would be suitable

2 Bore a hole suitable for the particular 

screw chuck diameter you are using. 

My screw chuck fi tment was securely held in 

a set of extended reach jaws, O’Donnell in this 

case. Some chucks do not come with screw 

chuck inserts to hold in the centre of the chuck 

jaws. Alternatively, you can make your own 

screw chuck. They key is to make something 

that holds the work properly and securely 1 2

EQUIPMENT USED
• Corian for base

• Band saw

• Extended reach jaws

• 10mm fi ngernail-profi le spindle gouge

• 6mm skew chisel

• 6mm round nose scraper

• Abrasive paper up to 600 grit

• Metal polish

• Piece of wood for container section

• 18mm drill bit

• 4mm parting tool

• Friction polish

• 100 x 16mm glass test tubes

• Cyanoacrylate glue

INFORMATION AND PLANS

20mm
(3/4in)

40mm (15/8in)

150mm
(6in)

40mm
(15/8in)

12mm (1/2in)

75mm (3in)

Slight
under-cut

Glass Test Tube
100mm x 16mm

(4in x 5/8in)

HANDY HINTS
1.  Look for good quality test tubes on 

Internet sites such as eBay. On average 

they work out at about 70p each

2.  Wood should be dry as any subsequent 

shrinkage around a close fi tting glass 

tube could be problematical

3.  This is a good project for using 

accumulated odds and ends; we all have 

some small but choice, leftover timber 

pieces, usually in boxes under a bench

4.  Do not use ‘heavy’ or ‘open-grained’ 

timber; this would normally spoil the 

fi nesse of this slim design

5.  Seal the inside of the bell-mouthed top 

with thin super glue after fi nishing this 

section, rubbing down and waxing

before proceeding. Cyanoacrylate glue 

will prevent staining or damage to the 

fi nish due to water contact. Take care 

not to inhale any fumes

36 www.woodworkersinstitute.com
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5 6

8

3 Use a fi ngernail-profi le spindle gouge, 

held at an angle (not vertical), to clean up 

the outer edge. This is a shearing cut that is 

worth knowing as it works well on man-made 

materials as well as timber

4 Add whatever decoration and fi nish you

like to the bottom of your base

5 The two tools used to create this decoration 

were a 6mm skew and a 6mm round nose 

scraper. Corian takes a good fi nish; I used 

abrasive paper up to 600 grit and then a

metal polish to impart a pleasant shine

6 After reversing the blank on the screw chuck, 

turn a half cove on the outer edge with the 

fi ngernail-profi le spindle gouge. Note the angle 

of the tool; its use should be gentle

7 Choose a piece of wood for the container 

section. My choice of wood was cut from 

a well-seasoned half branch of laburnum 

(Laburnum anagyroides), but any timber that 

contrasts well with your chosen base colour 

and material will be suitable

8 Hold the roughed-out cylinder securely 

within the jaws of your chuck. These have 

a plain parallel internal bore. If you match 

the diameter of the work being held with the 

size of the machined internal jaw bore, you will 

not mark the wood when gripping it. If you use 

a different set of jaws, wrap some tape around 

the timber to minimise the risk of marking it 

when gripping it securely in the chuck

9 This bud vase will incorporate a 100 x 16mm 

test tube

10 Use an 18mm drill bit that fi ts directly into 

the tailstock via a Morse taper, in order 

to bore a suitable hole to accommodate the 

glass tube. Alternatively, you can hold a suitable 

drill bit in a Jacobs chuck. You could also use a 

Forstner bit with a long shank, but I have found 

that waste can build up behind the tool and 

inhibit withdrawal
7

9 10
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14 15

11 Wrap a depth marker around the drill 

bit to provide a guide; do not grab the bit 

whilst boring as it might start turning! You can 

also apply some wax as the boring progresses 

to ease the process. Keep the lathe speed low 

(400–600rpm) to avoid over-heating

12 Bore the blank, unsupported by the 

tailstock and fi nish the ‘trumpet-style’ top

13 The work now extends outwards but 

is still secured by the O’Donnell jaws, 

exposing enough to complete the whole body. 

Bring the revolving tailstock up to support the 

work. Mark the outside diameter at this point 

using a 4mm parting tool. I allowed 3mm over 

the internal diameter of the bored hole

14 Use a 10mm spindle gouge to shape the 

outer section of the trumpet-style top

15 Mark the internal length of the hole plus 

approximately 4mm on the blank

16 Shape the lower section using a spindle 

gouge and skew 

17 At this stage, use friction polish prior to 

creating a short spigot and parting off

18 Your completed components might look 

something like this 

19 The fi nished vase can be seen on

the far right, but as you can see, there is 

plenty of scope for experimentation •
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Unit 7 Hawksworth, Southmead Industrial Park, Didcot, Oxon. OX11 7HR 
 +44-(0)1235 511101  www.toolpost.co.uk

sharing expertise

The ToolPost

VAT inclusive prices, correct at time of going to press

The ToolPost Spring Open House

Tracy Owen
Mick Hanbury

Saturday & Sunday
June 11th & 12th 2016

10h00 - 16h00 daily
plus all the usual goodies you’ve come to associate with the UK’s leading show for woodturners

right here in our Didcot premises. And it’s FREE too so be sure you don’t miss it!

featuring woodturners

Come and meet 
Mick Hanbury, above. 

Tracy Owen, right

ProDesign
Woodturner’s Smock

Designed by Woodturners for Woodturners

In sizes 32” - 50”; 54” & 58” for:   £36.00

Features: Elasticated cuffs with Velcro closures ensure a snug fit but 
eliminate drag. Comfort collar, low in front, high at back; padded for 
comfort and smooth lined. Velcro closure and hold back. Extra heavy 

duty, breathable, pure cotton fabric in eco-friendly natural colour. Large 
rear pockets. Real leather elbow patches for durability. Pocket for two 

pencils/pens on left sleeve. Double-ended heavy duty rustless plastic zip 
will not damage work-pieces and eases access at ‘times of need’! And that’s 
not to mention that we cut the body approximately 6” oversize to ensure 
‘comfort fit’ and fix a sturdy hanging loop to the outside rear of the collar 

so that your smock can be folded closed, keeping dust well out of it.
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Sanding Sealers

Oils

Lacquers

Polishes

Waxes

Polish Enhancers

Wood Treatments

Polishing Brushes

Abrasives
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Superglues
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Acrylic Blanks

...and much more
01473 206 522

  US Stockist 

 Enquiries Welcome. 

Tel/Fax 888-631-8311

PO Box 260, Stowmarket, 
IP14 9BX

890 118 

nilesbo lestoppers.com    nilesbo lestoppers.com   nilesbo lestoppers.com    

Deluxe Joyner Off-Set Jig  

see website for complete details and more specials 

NEWNEWNEW   
The RP 9000 

stainless steel cork 

More efficient:  2 o-rings seal the bo le 
Precision machined with so  edges 

Everyone has the cone stoppers, be the 
first to have the best stopper cork. 

A lot more quality for a li le more money! 

Powerful, Precise, Smooth.Smooth.

2436 LATHE

Superior Design, Legendary Quality

tel +49 2566 905 106
www.onewayeuropa.com

mark@onewayeuropa.com

Superior Design, Legendary Quality
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bow Windsor
chair – part 2
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Colwin Way sees his chair project to completion

Colwin started turning 

aged 13 and has since gone 

on to teach the craft and 

wishes to continue to give 

people confi dence to try 

the wonderful hobby for 

themselves. Colwin was 

born and grew up in Lyme Regis, a small

seaside town in the southwest of England,

and is still living in the area with his wife

Vicki and two sons, Finley and Charlie.

colwinway@btinternet.com

www.axminsterskillcentre.co.uk

COLWIN WAY
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EQUIPMENT USED
•  Bandsaw or jigsaw 

•  G clamps

•  Flat spokeshave

•  Convex spokeshave 

•  Dividers

•  Callipers

•  Mallet

•  Cordless drill

•  12mm lip and spur bit

•  Angle guide or bevel gauge 

•  Strap clamp

INFORMATION AND PLANS

O
nce you’ve fi nished this chair I hope 
you will be inspired to make more 
chairs and to re-design them in your 

own specifi cations, timber choice and style. 
Th is is what I did aft er I was shown how to 
make my fi rst Windsor chair by Stuart King.

Stuart came down to the Axminster Skill 
Centre to run through the fi ner points of 
Windsor chairs with myself and the Skill 
Centre team, which ended up being one of 
my turning highlights as he generously shared 

his lifetime’s knowledge and great humour.
Now myself, Jason Breach and Ben Beddows 

are sharing our passion for chair making at 
the Axminster Skill Centre, where we teach 
classes of six students at a time, how to make a 
double bow Windsor. We enjoy watching each 
student’s delight as their chair takes shape.

So we are now ready for part 2 of our 
smokers bow chair. We have already 
completed the turning and drilling of the 
four legs, two side stretchers and one centre 

stretcher, as well as cutting out, shaping, 
drilling and sanding of the seat itself. 
Arguably all the tricky bits are done and
ready for the home stretch. Remember what
I said in part 1: take each small stage at a
time and keep testing the chair by sitting
in it as it evolves, allowing you to tweak and 
keep it comfortable.

I use no complicated equations, just simple 
measurements and a lot of judging by eye. 
Let’s start where we left  off : the seat!

12mm
(1/2in)

55mm
(21/8in)

480mm
(183/4in)

155mm
(61/8in)

300mm (117/8in)

12mm
(1/2in)

12mm
(1/2in)

60mm
(23/8in)

30mm
(11/8in)

160mm
(65/16in)

320mm (123/4in)

55mm
(21/8in)

80mm
(31/8in)
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1

2 3

1 We’re going to begin by drilling the top of 

the seat to take the top arm support turnings. 

I prefer to drill these by hand using either a 

bevel gauge or angle guide to keep me at the 

correct angle, which in this case works out to 

be 10°. As the seat has already been shaped, 

you will also need a straight edge from which to 

work the mitre gauge. My mitre gauge is made 

from clear plastic and not ideal for photos, but 

if you look closely you should just make it out. 

Using a cordless drill and a 12mm lip and spur 

bit to avoid skidding, drill the eight holes around 

the perimeter of the seat. Measure the depth 

you want to go to before drilling and mark your 

drill bit with a piece of tape to ensure you don’t 

go too deep or through your seat

2 Here’s the seat drilled and ready. 

The centre distance between each of the 

holes measures 135mm. To get these positioned 

evenly, mark a line running around the edge of 

the seat at 12mm in from the edge and then a 

centre point on the back edge of the seat. Work 

outward and around on both sides of this point 

with a set of dividers

3 Now for the exciting bit, glueing the fi rst 

parts together. You know all the parts fi t 

together as you’ve already tested each joint 

when you went through the dry-fi t. Start by 

making sure you know which are your back 

legs and which are your fronts, marking them 

if you haven’t already. Position your turnings 

so that all of your mortises are facing upright 

and tools are at hand. You will need glue, 

glue stick, mallet, warm water and a rag. 

Add a good covering of glue to each of the 

holes, remembering you can wipe away any 

glue at the end with the water and rag

4 To begin the under-seat assembly process, 

take one of the side stretchers and fi t that 

to one front and one back leg. Position this 

assembly into the seat. Position the centre 

stretcher into this assembly. Connect the 

remaining front and back legs into the remaining 

side stretcher. Add this assembly to the centre 

stretcher and lower the whole assembly down 

into the seat. When in position, tap home fully 

with your mallet and wipe off any excess glue

5 Here’s how your seat should look so far. 

At this point, make sure you don’t have too 

much wobble by sitting on the seat and having 

a ‘fi dget’ or a ‘wiggle’, whichever you prefer! 

If you fi nd it necessary, clamp the seat up using 

a strap clamp and leave overnight to dry. I like 

to think that all my chairs will be around for a 

long time, expecting them to outlast me and be 

handed down. By being the fi rst person to sit in 

it means I’m a piece of that chair’s history

6 Now to start making the arm bow. Make a 

template from the arm rest drawing in the 

plans, so that you can position the grain to 

show it at its best

4

5 6
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7

9

8

13

12

10

11

7 Use a bandsaw to cut out the arm 

but if you don’t have one then a jigsaw 

will achieve the same result. Cut as close to 

your line as possible and take your time as 

this will mean less cleaning up to do with 

hand tools later on

8 You can cut one arm from a thick piece of 

timber, then split it through with 

the bandsaw to make two identical arms 

with matching grain. If you’re uncomfortable 

with doing this, just cut each of the two half 

arms out using a slightly thinner piece of timber

9 So it’s now down to elbow grease and 

hand tools. Start by fl attening the arms 

with a plane on a fl at surface, working with 

the grain as much as possible to avoid 

breakout. Here I’m using a couple of stop 

blocks screwed to a sacrifi cial bench cover. 

This means I can position the arms securely 

to work on, anywhere I like on the bench

10 Now do the edges of the arm with 

the convex and concave spokeshaves. 

I really enjoy using these tools and fi nd it a 

pleasing part of the project. We need to do 

enough here to take out any bandsaw marks. 

Make sure you cut with the grain and not 

against it, to leave the best possible fi nish

11 Use a router and a round over bit to 

save a bit of time, to soften the top and 

bottom of the arms. If you don’t own a router 

or are unsure about this process, just use the 

spokeshave to create a nice edge to your arms

12 The next step is to cut out the back 

support, which will also act as a bridge 

to join the two arm sections together. Use your 

prepared arms as a template when marking out 

the back support. Again, cut as close to your 

markings as possible

13 Once the back support has been cut 

out, you can glue the three sections 

together. I fi nd it easier to hold the back 

support upside down in the bench vice for 

this step. Glue the bottom surface of the 

support then position the two arm sections 

over the back support and clamp loosely 

with a couple of clamps. Before you clamp 

up completely, drill through the arm and 

into the back support with an 8mm drill bit 

in four equally-spaced places. Glue these 

holes and tap in four 8mm dowels to add 

strength to the fi nished arms
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14

16

15

14 At this point, add more clamps and ensure 

that no gaps remain. Leave overnight for 

the glue to dry. When the arm is fully dry, put 

it back in the vice and spokeshave the back 

support to follow the contours of your arms. 

Wrap it around your own back, testing for 

comfort until you’re happy with the fi t

15 Now the glue has dried, you can drill 

the holes to the underside of your chair 

arm. Here I’ve positioned the back support over 

the side of the bench to work on the arm more 

easily. Once again, use the angle guide to ensure 

that you keep to the 10° you’ve used on the seat 

drillings. Make the hole centres 155mm apart 

and 12mm diameter. Again, mark the depth 

on the drill before drilling

16 You’re now back to familiar territory

with a bit more copy turning. We have 

eight arm supports to turn. As you can see

from the plans, I’ve made mine top heavy,

but you can change this as you see fi t. Just use 

my design as a guide. Start by roughing down, 

sizing and cleaning all your supports blanks 

to the same size

17 When you’ve decided on your design 

and turned your fi rst support, start 

measuring each feature starting from the 

top and working down the length

18 Plot these measurements onto the blank 

with a set of dividers

19 This picture shows the blank marked 

out where the positions of each feature 

are easy to see

20 Now you know where each feature 

is to be placed, we can move onto 

the callipers. In this picture I’m measuring 

the fi rst fi llet. Fillets are easy to measure 

and easy to re-cut as they’re fl at bottomed

21 Cut the fi llet into the blank and check 

as you go with the callipers, ensuring 

an exact match. Once you’re happy with this 

depth, move onto the next feature one bit at 

a time, measuring with dividers and callipers 

as you go. You will soon build up a rhythm 

and start understanding the processes in copy 

turning. Anyway, who will know if you make 

20 supports and pick the best eight for your 

chair; it’s all good practice

20 21

19

17

18
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22 2423

25 26

22 When you’ve cleaned up and cut the 

tenons to 12mm, sand each support. 

Remember not to sand the tenons themselves

23 You should now have eight arm supports 

ready to be dry-fi tted to the bottom 

section of your chair, which should now be dry

24 You will need to dry-fi t the whole top 

section of the chair together before you 

even open the glue pot. This is your last chance to 

tweak. It may sometimes be necessary to slightly 

change an angle on one of the holes or even nip a 

bit of the end of a couple of the supports to make 

the arms sit at a better angle. This is all part of the 

fi nishing process in chair making

25 To glue this fi nal section together, again 

prepare all of your tools close to hand and 

glue the holes in the seat fi rst. The supports can 

then be tapped into the seat. Flip the arm upside 

down and glue the holes before turning it over and 

working around from the fi rst support in sequence 

to the last. Finish by tapping down and wiping off 

any excess glue with warm water and a rag

26 This shows the fi nished chair just after 

gluing. Clamp your chair with strap 

clamps, making sure the strap goes under the 

seat and not around the stretcher or spanning 

the arms; this would only act to pull the arms 

inward rather than down

27 Finishing the chair is defi nitely a personal 

decision. You can use French polish, wax or, 

as I have used here, oil. If you are using fi nishing 

oil, give the timber a generous coat to begin with, 

but wipe off the excess after about 10 minutes. 

If you don’t do this, the surface will become sticky. 

After this, you can apply several very light coats 

and  lightly sand between each to de-nib and build 

up to the desired sheen. You will usually need 

to leave oil overnight to dry suffi ciently before 

re-coating. However, in the warmer months, 

the process can be a bit quicker. I hope you found 

this project a bit easier than you might have fi rst 

thought. Once fi nished, you will have an heirloom 

that will become a great conversation starter and 

indulge you in those quiet Sunday morning paper-

reading sessions • 27
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 The Cryogenic process uses liquid nitrogen technology to rapidly cool and alter
    the internal structure of the tool steel resulting in superior strength
    and hardness at the cutting edge where it matters the most.

Provides vastly superior wear resistance and sharpness compared to standard HSS.

 Available throughout the full range of Crown Turning tools.

 Beautifully finished and balanced tools making turning a pleasure.

 Hand made in Sheffield, England.

Web. www.crownhandtools.ltd.uk

Email. Info@crownhandtools.ltd.uk

Tel. 0114 261 2300
Fax. 0114 261 2300

AVAILABLE FROM ALL CROWN TOOL DEALERS WORLDWIDE

TECHNOLOGY-
Giving you the edge over the competition

The Crown ‘Revolution’ hollowing systems provide you with competitively priced
compact, versatile and efficient hollowing tools for small to large hollowing projects
so if you are just starting out in the crafts of box making or hollow form turning the
‘Revolution’ range has an option to suit your needs.

Articulated modular design gives full flexibility for turning a variety of vessels
including bowls, boxes, vases and hollow forms. Accessing those hard to reach
places is easy with the ‘Revolution’ hollowers.

Mini, Midi and full size 1/2” (13 mm)  and 5/8” (16 mm) versions available.

SEE THE REVOLUTION IN ACTION- www.marksanger.co.uk

Treatex Hardwax Oil 
protects and enhances the 
appearance of all types of internal 

Treatex Hardwax Oil is manufactured 
on a base of natural sustainable 

 

 Easy to apply

 
 No sanding required between coats

 Low odour

 

 Withstands high temperatures

 Very durable

 Easy to clean and maintain

 Spot repairable  
 
 Safe for use on children’s toys

Treatex Hardwax Oil 
protects and enhances the 
appearance of all types of internal 

Oil is manufactured on a base of 
natural sustainable raw materials: 

 

 Brings out the timber grain

 Adds warmth to wood

 Easy to apply

 
 No sanding required between coats

 Low odour

 

 Withstands high temperatures

 Very durable

Easy to clean and maintain

Spot repairable

 
 Safe for use on children’s toys

tel: 01844 260416
www.treatex.co.uk

Protect and enhance the natural beauty 
of wood with Treatex Hardwax Oil
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Community letters
Here are a few letters the Editor has recieved from you, the readers

Better lathe than never

Chance took me to the Robust website 
early in 2015. Watching videos of the sturdy 
American Beauty lathe, I was tempted. In the 
autumn, I saw one at the local woodturning 
show and was hooked.

Richard on his new American Beauty from Robust Tools

Alternative method for sphere template

Th ere was good-natured teasing from 
woodturning friends. Some asked: “What
will it do that your current lathe won’t?”
A great question and diffi  cult to answer,
other than to ramble about Zen and the
joy of everything to do with woodturning. 
Overall the view was, ‘buy it if you can
aff ord it’. But, how to go about it? 

Phil Irons is the UK representative for 
Robust, but purchases are made directly from 
the factory in Wisconsin USA. I’d previously 
bought smaller items from America but 
importing a lathe seemed more daunting. 

Taking the plunge, I phoned Brent and Deb 
English in Wisconsin who made it seem easy. 
I should choose what items to buy then pay 
an initial 50% via PayPal. Due to demand, 
there would be a 12–14 week wait before
my lathe was built. I would need to be patient.

By appointment, I went to see Phil to ask 
a few questions, mainly about setting up the 
lathe. Returning home, I added toolrests 
to my order and waited. A couple of weeks 

earlier than expected, Brent emailed to say 
the lathe was ready. Th ey arranged a quote 
from UPS ($1300) for carriage door to door. 

Final payment, including the cost of 
carriage, went through. Four days later, 
UPS phoned: they had a lathe for me and 
would I pay the VAT, please. Import duty, 
they calculated at 0% as it was a personal 
import of a hobby lathe.

With four woodturning friends to help, 
the crate weighing almost 900lbs was opened. 
Using pieces of ‘2x4’ we could just about 
carry the lathe. Attaching the headstock took 
three of us. Finally, connecting the wiring 
between lathe and headstock seemed more 
tricky, but aft er phone calls to Phil and Brent 
it proved simple. 

How easy it is to import depends a 
good deal on the company from whom you 
purchase; Robust made it all very easy. I’m 
now the delighted owner of a shiny(?) new 
American Beauty and enjoying it enormously. 

Richard Chiswell

Mark,
I was a little surprised when I read 
about Mr. Findley’s method of 
creating a template using a bandsaw, 
in his article about turning a sphere 
in Woodturning 289. In my opinion, 
trying to cut an arc with a bandsaw 
provides many opportunities for 
irregularities in the template. 
I believe a more accurate (and 
probably quicker) alternative method 
is to create the template on the lathe 
by attaching the template material to 
a faceplate and, with a sharp parting 
tool or skew, cutting a circle at the 
desired diameter for the sphere and 
a larger circle to allow something 
to hold on to. Th e resulting circle 
template can then be cut into a 
quarter- or half-circle to be used
when turning the sphere.

I have enjoyed reading Woodturning 
for several years. Th ank you for a 
continuing high-quality magazine.

Rex Wells

Back issues up for grabs

Dear Mark,
Having subscribed to Woodturning magazine for 
many years, I have run out of storage space for the new 
issues. Reluctantly, I need to dispose of a large number 
of the earlier issues. I have a more or less complete 
run of issues 101–200. I am willing to off er these 
to anyone who would genuinely use them to further 
their turning skills (and not immediately fl og them 
on eBay!). Th ey are free to collect, but I would have 
to charge any carriage costs in advance. Contact me 
initially by email.

Les Franchi, South Birmingham
Email: les.franc@blueyonder.co.uk

Banjo revelealed
In Woodturning 290 Community Letters, Neil Creter 
in Macon, USA, was trying to fi nd out why the banjo
is named the ‘banjo’. 

In reply to Neil Creter’s request, I quote from page 
29 of my book Th e Fundamentals of Woodturning,
a toolrest holder is commonly called a banjo ‘because 
it resembles one when viewed in plan’.

Mike Darlow, Exeter, NSW, Australia

Richard Findley’s article on ‘How to turn 
a perfect sphere’ in Woodturning 289
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Here we share with you the pieces that readers have posted on our Woodturning forum. If you are interested 

in the possibility of your piece appearing here, or would simply like feedback and advice on your work,

visit www.woodworkersinstitute.com 

and click on the forum button. 

FROM THE FORUM

Jason has posted this bowl, 60 x 250mm, made from Kentish 
cherry. He has decorated the rim with Stempelfarbe (stamping 
ink). Kiwi commented: “I like this one a lot Jason, lovely piece of 
cherry with a really nice complimentary decoration. Th is shot 
shows the rim detail very well.”

Nick has put up some pictures of three laburnum bowls (at 150–
200mm diameter) and a wych elm platter (310mm) that he has made 
on his new VB36 lathe. He describes the lathe as a ‘lovely beast’ and 
says he is now onto some ‘BIG stuff ’! Forum visitor Dunkhooper 
commented: “Very good work Nick. Th e natural edge one is my 
favourite. Good luck with the new lathe. I have just got a new one 
myself, second hand but new to me.” Nick replied: “I must add that 
the lathe is second hand but you would not know it... It came from the 
Borders; in fantastic condition and a tribute its previous owner.”

Jason the Turner’s Red Stempel Band Bowl

Robin Laycock’s segmented bread bowls

Nick Simpson’s laburnum bowls

Robin Laycock made some bread bowls for a chef in return for 
receiving such good meals. Th e wood came from a kitchen worktop 
and was segmented to give more depth and style. Th e cup in the centre 
can be used for butter or hummus, and the bread is placed around the 
rim. To make it food safe, Robin has used Treatex clear gloss hardwax 
oil, which he found gave a disappointing fi nish. Brody has responded, 
“Another nice piece of turning Robin. A great idea too. At least the 
fi nish doesn’t make it look like plastic or something mass produced. 
And if the chef is happy, it’s a winner.”

Highland Turner (Phil) has turned this gold/gunmetal Zeta so he 
could photograph it for an advert. It is made from Beaufort black/red 
Ebonite, which is sanded to 1200 wet and dry (used dry). Th is was 
followed by several applications of burnishing cream, then buff ed 
with a dry tissue (with the lathe running). He admiringly says:
“It gleams, with no fi nish or special equipment required.”
Walter Hall responds: “Th at is a fi ne looking pen, Phil. Ebonite
works up to a lovely shine and is really good to work with.
I fi nd it has a pleasant feel to it too and holds a thread
well for those who are into making kitless pens.
Good to see it becoming more readily available
in the UK.” Phil replied to Walter: “I’ve just
seen your article in Woodturning magazine,
all about Ebonite. Th e timing couldn’t
be better if we’d planned it.”

Mark Sutton has not 
posted anything on 
the forum for a long 
time, due to work 
commitments and a 
signifi cant number of 
weeks of not turning. 
He has shared his 
latest creation, made 
from sycamore and 
decorated with Jo Sonja 
Iridescent Paints. GBF 
and Dalboy commented 
that they would not 
have added paint in the 
inner ring. Edbanger 
agreed but said he liked 
the blend of colours. 
Mark responded to 
these comments, 
saying: “Th e inner ring colouring is intentional as the method 
used for blocking out was set off -centred on purpose.”Highland Turner’s Zeta pen

Mark Sutton’s decorated sycamore bowl
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Hundreds of inspiring Woodworking and DIY books available
Visit www.thegmcgroup.com or call 01273 488005

NEW WOODWORKING BOOKS

Quick Find Code: 25948
All New Turning Projects with 

£17.99

Quick Find Code: 25390
The Woodburner Handbook

£7.99

Quick Find Code: 24279
Woodturning Trickery

£16.99

Quick Find Code: 26229
Countertops

£16.99

Quick Find Code: 25846
Great Big Toy Trucks

£17.99

Quick Find Code: 26228
All New Building Decks

£17.99

Quick Find Code: 25951
The New Small House

£17.99

Quick Find Code: 21569

£25.00
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We meet turner and former 

Chairman of the AWGB,

Reg Hawthorne

Reg 
Hawthorne 
in profi le
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R
eg Hawthorne is based in the Cotswolds 
where he uses local timbers and exotic 
woods to turn a variety of objects, 

including boxes, Fabergé-style eggs, vases
and bowls. Over the years, Reg’s work has 
become more ornamental in style and he 
loves to experiment with eff ects such as 
simulated enamelling. Here, we fi nd out
more about his work and his wider 
involvement in the turning world.

Starting turning
Before taking early retirement, Reg worked 
in broadcast engineering, and he started 
woodturning as a hobby about 25 years ago. 
He was inspired to start turning aft er a visit 
to the Chilterns Craft  and Design Show near 
Henley-on-Th ames over an August bank 
holiday weekend. “I watched a turner making 
‘magic mushrooms’ from small pieces of
yew (Taxus baccata) branch with a queue
of children waiting. I bought a lathe and a 
book a month later and at about the same 
time, Isaac Lord in High Wycombe started
a woodturning club on alternate Saturdays, 
so I went along. It was mainly demonstrations 
by a couple of local turners, Stuart Mortimer 
and Rod Bonner, joined later by Gary Rance 
(I was a witness to Gary Rance’s fi rst public 
demonstration, very quiet!). Much later,
I demonstrated there myself.”

Reg didn’t start to turn full time until he 
took early retirement in December 1994 and 
treated himself to an Apollo professional 
lathe. He then became self-employed when the 
National Trust started to pay him for his work.

Blackwood box with lapis laminate

Hinged lignum vitae box

Lignum vitae and blackwood 
goblet with grape decoration
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Inspiration
Inspiration can come from many sources, 
but in Reg’s case an interest in antiques has 
resulted in some pieces refl ecting Art Deco 
or Art Nouveau styles, such as his cantilever 
bowl and a burr bowl supported by a pink 
ivory lady. Another example is his range of 
‘Mughal’ helmet boxes, which were inspired 
by an Indian silver spice box looted by an 
army offi  cer at the siege of Delhi. “When 
looking for inspiration in this way it is 

obviously not essential to try to make an exact 
copy but with a little lateral thinking it is easy 
to fi nd a turning solution,” Reg explains.

He also looks at antique treen items and 
adapts them: “I went through a period of 
inlaying pieces of wood – the lignum vitae 
(Guaiacum offi  cinale) Wassail bowl with 
spice pot is an example of this, with the grape 
vine created by inlaying small rivet shapes 
of purpleheart (Peltogyne porphyrocardia) 
and blackwood (Dalbergia spp.) to create the 
bunches of grapes. A bunch hangs inside the 
lid and the complete bowl has about 500 turned 
pieces. Th e goblet is in the same style made from 
a lignum vitae bowling bowl and a blackwood 
cone rejected by the music industry.”

Art Deco-inspired burr bowl with ivory fi gure Burr elm bowl on ebony cantilever support Lignum vitae Wassail bowl with blackwood grape decoration

‘Mughal’ helmet box
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Types of work
Reg told us that he has never specialised 
in turning one particular form, but has 
preferred to keep trying diff erent things: 
“Like most people, at the beginning I turned 
almost anything but found that I was 
constantly looking for diff erent challenges. 
I could never just produce bowls or hollow 
forms etc., which meant I never became an 
acknowledged expert in any one sphere, 
but I was happy with my eclectic range 
of interests.”

One of his projects involves turning off cuts 
from burrs and fi tting small hollow forms 
inside them, sometimes more than one. 
“Th ey are made to just snap in so that it isn’t 
clear how they got in there,” he says.

Over recent years, his work has evolved 
to include more ornamental turning: 
“Aft er a small heart attack in 2003, I sold 
my VB36 lathe and decided that I would no 
longer try to turn pieces of wood I couldn’t 
lift . Consequently, I developed an interest 
in ornamental turning. I acquired an old 
Evans lathe dated about 1830, which I 
refurbished and added to via the Society of 
Ornamental Turners auctions. I’ve now added 
a Holtzapff el lathe dated 1869 and a modern 
version of a rose engine. Th ese have opened 
up a completely new sphere of work; I’ve tried 
to put my own take on ornamental turning 
by combining it with plain turning and using 
colour.” Entering a competition inspired Reg 
to experiment with simulated enamelling 
eff ects: “Th e Worshipful Company of Turners 
(WCT) holds competitions every other year 
and in 2000 had a ‘turn an egg’ competition, 
which was also in honour of Th eo Fabergé. 
I entered and tried in some small way to 
simulate the enamelling found on Faberge 
eggs – a £500 prize encouraged me to add 
diff erent versions of eggs to my output, 
most mounted on ornamental turned boxes 
with a ‘surprise’ inside. One in masur birch
(Betula pendula) has a small brass lathe
inside and is now in the possession of the 
WCT. My experiment in adding simulated 
enamelling to the eggs has also been
applied to other items, such as a vase
with a dragonfl y decoration. Th e pattern
was laid out using gold-plated wire
with the cloisonnés fi lled with 
coloured epoxy resin,” 
Reg tells us.

Burrs fi tted with 
hollow forms

Lignum vitae 
enamelled egg Blackwood egg with hematite swags

Sycamore
cloissoné vase
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Sales and promotion
Reg explained that he doesn’t really go out
of his way to try to sell his work any more,
but when he did in the past he did not fi nd 
craft  fairs very eff ective for sales because
of the variety of craft s on off er. “Instead,
I held one-man exhibitions in my local
town hall. Th ese were much better than craft  
fairs as everyone who came in was interested 
in wood,” he says. “Just a thought, it may suit 
some, although I had the advantage of living 
in a tourist destination.”

Workshop
Reg’s workshop is in a converted double garage 
with the up and over door removed and replaced 
with a window and door. Th e space is divided 
into three with an entrance foyer containing six 
glass display cabinets, opening into the main 
area with two Apollo lathes, a bandsaw and 
other equipment. Dust extraction is provided by 
a boxed-in two-motor system with 100mm pipes 
and way-gates to the machines. Th e photograph 
shows the top end of the workshop where he 
works on details. Behind the entrance is a 
separate area containing the two ornamental 
lathes, a small metal turning lathe and a milling 

machine. Reg’s interest in antiques has also
had an eff ect on his workshop as it contains 
several haberdashery cabinets acquired at 
antique auctions.

Aside from all the basic turning 

equipment, Reg’s essential tools are a range 
of small tools he has made himself from 
off cuts of high-speed steel bar, in diff erent 
diameters, sold by Ashley Iles. Th ese have 
been ground to do specifi c detail work.

The area of Reg’s workshop where he works on details

Reg’s rose engine and Holtzapffel lathes Cedar bowls in preparation
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LIKES
•  The essential thing is to enjoy turning!

DISLIKES
•  I personally dislike making numerous 

items all the same, although I understand 

that often is where the money is

HANDY HINTS
•  Do your own thing. By all means take 

inspiration from other turners but don’t 

blatantly copy their work. If you produce 

something in someone else’s style then 

acknowledge it

•  When starting out, don’t do what I did, i.e. 

just buy a lathe and a book. Please attend 

a course with a professional then, using 

good advice, look for a lathe – the best 

you can afford. I went through several 

lathes until I got where I am now

•  Think about your chucking system: 

with several lathes, I’ve standardised on 

the Axminster chucks which all use the 

same jaws. I now have all lathes equipped 

with the same jaw set so that items can be 

quickly transferred from a plain lathe to an 

ornamental lathe or rose engine and back 

again as the work is progressed

The Association of Woodturners of Great Britain

Future plans
Reg told us that his future plans involve 
enjoying being in the workshop and 
experimenting with his antique lathes. 
“I’ve now got a home built version of a rose 
engine and I’m adding to the rosettes made out 
of 150mm diameter perspex. Th e rose engine 
adds a new dimension with laminated pieces 
adding to the result and contrasting with the 
painted ornamental patterns. Th e paint used is 
acrylic, allowed to dry overnight before cutting, 
otherwise the paint can pull off . Th e fi nished 
result is sealed with sprayed lacquer.” We wish 
him the best of luck with these experiments! •

Web: www.reghawthorne-woodturner.co.uk

Masur birch egg decorated with the WCT crest

At an early stage in his turning career, 
Reg joined the Association of Woodturners 
of Great Britain (AWGB) and later became 
part of the national committee, fi rst as a 
regional representative before taking on the 
Trade Liaison post organising trade stands, etc. 
“Aft er several years I ‘retired’ and had part of a 
year to myself before Ray Key asked if I would 
take over organising the AWGB International 
Seminar, as he had organised it from the 
beginning and needed a break. I agreed and 
became the organiser for several Seminars. 
   I was also asked if I would serve as Chairman 
one year later, so I fi lled both posts for the 
following four years, which is the maximum 
period a Chairman is allowed to serve. During 

this period I concentrated mainly on the 
aff airs of the AWGB with reduced turning 
activity, as the four years saw many changes 
in the Association with it becoming a national 
charity with a massive expansion in training 
courses off ered to members, plus expanded 
youth training. In association with the 
Worshipful Company of Turners, a dedicated 
woodturning certifi cate was launched with a 
diploma in preparation. Although now not a 
trustee, I still work with Peter Bradwick, the 
AWGB development offi  cer who did all the 
work in rolling out the certifi cate nationwide 
– it is now adopted by the Help the Heroes 
turning facility at Catterick.”

A highlight during his period as AWGB 

Chairman was being made a Freeman of the 
WCT by presentation and being invited as 
a guest of the Company to have lunch in the 
company of the Royal family at Westminster 
Hall as part of the Jubilee celebrations. Th is 
was one of the many highs that Reg has 
enjoyed in woodturning; he cannot think 
of any lows as his experiences have been 
overwhelmingly positive. “Woodturning 
has been great, I’ve met countless numbers 
of very nice turners including many 
from overseas as a result of the seminar. 
Th e AWGB and the Worshipful Company 
of Turners have focussed my attention on the 
world of turning rather than turning itself 
and it has been a pleasure to be involved.”
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Drying wood 
in small 
volumes
Tony Nicol introduces us to a home-made 

drier for preparing his turning timber

Tony is a self-taught 

woodturner and carver,

based in NE Scotland who 

sells his work at carefully 

selected shows and galleries 

or by commission. Most of

the materials used are

native UK hardwoods processed and dried

by Tony himself.

tony.nicol@fromthewood.co.uk

www.fromthewood.co.uk

TONY NICOL
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not be practicable for people with no
local suppliers or who only use wood
in small volumes

•  Orientation – I fi nd it frustrating having to 
tailor the end product to suit the orientation 
of the grain and fi gure of a piece of wood 
that the supplier has determined

•  Moisture content – Correctly stored kiln 
dried timber should be of satisfactory 
moisture content for turning without 
further treatment, but so-called ‘part
dried’ timber is highly unlikely to be 
suitable for turning to a fi nish and 
taking into a heated environment

Many of these problems can be overcome 
to at least some degree by sourcing and 
preparing your own timber. Th is will also 

L
ike many woodturners, I started out 
by buying pre-prepared blanks of 
wood, but it wasn’t long before the 

disadvantages of this approach became 
apparent to me. It is convenient, but it can 
entail a number of shortcomings:
•  Cost – Th e supplier has to cover his costs, as 

well as make a profi t, and the retailer adds 
his margin. Th e cost of the blank includes 
the waste as well as the usable timber

•  Species – Although many suppliers can 
off er a wide range of species, exotic timbers 
are expensive and many carry a hidden 
environmental cost, whereas many fi ne 
local timbers aren’t commercially available

•  Quality – Can be extremely variable. 
Establishing a personal relationship
with your supplier may help, but may

give you an appreciation for the amount
of waste that is involved and why purchased 
blanks may seem expensive. You can buy
kiln dried timber by the board and with 
careful board selection, this gives you
some control over grain orientation.

Another way is to look for local timber 
that may be freely available from neighbours 
or friends, such as garden trees that have 
been storm damaged or have outgrown 
their surroundings. In this case, the 
recipient will be faced with the tricky task 
of drying it. Many comprehensive articles 
have been written about drying timber and 
this commentary is not intended to be yet 
another. Instead, it describes aspects of 
timber drying that are relevant to my own 
individual approach to timber processing.

Timber being dried ‘in the round’ Slabbed timber stacked inside a well-ventilated building

Air Drying
Small pieces of timber can oft en be dried ‘in 
the round’ with little preparation other than 
sealing the cut ends. Air drying larger timbers 
entails cutting the log into boards, a process 
known as slabbing. Th e rough cut boards 
are then stacked with small pieces of wood 
between them known as stickers, to separate 
the boards and allow air to circulate around 
and between them. Typically, the stack is built 
in a shaded area and covered by waterproof 
sheeting on the top only, leaving the sides and 
ends exposed to the air but not direct sunlight. 
If space is available, the stack can even be 
placed inside a well-ventilated building.

Th e process is slow and as a rule of thumb 
you should allow a year per inch of thickness 
for the board to reach equilibrium moisture 
content. Even so, the moisture content is 
unlikely to get much below 18% in the 
UK without further eff ort being required. 
Th e slow nature of the process should mean 
that the wood is reasonably unstressed. 
Th is is still too wet for turning to a fi nish, 
however, unless you wish to turn your piece 
thin and accept the distortion that will occur 
during fi nal drying.

For speed and convenience, an alternative 
technique called rough turning can be 

employed. Th is involves cutting and turning 
pieces of work from green timber to a 
thickness which is about 10% greater than 
the intended fi nished product and air drying 
it until it is at a moisture content low enough 
to be worked to a fi nish. Th is is a popular and 
eff ective method, although it is quite likely 
that there will still be the odd failure due 
to cracking or excessive warping. 

Forced drying
Commercial producers dry their timber
in environmentally controlled structures 
known as kilns. Correctly used, a kiln 
can bring timber down to a satisfactory 
fi nal moisture content value very quickly. 
Experience is required to stack the kiln 
effi  ciently to produce optimum results. 
Th is method involves signifi cant fi nancial 
outlay both in capital and operating costs. 
In recent years, however, small kiln heaters 
have become available which means that 
kiln drying is becoming viable for small 
professional businesses and enthusiastic 
amateurs or groups. Th is can be made
even more aff ordable if basic DIY skills
using recycled materials are applied to the 
building of the drying chamber, so that the 

kiln heater is the only major outlay.
Th e other primary method of artifi cial 

drying, and the one this article will focus 
on, involves the use of commercially available 
domestic dehumidifi ers. Th ese are readily 
available and there is also a lot of information 
freely available from suppliers which will be 
invaluable for the selection of a suitable unit. 

Which dehumidifi er?
Th e two principal types of dehumidifi er 
currently on the market are either refrigerant 
or desiccant. Space precludes a detailed 
discussion of these two technologies but 
typing ‘dehumidifi er guide’ into your 
favourite search engine will reveal many 
sources of information.

Th e primary drawback of the refrigerant 
dehumidifi er is that it becomes increasingly 
ineff ective as air temperatures fall below 
10°C and such units can be prone to freezing. 
Moreover, although modern units are fi lled 
with more environmentally friendly gases 
than used to be the case, they are by no means 
benign and many still have the potential to 
pose an environmental hazard. Th e desiccant 
type of dehumidifi er, on the other hand, 
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Cracking and splitting in log end

Three tier drier

Drier in use, clearing backlog

Drying chamber design
I needed a drier capable of handling:
•  Smaller timber in the round
•  Boards that I would either buy in as air 

dried or slab by myself from green logs 
•  Rough turned pieces, all to be dried down 

to suitable moisture content ready for fi nish 
turning.

   While wood bought by the board is 
generally available in standard lengths, 
there are no standard sizes for green wood 
that comes from windfall. However, there are 

can operate to 0°C and (with suitable 
precautions to protect the water tank or 
drain line) even sub-zero temperatures. 
Importantly, these units do not involve 
the use of harmful gases for the heat 
exchange process.

Whichever dehumidifi er type is chosen, 
make sure that it has the following 
essential features:

•  Easy to clean air fi lter to keep out dust 
•  Safety cut out if starved of air
•  Safety cut out if tipped over
•  Over temperature protection

important factors that need to be considered. 
Water is quickly lost from the ends of the 
log or board and this promotes cracking and 
splitting, so if I am not going to slab a log, 
I usually split it lengthways through the pith 
to considerably reduce the radial cracking 
that occurs in the two half-round sections 
that result. However even when the ends 
are sealed, shrinkage is rarely negligible. 
For example, if a log is 1m long and 300mm 
has to be discarded from each end, there 
isn’t very much left  to work with! 

So longer is better, but longer also means 
heavier, imposing limitations unless you 
are fortunate enough to have means of 
mechanical handling. Consider that in 
the year 2013/14, manual handling was 
responsible for 24% of workplace injuries 
(Source: UK Health and Safety Executive). 
We may not consider our garages or 
workshops to be workplaces, but in practice 
they most certainly are.

Eventually I decided that for me, anything 
longer than 2.5m was rarely going to be 
practicable. From a construction point 
of view, it is also worth considering that 
plywood and other sheet materials are 
typically supplied in 2.4m lengths.

I also wanted the fl exibility to add or 
remove wood in an ad-hoc manner, rather 
than to have to dry it in batches. For example, 
a few roughed out bowls would clearly require 
much less time in the drier than several 
50mm thick slabs of green wood. It would be 
useful to have the ability to arrange the wood 
according to its relative moisture content: 
a single chamber wouldn’t have suited this. 
Aft er some sketching, I decided on a three 
tier arrangement. With hindsight, two tiers 
would probably have been quite suffi  cient 

Top Tier

FRONT ELEVATION

Insulated Air Duct

Airflow Direction

KEY

Dehumidifier Inlet/Exhaust
Apertures

Dehumidifier

Middle Tier

Bottom Tier

As the air is warmed by the 
dehumidifi er, its density is slightly 
reduced. If left to its own devices, 
warm air will rise over damper, 
cooler air. To reduce this tendency, 
plywood baffl es are used to direct 
the airstream down to the bottom of 
each tier as it enters to encourage 
it to fl ow around and between the 
wood waiting to be dried.

and much simpler to build. Since I cleared 
my initial backlog, I have rarely found the 
need to use all three.

Schematic view of drier cabinet showing closed circuit air fl ow
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Th e method of operation is that the wettest 
wood starts off  on the lowest tier closest to 
the dehumidifi er. As it dries, I can either 
move it upward to make way for more wet 
wood, or add drier wood requiring less 
drying time to the upper tiers. Th is avoids 
drawing very moist air through the driest 
timber on its way to the dehumidifi er, which 
would reduce the drier’s effi  ciency. To enable 
this process, the moisture is drawn off  by 
the dehumidifi er at the bottom and the dry 
air is returned to the top. Th e air follows a 
convoluted path through each tier of the 
drier, picking up moisture as it goes, before 
returning to the dehumidifi er again. Having 
the driest timber closest to the top of the 
drier means it can be dried quite quickly 
and without unduly compromising the 
drying of the wetter timber below.

It is very important not to cause any 
unnecessary restrictions so that the air 
can fl ow through the drier freely. Th e inlet 
to the dehumidifi er needs to be completely 
unobstructed. Careful thought needs
to be given to sizing the duct through which 
the air is directed back to the top of the 
drier. I measured the outlet aperture on the 
dehumidifi er and decided to size the duct 
to provide at least 100% more cross-sectional 
area. Th e length of the duct also adds 
resistance to the motion of the air and 

Insulated air duct

Fixings for the removable drier doors Dehumidifi er at side of drier cabinet

this must be compensated for when sizing 
the area. Initially, I had considered providing 
a condensation trap on the duct because
of the unheated environment the drier
was to be placed in, but during construction
I decided it was much simpler to insulate the 
duct. Th e reasons for this are to avoid loss
of heat from the returning air and to prevent 
condensation forming on the walls of the 
vertical section of the duct and dripping
back into the drier. I wasn't sure if this was

a realistic possibility, but I decided not
to take the chance. I reasoned that while 
the air leaving the drier is dry relative to 
the air being drawn into it, I could not 
guarantee that when the drier was well 
stocked, the risk of condensation forming 
on the walls of the duct in very cold weather 
would never arise. Accordingly, the thickness 
of the insulation was factored into the 
duct cross-sectional area to make sure 
that the airfl ow wasn't impeded. 

Construction
Construction of the drier was very 
straightforward, using recycled materials 
wherever possible. I was fortunate to 
acquire some old kitchen worktops for no 
cost from a friend who is a joiner. I decided 
these would have adequate strength for 
the fl oor and shelves of the drier, and this 
resulted in the drier having an internal 
depth (front to rear) of 600mm. For the 
back and end walls, I acquired suffi  cient 
20mm veneered chipboard in the shape of 
old offi  ce cupboards, for no more expense 
than taking it away.

In fact, the only material I had to buy 
was some whitewood for vertical struts to 
support the shelves and enough 20mm MDF 
sheeting to form the removable front panels 
for loading and emptying the drier as well 
as fabricating the duct. I chose MDF for its 
stability, because the doors need to stay fl at 
to make a good all around contact with the 
frame to eliminate air leaks. Th e doors are 
completely removable, being very simply 
held to the frame by captive 8mm studs 
and wing nuts.

In my drier, the air inlet fi lter of the 

dehumidifi er takes up much of one side of 
the machine, and the outlet is at the top and 
doesn’t have an oscillating airfl ow defl ector. 
Th is made it very easy to mate the unit to 
the drier. I used some draught excluding self 
adhesive foam strip to seal any gaps at the 
intake side. Th e dehumidifi er slides in very 
snugly under the duct so there is no need 
for any other sealing round its exhaust. 
It is essential that the water reservoir can 
be removed without disturbing the position 
of the machine, as this will need to be done 
frequently unless the water can be piped away.
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Dehumidifi er settings
Controls vary from model to model, but 
in my case the dehumidifi er stays set to a 
manual ‘mid’ setting which I have found to 
be perfectly satisfactory. My unit has a tank 
capacity of fi ve litres. When I fi rst set the 
dehumidifi er to work, I found that I had to 
empty the reservoir daily. Like most units, 
the dehumidifi er drops to an energy saving 
mode when low humidity is reached, so it 
is very economical to operate. As a visual 
guide to how eff ective the drier was, I fi tted 
a hygrometer to one of the doors, but this 
is by no means essential as it only provides 
some reassurance that drying is proceeding 
eff ectively. Th e reading on the hygrometer 
does not correlate with the actual moisture 
content of the timber within the drier; I use 
a moisture meter for that.

If I feel the rate of drying needs to be 
regulated, I have found it to be more eff ective 
to start and stop the dehumidifi er rather 
than adjust the controls. Th is comes with 
experience (also called guesswork) but it 
is the initial loss of water that causes most 
stress to the wood. Typically, I will switch 
the dehumidifi er on for a few days or until 
the tank fi rst needs emptying, then leave it 
switched off  for a week or more or until I see 
the hygrometer reading creeping up again. 
Th is allows the moisture gradient within 

Some examples of my fi nished work, using wood dried in my bespoke cabinet

HANDY HINTS
1.  Procure your dehumidifi er from a 

reputable supplier. Don’t take the risk 

of being sold an inferior or counterfeit 

product which may not have adequate 

safety features

2.  Don’t be impatient and overload your 

drier. If the airfl ow becomes restricted, 

the dehumidifi er will switch itself 

off. As a rule of thumb, ensure that 

at every point in the airfl ow path 

through the wood, there is free space 

of at least twice the area of the drier 

air intake

3.  Don’t be tempted to use high settings. 

A fast rate of water removal stresses 

the wood and can lead to splitting or 

structural collapse. It is best to remove 

the moisture gradually so that it has 

time to migrate from the centre to 

the surface of the wood

4.  If the wood has very high moisture 

content, try turning the dehumidifi er to 

its lowest setting or alternate periods 

of drying with periods of resting

5.  Some woods are more prone to 

splitting than others, so do not assume 

that what works for one species will 

automatically work for all

the wood, set up by the initial drying, 
to reduce gradually as water makes its way to 
the outside surfaces again. Aft er two or three 
cycles like this, or if the wood in the drier 
isn’t that wet to start with, the dehumidifi er 
can usually be left  on until the wood is dry. 

Conclusions
I have found my drier to be an absolutely 

indispensable tool. Not only does it allow 
me much more freedom of choice with 
regard to selection of grain and fi gure, 
it has allowed me to turn woods that 
simply aren’t available commercially such 
as rowan (Sorbus aucuparia), hawthorn 
(Crataegus monogyna), laburnum (Laburnum 
anagyroides), alder (Alnus glutinosa), juniper 
(Juniperus communis) and rhododendron 
(Rhododendron ponticum) to name but a few. 

However, it is an indisputable fact borne 
out by empirical observation that wood 
turners tend to accumulate much more 
wood than they know what to do with. So in 
conclusion, it may well be worth highlighting 
that if you build a large drier, you will fi nd 
it hard to keep up with the output. In my 
case, although the drier has cost me relatively 
little, I then had to purchase a new 14 by 8 
foot shed to store the dry wood in order to 
keep it that way. And now I can hardly get 
through the door!   •
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Jean-Claude Charpignon 
shares his
ornamental
work with us

Richard Findley
explores making a
bowl without a chuck

Colwin Way looks at 
cutting, rough turning and 
fi nish turning small blanks 

Chris West explores 
whether to use 
a traditional or a 
CrushGrind mechanism 
for salt and pepper mills

Kurt Hertzog deals with 
cracks in turned work
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New easy arm hollowing jig from Hopewoodturning
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Takes all the stress away from hollowing!
- All joints have twin bearings - Main stem has Phrosthus bronze bearing - Fits lathe from 5”  

centre height to 24” - Main handle takes 19mm with a 16mm reducer included. 
Full details and video clip available from my website. 

Laser and camera systems are also available for this jig.
Prices from: £198.00

Call Simon on 01206 230694

HOPE easy-set threading jig
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Call Simon on 01206 230694      email: hopewoodturning@gmail.com

Easy twist and click 
system built into the main 

body for easy setting. 5 
clicks for 16 tpi cutting 

depth and 3 for the 20 tpi!
Totally unique to the  
HOPE threading jig.

Jig comes with 20 tpi and 16 tpi threads. Chuck thread is m33 x 3.5.  
Stem is 1” as standard (other stem sizes available).  

Price includes high quality HSS cutter. 

Create beautiful threaded 
boxes and forms with 
ease! Whether making 

threaded wooden rings or 
direct threading into your  

projects you can add 
another dimension to  

your turnings with ease.

£215.00 inc vat.
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C
helmsford-based John Reason is 
a relative newcomer to the fi eld of 
turning, though he’s been working 

with wood for years. Here he tells us what 
prompted him to take up the hobby and 
how thoughts of turning are never far 
from his mind.

How did you get into turning?
I started woodworking many years ago, 
making furniture for my family. What 
happened then, however, was that I ran 
out of things to do. Th en around four years 
ago, my wife Bridget saw on the Internet 
that there was a local group, Sandon 
Woodturners, and said I should enquire 
about it. I had a little Record Power lathe at 

Meet the turner whose thoughts will forever be segmented

the time on which I turned a few little 
pieces, but nothing major. I went along to 
Sandon where I saw Tony Page do a demo 
and decided to have a lesson with him. 
I fell in love with turning, the shapes and 
the challenge. I spent ages in the workshop. 
Once I learned how to use the tools properly, 
I bought a segmented turning book by 
Malcolm Tibbetts and loved the design, 
process and technical aspects of the craft . 
I have literally spent the past three years 
studying and working on segmented work. 
I still do a bit of plain turning but not much. 

What and who are the greatest infl uences 
in your work?
I don’t copy work, but I do see things and 

then adapt, change and make variations. It is 
very important to get the shape right when 
making anything, but if the shape is wrong it 
doesn’t matter how good the work was, it just 
doesn’t work. I’ve read a lot of books by other 
makers, including Malcolm Tibbetts, Ron 
Hampton, Ray Allen and William Smith for 
segmented work, while Stuart E Dyas’ Classic 
Forms is a book I love to read.

If you were to offer one piece of advice to 
budding turners, what would it be?
If you want to learn to turn, join a club. You will 
gain a lot from the other members. Also take a 
couple of lessons because they will put you on 
the right track. With woodturning, provided 
you dedicate time to it, you will get there.

In the workshop
with… John Reason
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Do you listen to music? And is there any 
room on your shelves for non-woodturning-
packed literature?
I like 60s and 70s tunes. Believe it or not I 
only read books on segmented woodturning! 
[We believe it.] But I do also like doing 
wordsearch-type puzzles, though.

What has been your silliest mistake?
When I fi rst started turning I made the 
mistake of not tightening up the chuck 
properly on a piece of work. I had placed
the work in the chuck in order to glue 
another piece to it, but failed to realise
the work wasn’t properly secured. I fi nished 
with the glue and left  the piece in place to
dry overnight. Th e next morning, I didn’t 
check the security of the work before 
switching on the lathe and the piece came
of and hit me in the face. I wasn’t wearing
a face shield. Th ankfully, it was a small
piece of work, but it hurt badly nonetheless. 
Now I wear a full visor and respirator
system. Always check work for security
and always protect yourself with face
and dust protection.

Tell us about the piece you are currently 
working on...
I usually work on two pieces at a 
time, especially with boxes. One of the 
two pieces I am currently working on is 
incorporating a wood I do not usually
work with – iroko (Milicia excels).
(see image, bottom right).

What’s the one piece of equipment
or tool you would never want to
be without?
For the work I do, there are two 
pieces; a planer thicknesser and
an accurate chop saw. 

If you could change one thing 
what would it be?
I would like to have a bigger 
workshop as it would help space-
wise. When I built the shed, it was 
a 3.8 x 3.8m, but I should have made
it 4.8m square. And if I could add one thing, 
it would be a Vicmarc VL300 lathe. 

Name one thing on your turning ‘to
do’ list…
I would like to go to see Malcolm Tibbetts, 
whose book I turned to once I’d mastered
the correct turning tools, at a symposium.

What has been your greatest challenge?
Learning segmented work has been hard,
but I love it. It is my favourite type of turning. 
In truth, I have dedicated nearly all my spare 
time on it over recent years. Typically, that’s 
fi ve or six hours a day. I’m lucky, though.
My wife knits and crochets so, time-wise,
it all works out between us. •

w.woodworkersinstitute.com
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An example of John’s open segmented work
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WHAT MAKES JOHN’S DAY…
•  I love the challenge of turning, 

especially segmented work

•  The camaraderie, friendship and 

sharing in clubs

•  Fishing – I do that for relaxation. But in 

truth I’m always thinking about turning, 

even when I’m fi shing or watching TV

•  Going to the cinema to see a good fi lm

•  Holidays – next stop, the Canary Islands

… AND WHAT GETS HIS GOAT?
•  Turning that has no practical use

•  People who come along and pick faults 

with others’ work when they don’t know

a thing about the subject matter

HANDY HINTS
•  Make sure your tools are sharp, 

by that I mean razor sharp. You can’t 

turn properly without sharp tools

•  Check the security of your work 

before turning

•  With segmented work, accuracy 

is everything, so, measure twice 

and cut once

WORKSHOP PROFILE  FEATURE

John’s lathe with indexing systems

A timely example of John’s closed segmented work

A rimmed, open segmented tazza from John’s collection John is incorporating iroko into his work, as seen here in his recent boxes
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WHERE QUALITY 
COSTS LESS

SUPERSTORES 
NATIONWIDE

NOW

 RANDOM ORBITAL 
SANDER

 • For sanding 
 & polishing 
• 125mm
 diameter 
 sanding discs 
• 4000-11000 opm

 INC 5 DISCS
CROS1

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

£29.98

 SHEET 
SANDERS

CON300
EXC.VAT

£16.79
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£13.99

*110V in stock 
 MODEL SHEET SIZE MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
COS200 190X90mm 150W £13.99 £16.79
C0N300 230X115mm 330W £32.99 £39.59
Makita  112X102mm 200W £54.99 £65.99
BO4555*

 • Simple fast assembly 
in minutes using only a 
hammer

 ALSO 
EXTRA WIDE 
INDUSTRIAL 

UNITS 
AVAILABLEPER SHELF

 (evenly 
distributed) 
Strong 9mm 
fi breboard 
shelves

CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS

RED, BLUE, BLACK, 
SILVER & GALVANISED 

STEEL

  BOLTLESS 
SHELVING BENCHES SAVE 

10%
WHEN YOU BUY 
ANY MIX OF 5 

FROM THIS RANGE
SAVE AT LEAST
£17.99 INC.VAT

.98
EX.VAT

£29
.98
INC.VAT

£35

FROM ONLY
PLANERS & 
THICKNESSERS
 • Ideal for 
DIY & 
Hobby use
• Dual purpose, 
for both fi nishing 
& sizing of 
timber

CPT800
OSCILLATING 
BOBBIN SANDER

COBS1

 (evenly 
distributed) 
Strong 12 mm 
fi breboard 
shelves

350
KG

PER SHELF

 MODEL  DIMS   
 WxDxH(mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
150kg 800x300x1500 £29.98 £35.98
350kg 900x400x1800 £49.98 £59.98

 BELT 
SANDERS

BS1
.98
EX.VAT

£29
.98
INC.VAT

£35

FROM ONLY

 • Ideal for surface removal, 
sanding and fi nishing

ABRASIVE SANDING 
BELTS IN STOCK

 MODEL MOTOR M/MIN EXC.VAT  INC.VAT
Clarke BS1 900W 380 £29.98 £35.98
Clarke CBS2 1200W  480 £69.98 £83.98
Makita 9911 650W  75-270 £94.99 £113.99

 MODEL  PLANING MAX THICK. EXC. INC.
 WIDTH CAPACITY VAT VAT
CPT600 6" 120mm £169.98 £203.98
CPT800 8" 120mm £199.98 £239.98
CPT1000 10" 120mm £269.98  £323.98NEW

EXC.VAT
£203.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£169.98

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£119.98

CIRCULAR SAWS
 Great range of DIY 

and professional 
saws  Ideal 
for bevel 
cutting 
(0-45°) 

*Includes 
laser guide 

CON185

EXC.VAT
£41.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£34.99

MODEL MOTOR MAX CUT  
  90/45  
  (mm) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 CCS185B 1200W 65/44 £34.99 £41.99
 CON185*# 1600W 60/40 £54.99 £65.99
 CCS2 1300W 60/45 £59.98 £71.98

# was £68.39 inc.VAT

ELECTRIC 
POWER 
FILE

CPF13
*Black & Decker

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£44.99

MODEL MOTOR EXC.VAT  INC.VAT
CPF13 400W/230V £44.99 £53.99
KA900E*  350W/230V £59.98 £71.98

• Variable 
belt speed 
• Tilting head 

 INCLUDES 
LEFT 

& RIGHT 
TABLE 

EXTENSION CTS10D

 *Moulded base

.98
EX.VAT

£69
.98
INC.VAT

£83

FROM ONLY

 MODEL MOTOR BLADE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CTS800B 600W 200mm £69.98 £83.98
CTS11 1500W 254mm £139.98 £167.98
CTS10D 1500W 254mm £159.98 £191.98

LEG STAND KITS 
FOR CTS10D 
AND CTS11 

ONLY £27.59 
INC VAT’ 

Provides exceptional fi nishes for deep 
& wide work pieces, front 
edges & narrow inner curves 
• Dust collection 
port • Inc. 6 
sanding sleeves 
/bobbins 
• 330mm table 
height • 16mm 
oscillating 
stroke

 PORTABLE 
THICKNESSER • Max thickness 

cap. 125mm and 
250mm wide
 • Planing depths 
adjustable 
from 0-2.5mm
 • Powerful 
1250W motor
 • 8000rpm 
no-load speed

CPT250
EXC.VAT

£227.98
INC.VAT

£189.98

HARDWOOD 
WORKBENCH

 Includes bench dogs and guide holes for 
variable work positioning  2 Heavy Duty Vices 

 Large storage draw  Sunken tool trough 
 LxWxH 1520x620x855mm

EXC.VAT
£155.98 

INC.VAT

£129.98

CHB1500

 QUALITY CAST 
IRON STOVES

OVER 22 QUALITY 
STYLES ON DISPLAY

 FLUES, 
COWLS & 

ACCESSORIES 
IN STOCK

LARGE & XL 
MODELS IN STOCK

6.9kW11.8kW

EXC.VAT
£107.98

INC.VAT

£89.98

BARREL
EXC.VAT

£250.80
INC.VAT

£209.00
6kW

POT 
BELLY

BUCKINGHAM

EXC.VAT

238.80
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW ONLY

WAS £298.80 inc.VAT

199.00

£

£

ELECTRIC 
HEATERS

MODEL VOLTAGE HEAT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
  OUTPUT KW
CZ-2104EV1 230V 2.5 £39.98 £47.98
DEVIL 6003 230V 1.5-3 £49.98 £59.98
DEVIL 7003 230V 3 £54.99 £65.99
DEVIL 6005 400V 2.5-5 £74.99 £89.99
DEVIL 7005 400V 5 £79.98 £95.98
DEVIL 6009 400V 4.5-9 £119.00 £142.80
DEVIL 7009 400V 9 £137.99 £165.59
DEVIL 6015 400V 5-10-15 £179.00 £214.80

EXC.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

CZ-2104EV1

NEW
RANGE

DEVIL7003

Huge range of quality electric models – 
From DIY, trade to Industrial

 STATIC PHASE 
CONVERTERS

 ROTARY 
PHASE 

CONVERTERS 
ALSO IN STOCK

 • Run big 3 phase 
woodworking 
machines 
from 1 phase 
supply 
• Variable 
output power 
to match HP 
of motor to 
be run

 CONVERT 230V 
1PH TO 400V 3PH

PC60

 MODEL MAX.  FUSE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 MOTOR HP   
PC20 2HP 10Amps £209.00 £250.80
PC40 3.5HP 20Amps £249.00 £298.80
PC60  5.5HP 32Amps £299.00 £358.80

EXC.VAT
£250.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£209.00

DISC SANDER 
(305MM)

 Powerful, bench mounted 
disc sander  900W
 No load 

disc speed: 
1490rpm 
 305mm 

Disc Dia. 
(1 x 60 grit 
sanding disc 
included) 
 Dust 

extraction 
port

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

£119.98

CDS300B

 6" BELT/
9" DISC 
SANDER 

 4" BELT/
6" DISC 
SANDER

 • Dust extraction facility 
• 4" x 36" belt tilts & locks 0-90° 
• 225mm x 160mm table, tilts 0-90° 
• 370W, 230V motor

 • Includes stand 
• 1 HP/ 230V/ 
1ph motor

CS6-9C

CS4-6D
 £84.99

INC.VAT

EX.VAT
 £101.99

EXC.VAT
£250.80

INC.VAT

£209.00

CLAMPS
HUGE CHOICE 

OF SASH, 
SPRING, SCREW, 
SPREADER AND 

G-CLAMPS

UP TO 
1800mm 
CAPACITY

EXC.VAT
£

£
3.99

4.79
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

 WOODWORKING   
         VICES

.49
EX.VAT

£13
.19
INC.VAT

£16

FROM ONLY

WV7

 MODEL MOUNTING JAW 
  (WIDTH/OPENING
  /DEPTH)mm EXC.VAT INC.VAT
Clarke  Bolted 150/152/61  £13.49 £16.19
CHT152 
Stanley  Clamped 72/60/40  £16.99 £20.39
Multi Angle
Record V75B Clamped 75/50/32 £19.98 £23.98
Clarke WV7 Bolted 180/205/78  £24.99 £29.99

TURBO AIR 
COMPRESSORS

 • Superb 
range 
ideal 

for DIY, 
hobby & 

semi-
professional 

use

* V-Twin

8/250

HUGE RANGE 
OF AIR TOOLS 

IN STOCK

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

 MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EXC.VAT INC.VAT INC.VAT
8/250  2HP 7.5 24ltr £79.98  £95.98
7/250 2 HP 7 24ltr £89.98  £107.98
11/250 2.5HP 9.5 24ltr £109.98 £143.98 £131.98
8/510 2HP 7.5 50ltr £119.98 £155.98 £143.98
11/510 2.5HP 9.5 50ltr £139.98 £179.98 £167.98
16/510* 3 HP 14.5 50ltr £209.00 £263.98 £250.80
16/1010* 3 HP 14.5 100ltr £259.98 £323.98 £311.98

 CORDLESS 
DRILL/ DRIVERS

PSR18

 MODEL VOLTS BATTS EXC. VAT INC.VAT
CCD180  18V 1 £36.99 £44.39
CDD240 24V 1 £39.98 £47.98
Bosch PSR18  18V 1 £54.99 £65.99
CON18Ni  18V 2 x Ni-Cd £59.98 £71.98
CON18Li  18V 2 x Li-Ion £84.99 £101.99

CON18Li
EXC.VAT

£44.39
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£36.99

 Kit includes: 
• Height adjustable stand with clamp • Rotary tool  

• 1m fl exible drive  • 40x accessories/consumables

CRT40

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

£29.98

 ROTARY TOOL
KIT

 DUST EXTRACTOR/
CHIP COLLECTORS

 METABO
ALSO 

AVAILABLE

   FLOW BAG 
MODEL MOTOR RATE CAP. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CDE35B 750W 450 M3/h 56Ltrs £129.98 £155.98
CDE7B 750W 850 M3/h 114Ltrs £149.98 £179.98

 • Powerful
750W motor

 • 56 litre bag capacity 
 • Flow rate of 850M3/h

EXC.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£129.98

STAPLE/
NAIL GUNS

 All models include 
nail/staple pack and 
tough moulded case

SPARE NAILS / 
STAPLES IN STOCK

ELECTRIC AND CORDLESS 
MODELS IN STOCK

EXC.VAT
£22.79

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM ONLY

WAS £23.98 inc.VAT

£18.99

NEW

* was £23.98 inc.VAT 
• was £35.98 inc.VAT 

CONSN18LiB

  STAPLE/NAIL EXC. INC.
MODEL TYPE GAUGE VAT VAT
CESNG1* Electric 22/18 £18.99 £22.79
CCT48 • Cordless
 4.8v Ni-MH 22/18 £24.99 £29.99
CESNG2 Electric 18/18 £39.98 £47.98
CONSN18LiB Cordless
 18v Lithium-Ion 18/18 £99.98 £119.98NEW

 POWER 
PLANERS

 MODEL  DEPTH EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 M OTOR OF CUT 
Clarke CEP1 650W 2mm £23.99 £28.79
Einhell RT-PL82 850W 3mm £49.98 £59.98
B&D KW750K - GB 750W 2mm £57.99 £69.59

• 82mm 
cutting 
width

EXC.VAT
£28.79

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£23.99

CEP1

 TABLE
SAWS

SAVE £60 
inc.VAT

TABLE SAW WITH 
EXTENSION 
TABLES (250mm)

 Ideal for cross cutting, 
ripping, angle and 

mitre cutting  Easy 
release/locking mechanism 
for table extensions  0-45° 
tilting blade  Cutting depth: 

72mm at 90° / 65mm at 45° 
 

CTS14

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

£119.98

SHOWN WITH 
OPTIONAL LEG KIT 

CLK5 £19.98 
EXC.VAT 

£23.98 INC.VAT

 • Includes 2 tables 
that tilt & lock

 • Quality 
Induction 
300w motor

CBS1-5

EX.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

£64.99

• Includes 
two tables 

• 550W 
230V motor 

EXC.VAT
£167.98

INC.VAT

£139.98

CS4-8 

1" BELT/ 5" 
DISC SANDER

4" BELT/
8" DISC SANDER 

24868LH
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GET 
YOUR 
FREE 
COPY
NOW!
• IN-STORE
• ONLINE
• PHONE
0844 880 1265

Calls to the catalogue request number above (0844 880 1265) cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access charge
For security reasons, calls may be monitored. All prices correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to change products and prices at any time. All offers subject to availability, E&OE.

NEW

PRICE CUTS & 
NEW PRODUCTS

1250
Over

500 
PAGE

CATALOGUE

FOR OVER 

15,000
PRODUCTS

INCLUDING
NEW

SPECIALIST TOOLS & MACHINERY 
visit machinemart.co.uk

24868RH

4 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
IN-STORE
65 SUPERSTORES

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

MAIL ORDER
0115 956 5555

CLICK & 
COLLECT

 OPEEN 7 DDAYS
V

  BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140
EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919

EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684   
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LONDON 100 The Highway, Docklands 020 7488 2129
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572         
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER CENTRAL 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851   
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376   
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

 VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00, 
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00

MODELS ALSO FEATURE:

 • Powerful 
heavy duty 
machines 
ideal for 
trade and 
DIY use

 ROUTERS

CR1C

 MODEL MOTOR PLUNGE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 (W) (mm)
CR1C* 1200 0-50 £39.98 £47.98
Bosch 1400 0-55 £79.98 £95.98
POF1400ACE
CR2 2100 0-60 £109.98 £131.98

CR2 INCLUDES
15 PIECE KIT 

WORTH OVER £20

CR2

 ROUTER TABLE

 • Converts your router 
into a stationary router 
table • Suitable for most 
routers (up to 155mm dia. Base plate)

 Router not 
included

CRT-1

EX.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

£59.98

 MITRE SAWS

TH-SM 2534
 • Quality Range of Mitre saws and blades in stock

EXC.VAT
£68.39

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£56.99

 MODEL BLADE DIA/ MAX CUT  EXC. INC. 
 BORE (mm) DEPTH/CROSS VAT VAT
Einhell  210/30 55/120mm £56.99 £68.39
TH-MS 2112
Evolution 210/25.4 60/220mm £119.98 £143.98
Fury 3  
Einhell  250/30 75/340mm £159.98 £191.98 
TH-SM2534 
Makita 260/30 95/130mm £199.98 £239.98
LS1040

 SCROLL SAWS

• 50mm
max cut thickness 
• Air-blower removes 
dust from cutting area
• Table tilts 0-45°

CSS16V

EXC.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£69.98

   SPEED EXC. INC.
MODEL MOTOR RPM VAT  VAT
CSS400B 85W 1450 £69.98 £83.98
CSS16V  120W 400-1700 £79.98 £95.98
TH-SS405E 1200W 400-1600 £79.98 £95.98

BISCUIT JOINTER

BJ900

 11000rpm Operating Speed 
 860W Motor  14mm Cutting 

Depth  Inc. dust bag 
and storage case

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

£49.98

• For fast, accurate 
cross, bevel & mitre 
cutting in most hard 
& soft woods
• 1800W motor
• Laser guide
• 78mm max. 
depth of cut

CMS10S2

EXC.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

£129.98

 Accurately creates 
deep square recesses 

 Table size 150 x 340mm 
 Max. chisel stroke 76mm 

 Robust cast iron base & column 
ensures stability & accuracy 

 95mm depth of cut

 MORTISING 
MACHINE

“..fast and accurate with a good solid 
feel…Excellent value for money.”
See www.machinemart.co.uk

CBM1B

EXC.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

£149.98

 CHISELS 
AVAILABLE FROM 

£8.39 INC VAT

MULTI FUNCTION 
TOOL WITH 
ACCESSORY KIT

•  Great for sawing, cutting, sanding, polishing, 
chiselling & much more
• 250W motor
• Variable speed

CMFT250

EXC.VAT
£44.39

INC.VAT

£36.99

 MITRE SAW 
STAND 

• Suitable for most 
sizes/makes of saw 
• Inc. outriggers & rollers

CFMSS1

 FOLDING MITRE SAW 
STAND IN STOCK – CONMW1 

ONLY £119.98 INC VAT

NEW

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW ONLY

WAS £77.99 inc.VAT

£59.98

 DRILL PRESSES

NEW
RANGE
CDP152B

 • Range of precision 
bench & fl oor presses for 
enthusiast, engineering & 
industrial 
applications

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.98

  MOTOR (W) EXC. INC.
MODEL SPEEDS VAT  VAT
CDP5EB 350 / 5 £59.98 £71.98
CDP102B  350 / 5 £69.98 £83.98
CDP152B 450 / 12 £119.98 £143.98
CDP202B 450 / 16 £159.98 £191.98
CDP10B 370 / 12 £169.98 £203.98
CDP352F 550 / 16 £199.98 £239.98
CDP350V 550 / V £219.00 £262.80
CDP502F 1100 / 12 £449.00 £538.80

B = Bench mounted 
F = Floor standing 
V = Variable speed

DETAIL 
SANDERS

MODEL WATTS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
PS105 105W £17.99 £21.59
RT-0S13 130W £22.99 £27.59
CDS-1V 280W £24.99 £29.99

 • Perfect for smooth and fi ne fi nishing along 
with hard to reach areas or curved 
surfaces

EXC.VAT
£21.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£17.99

CDS-1V

ALL MODELS 
INC. SANDING 

SHEETS

Top Quality Bandsaws - ideal 
for professional workshop use. 
Strong steel body with solid cast 
iron table featuring induction 
motors 
• Table tilts 45° • Adjustable blade 
guide • Supplied with stand, 4TPI 
wood cutting blade, rip fence, mitre 
guide, mitre gauge and push stick

MAGNIFIED 
MITRE 
GUIDE

SOLID 
GROUND 

CAST 
IRON 
TABLE

MULTI-
STEP DUST 

EXTRACTION 
OUTLET

QUICK 
RELEASE 
FENCE

DRIVE-BELT 
TENSIONING

FLEXIBLE 
LED 

WORKLIGHT

MODEL THROAT DEPTH MAX CUT 90°  MAX CUT 45° EXC.VAT INC.VAT 
CBS300 305mm/12" 165mm 115mm £349.98 £419.98
CBS350 340mm/14" 225mm 160mm £449.00 £538.80

  BENCH GRINDERS 
& STANDS 

 • Stands come complete with bolt mountings 
and feet anchor holes

 CBG8W features 
8" whetstone & 
6"drystone.
 # With sanding belt

STANDS IN STOCK 
FROM ONLY 

£37.98 EXC. VAT 
£47.98 INC. VAT

 MODEL DUTY WHEEL 
  DIA.  EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CBG6RP DIY 150mm £29.98 £35.98
CBG6RZ PRO 150mm £39.98 £47.98
CBG6RSC HD 150mm £49.98 £59.98 
CBG6SB# PRO 150mm £49.98 £59.98
CBG6RWC HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG8W (wet)‡ HD 150/200mm £49.98 £59.98

 6" & 8" 
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT

CBG6SB

EX.VAT
£35.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£29.98

CBG6RP

PROFESSIONAL BANDSAWS

BLADE 
TENSIONING 

CONTROL

‡ was £67.19 inc.VAT 

 MODEL POWER DEPTH  
 (W) OF CUT  EXC. INC
  (WOOD/STEEL) VAT VAT
Clarke CJS380*  420W 55/6mm £12.99 £15.59
Clarke CON750# 750W 80/10mm £24.99 £29.99
Bosch PST700E* 500W 70/4mm £44.99 £53.99
Einhell RT-JS 85 750W 85/5mm £49.98 £59.98NEW

JIGSAWS

 *DIY #Professional CJS380

EXC.VAT
£15.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£12.99

10" (254MM) SLIDING 
COMPOUND 
MITRE SAW

EXC.VAT
£419.98

INC.VAT

CBS300
£349.98 EXC.VAT

£538.80
INC.VAT

CBS350
£449.00

REMOVABLE 
DUST TRAY

BENCH 
BANDSAWS

 Produce fast, 
precise mitre & 
longitudinal cuts 
 Cuts in wood, 

plastic, etc.

TH-SB200

EXC.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.98
FROM ONLY

  THROAT
MODEL MOTOR SIZE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
TH-SB200 180W 8" £99.98 £119.98
CBS190 350W 7.5" £114.99 £137.99

12"
DOVETAIL JIG 

• Simple, easy to set up & use for producing a 
variety of joints • Cuts work pieces with a 
thickness of 8-32mm • Includes a 1/2" comb 
template guide 
& holes for 
bench mounting

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

£49.98

CDTJ12

13" MINI 
WOOD LATHE

• Ideal for enthusiasts/
hobbyists with small workshops 
• 325mm distance between centres • 200mm 
max. turning capacity (dia) • 0.2HP motor

CWL325V

EX.VAT
£161.99

INC.VAT

£134.99

*DIY 

.98
EX.VAT

£39
.98
INC.VAT

£47

FROM ONLY
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The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. Please see your receipt for 
details. Guild of Master Craftsman Publications will ensure that you are kept up to date on other products which will be of interest to you. 
If you would prefer to not be informed of future offers, please tick this box 
Offer expires 31/07/2016  Plus free gift with some issues; sorry not available overseas
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 UK   £42.66   £75.84

 Europe   £53.33   £94.80
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detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by 
the Direct Debit guarantee. I understand that this Instruction may 
remain with GMC Publications Ltd and, if so, details will be passed 
electronically to my Bank/Building Society.
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Pay by Direct Debit (UK only) SAVE 30%

 UK only   £16.59 every 6 issues   £33.18 every 12 issues
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✁
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The Woodturning People
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Feat of clay

O
ne of the beauties of being a 
woodturner is that the tools and 
equipment lend themselves to so many 

materials. Th e lathe, various workholding 
devices, tools and techniques really don’t 
care if you are turning wood or not. Properly 
confi gured, you can turn a variety of items 
and materials. In fact, you’d be hard pressed 
not to fi nd a way if you are determined.
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   Using high-speed steel tools, you can cut 
nearly anything that isn’t hardened, although 
there are a few exceptions. Obviously glass 
and the like doesn’t lend itself to cutting with 
our tools but wood, metals, plastics, bone, 
antler, clays and others can be cut nicely. 
   Th is month, I’d like to branch away from 
wood and explore using clay. I am speaking 
of polymer clay, sometimes known as ‘make-
and-bake clay’. It is a soft , malleable material 
that you transform to a hardened state by 
baking it. Like standard school art clay, 
it can be formed, rolled, mixed, shaped,
stuck together and conforms to your will 
while soft . Having achieved what you want, 
you bake it to drive off  the soft ening agents, 
turning it hard forever. Once cooled into its 
fully hardened state, you can alter it again, 
but it will need drilling, sanding, cutting
or otherwise mechanically abrading. Polymer 
clay comes in so many colours that we have
a virtual rainbow at our disposal. Let’s see 
how we might enjoy this capability.

Kurt is a professional 

woodturner, demonstrator 

and teacher and writes for 

various woodturning and 

woodworking publications in 

the United States as well as 

contributing to Woodturning 

magazine. He is on the Pen Makers’ Guild 

Council and is past president of the American 

Association of Woodturners (AAW). 

kurt@kurthertzog.com   www.kurthertzog.com

KURT HERTZOG

Kurt Hertzog is clear... it’s time to play with clay

HEALTH AND SAFETY
The various manufacturers of polymer 

clay all certify their materials as ‘non-toxic’. 

I bake my clays and various cast materials 

in a toaster oven that has been permanently 

assigned to this use in the shop. When size 

demands, I use our kitchen oven for baking. 

Please make your own informed choice by 

visiting the websites of the various clay 

manufacturers. For cleanliness, I work on 

the kitchen table and always use disposable 

coverings. I have craft-dedicated tools and 

work surfaces to use. 

   A few other tips for your safety list:

you are working with ovens and hot things, 

so be very careful; never, ever leave your 

materials baking in an unattended oven of 

any sort. Should the materials overheat or 

your oven fails, you can be presented with 

problems; set your baking temperatures as 

per the manufacturer’s instructions. 

You can work the polymer clay without 

buying anything special, using only a few of 

your standard bench items. That said, if you 

get enthused, you’ll likely purchase some of 

the specialty cutters and tools available for 

the material along with many other tempting 

accessories. The thin cutting clay knives are 

particularly deceiving. They appear to be a 

thin piece of spring steel, sharpened usually 

on one long edge. It doesn’t even look very 

well ground or even that sharp; they are 

deceptively sharp. Use extreme caution 

when handling these, the corrugated 

cutters, or any other edges that can be 

used for working with clay.

Polymer clay blades are deceptively sharp. 
Use extreme caution when handling or cleaning
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What is polymer clay?
Th is is a mouldable plastic – a plastigel – with colourants, plasticisers 
and other chemicals to extend its shelf life and help its workability. 
External heat, from your hands or a very warm day, soft ens the clay and 
it becomes mouldable to your wishes. In higher temperatures, ranging 
from 102–135°C depending on the manufacturer, the soft eners and 
plasticiser’s bake out, the clay fuses together permanently. If it is baked 
properly, at the right temperature and for the correct time based on 
thickness, you will get a hardened fi nal result. It will, however, continue 
to accept changes using woodworking type tools such as drills, fi les, 

How can we use polymer clays?
Most turners have relegated polymer clay to 
pen turners. In those applications, the pens use 
simple mixtures of colours, swirled or patterned, 
as a replacement for wood. You can create the 
clay barrel that is ready for assembly aft er cooling 
or you can create a barrel that requires some 
turning. Either way, you wind up with a colourful 
pattern as your pen barrel. Th ese can be kit 
pens or cladding for the inexpensive throwaway 
ballpoint pens from the discount house. For the 
more artistic, you can take polymer clay pen 
creations to extreme limits with incredible scenes 
and stunning creations with cane work. Th e sky 
is the limit since you will have opened a whole 
new art form that you can explore for decades 
and continue to grow. Beyond the pen world, you 
can use polymer clay as a fi ll for woodturnings. 
You can install a single colour or any level of 
creation into gaps, whether natural or created. 
Th e clay can be packed in and baked with simple 
sanding at completion or turning if needed. As 
you might embed a cabochon on a lidded box lid, 
you can embed a polymer clay creation created, 
baked, fi nished, and installed into that opening. 
Alternatively, you can pack the clay creation 
into the pocket cut into the turning for that 
purpose, baked, and then turn, sand, and fi nish 
as desired once hardened. Either way will work 
nicely depending on your workfl ow preferences. 
Another method of using clay would be to create 
the material to be turned from clay, for example, 

sandpaper, saws, etc. Baking it is a one-way street. Once hardened, 
it’s done. Th ere are polymer clay manufacturers in Germany, Belgium, 
Brazil, South Africa, the Far East and the US, so there will almost 
certainly be suppliers in your region. And you’ll see product names 
such as Sculpey 3, Cernit, Fimo, Premo!, PVClay, Filani, Kato and 
Play Clay among others in your local craft  supplies retailer and online. 
Some craft  supply retail chains have their own house brands such 
as Craft smart and Shape It! Make & Bake Clay. Note that each has 
its own specifi c baking instructions. 

Grooves, relieved areas, cracks or fl aws and drilled 
holes are all candidates for clay insertion

A few of the brands and sizes of polymer clays available in my local craft store

Once warmed up, the clay is easily manipulated, 
rolled, and twisted to size

Notice the difference in baking temperatures and instructions, 
even between new and old stock

Pack into the grooves and recesses good and tight 
to prepare for baking

a lidded box in its entirety or, perhaps, just the 
top. Th e clay can be created, formed, baked and 
turned much like you would with a block of 
plastic or wood. Th e only diff erence is the colour 
palette available and your creative fl exibility. You 
certainly can turn your lidded box and then clad 
it in your polymer clay. Once done, you can bake 
the clay. Turn and fi nish as needed with the clay 
as a cladding permanently installed on your wood 
mandrel. Whether you use a woodturning as a 
mandrel to form your clay for shape, size, baking, 
and then fi nishing or leaving it as part of the 
fi nal product is your choice. Decorations, beads, 
inlays, structural parts, or component parts 
such as fi nials or pulls: you have considerable 
fl exibility. Nearly any species of dry wood will 
stand up to the heat of baking with little or no 
detriment. You might even take advantage of 
the bending and twisting that wet wood might 

provide if you were interested in experimenting. 
Other applications are presentation techniques 
that don’t lend themselves to turning, but you can 
create shapes that don’t follow the regular curves 
and roundness that you obtain by turning. 
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DO:
•  Keep your work area clean. Dust, lint, hair, crumbs, etc. are 

unbecoming in polymer clay and extremely diffi  cult to remove. 
Glass, tile, marble or other non-porous hard surfaces work great. 

•  Use an accurate thermometer to set your baking temperature 
accurately and continue to monitor your oven. Th e dials and 
readouts are nearly always incorrect. Th e baking temperature 
called for by the manufacturer isn’t a suggestion! Be certain 
your oven is providing what is called for and it remains there. 
Depending on the oven, there can be wild swings as the 
thermostat turns on and off . 

•  Err on baking too long. Th ere is little harm in baking for 
longer than needed PROVIDED the temperature is maintained 
as specifi ed. You can do progressive assemblies by baking 
components, adding items and baking the new and old together. 
Repeated and longer than needed baking brings only the risk 
of some discoloration of sensitive colours.

•  Clean your work area between colours. Unless you intend to 
mix colours, don’t accidently contaminate them. Baby wipes 
or denatured alcohol work wonderfully. Don’t forget your hands. 

•  When possible, work from lightest to darkest colours in your 
work area. If unintentional colour contamination does occur,
it will be least noticeable with this work fl ow.

•  Work on a non-absorbent work surface. Chemicals in the clay 
will tend to leech out if on an absorbent surface with potential 
surface damage and also clay performance shortcomings. 

SUGGESTED DOS AND DON’TS
None of the listed ‘dos and don’ts’ presented here are anything except helpful suggestions to clay newcomers. Many can 

be violated with suffi cient knowledge and skills. If you are an old hand, feel free to scoff at me and ignore them. If you are 

relatively new to polymer clay, you will do well to heed them until your skills and experience progress. Following them 

until you gain experience will increase your success rates markedly.

DON’T:
•  Don’t mix brands of clay until you are more experienced. 

Diff erences in baking temperatures and potential diff erent 
chemistries may cause problems. If you are required to mix
brands because of colour needs or inventory, do test pieces
fi rst before betting the ranch.

•  Don’t store clay in any potential food service containers.
Get plastic containers dedicated to the purpose. Store clay 
in airtight containers away from heat and sunlight. You can 
refrigerate or freeze clay for longer storage.  

•  Don’t leave clay baking in an oven unattended. If things go
awry, burned clay gives off  fowl smelling and noxious fumes. 

•  Let baked clay cool gradually as the oven cools for maximum 
properties and minimizing the potential for thermal shock cracking. 
As you get more involved, you’ll begin ‘tenting’ your baking to 
maintain even heating and prevent rapid changes as well. 

•  Select fi nishes carefully. Th ere are several clay safe fi nishes 
available. Not all of our standard acrylic sprays and lacquers
used on wood will cure on clay without leaving ongoing
tackiness. Test your fi nish on some scrap pieces if needed. 

All temperature dials or displays are 
inaccurate. Use a digital thermometer 
to set temperatures

You can work on waxed paper, but solid, smooth, cool, and cutproof is ideal

In addition to the clay manufacturers’ fi nishes, these have worked well 
on polymer clay

A sealable plastic storage container works well for clay. Recycle No.5 plastic 
material is ‘clay resistant’

Keep your clay working area spotless. 
Make sure handy items are nearby to 
help keep things continuously clean
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Getting started
If you are launching into polymer clay from ground zero, what are 
you going to need? To begin with minimal expense, buy a couple 
of blocks of clay from your local craft  retailer. Pick the same brand 
and buy a few diff erent colours. Using the same brand lets you mix 
and bake them properly at the same temperature. Small blocks are 
available in 50g packages and are very modestly priced. You’ll need 
a tabletop in a clean area where you can tape down a piece of waxed 
paper to work on. To work the clay, you’ll simply need your hands 
and a roller of sorts. Don’t use a wooden roller. Get a piece of plastic 
whether clear or not. A smooth, plastic roller or clean brayer will

The process
Let’s run through an example of the basic 
polymer clay process. Please bear in mind 
that this is the absolute basics and only the 
tip of the iceberg. If you get hooked, you’ll 
have the world before you to learn a new 
craft . With your selected clays, fi gure out 
what your application is going to be. It can 
be a pen barrel, an inlay into an existing 
turning, an accent stripe proud or inset into 
a platter, bowl, or other turning. Whatever 
your choice, decide on how best to draw 
interest with the colours you’ve chosen and 
the method you’ve selected to add the clay.   
   Open your clay and begin to kneed it and 
roll it in your hands. Work with one colour 
at a time and only work the amount you think 
you’ll need. As it warms, you’ll be able to 
fl atten, roll, and stretch it using your waxed 
paper work surface and roller. Once fl attened 
into a sheet, work your other colours in the 
same manner in an open area of the work 
surface. Now comes the creative part. If you 
want swirls, lay all of the colours on top of 
each other, roll them up, and twist them like a 
corkscrew. Aft er mixing to your satisfaction, 
fl atten and roll the entire clay block. Once 
rolled, cut out the shape to fi t your opening 
or slice off  belts of the colour to wrap around 
your turning. Use a straight edge for neatness 
as needed. Feather out the clay smoothly with 
your fi ngertips to blend seams together or fi t 
to the edges of your opening. If you have cut 

help you rolling out your materials. In a pinch, you can use 
a straight-sided glass jar (any labels removed). For cutting the 
clay, you can use an Xacto knife or painter’s palette knife. At this 
point, you have all you need to begin. Aft er creating, you’ll need 
to bake in your preferred oven with an accurate temperature 
measurement. Th at’s it for now. If you do get bit by the bug, 
you’ll likely have a granite surface plate to work on along with 
your motor-driven pasta-making machine and industrial level clay 
extruder. Trust me. It’s very hard not to get carried away with the 
available gear, gadgets, and goodies if you get enthused. 

The basics to get started; waxed paper, a craft knife, clay and a round piece of plastic Like all hobbies and crafts, there are upscale options available for polymer clay work

pockets for the clay, whether shaped designs 
or simply groves, leave the wood with some 
tooth. Th e clay will adhere much better.  
   Depending on the aspect ratio, I sometimes 
make undercuts in my channels much like 
inlaying metal uses. With your clay pressed 
into place, you are ready for fi ring. Preheat 
your oven to the manufacturer’s specifi ed 
baking instructions. Once preheated to the 
correct temperature, insert your piece to be 
baked – try to avoid being close to any of the 
heating elements – and use a tile, aluminium 

foil sheet, or other carrier for your clay or 
clayed piece. Close the oven door. Now wait 
until it returns to the set temperature before 
you begin your timing of the bake. Most 
manufacturers recommend a certain number 
of minutes per ¼in of thickness. You can 
always bake longer than instructed provided 
you maintain the desired temperature. Aft er 
you’ve completed the bake, turn off  the oven 
and let everything cool. Your clay will still 
be pliable and somewhat soft  until it cools. 
When cool enough to handle, you’re done! 

Working the clay to warm and soften it. Once ready, you can work it to your vision
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Turning and fi nishing
If you’ve created something 
that requires additional turning 
or fi ne-tuning of the fi t, you can 
turn or cut and then sand just 
as you would when working 
with wood. Use sharp tools and a 
light touch. When you are ready 
to apply a fi nish, you can use one 
of the clay-safe fi nishes or your 
standard wood fi nish provided 
you’ve tested it and are certain 
it is not going to be a problem 
over the clay. Th e clay itself 
usually requires no fi nish. 
A fi nish will punch up the 
colours a bit and add some gloss 

if you wish. Well done, you’ve 
just opened Pandora’s Box. 
   Th ink of the things you can 
do with this material, either 
alone or in combination with 
wood. Wait until you learn to 
make Skinner blends, simple to 
exotic canes, millefi ori, artistic 
patterns, and incorporate the 
glow in the dark clays. All of this 
is just a taste of where you can 
go. Th ere isn’t a limit. Visit the 
library, YouTube, or your craft  
store for clay classes for more 
ideas. You’ll see more of clay in 
the future when it fi ts the topic. 

Conclusions
Why cut a recess or hole for a cabochon 
and then pack clay into it? Why not just get 
a cabochon? Exploring clay will open a whole 
new horizon for your creativity. Buying and 
insetting a cabochon is fi ne but doesn’t have the 
potential you have with clay. Create your own 
cabochon. You can carve in irregular pockets, 
fi ll voids, turn entire pieces or just add accents 
with clay. “Heresy”, you say. Why not? Whether 
you use clay as an accent, a component, or the 
entire material, you now have a whole new 
material to express yourself. When some folks 
are given a brush and paints, they paint the 
porch while others run with the opportunity 
and paint a painting. Don’t shrug off  the artsy 
stuff  as not befi tting a ‘real’ woodturner. Look 
at some of the artsy turnings being created, 
bought and collected if you need any incentive. 
Not your interest? Why not collaborate with 
someone? A fellow club member, spouse, local 
artist, or other person can bring added skills
to the party. Turning and fi nishing clay can
be a joy; creating with it can be a lifelong 
challenge to enjoy both alongside and as
part of your woodturning. •

Ready for baking. I use ceramic tiles from the home 
improvement store as baking platforms

Here are two simple colours. The colors and 
options available for your palette will keep 
you creating for years

Filling the oven with tiles will add to the thermal mass, shield
the clay from the heaters, and moderate temperature variation

Baked polymer clay turns and sands just like plastic because that’s what it is

Whether it’s a pen, lidded box, pull, fi nial or gap fi llers, give polymer clay a try
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Unit 7 Hawksworth, Southmead Industrial Park, Didcot, Oxon. OX11 7HR 01235 511101  www.toolpost.co.uk
sharing expertise

The ToolPost
*inc VAT. Price correct at time of  going to press

You don’t need to win the prize draw to own the best turning tools 
available - simply contact The ToolPost and make your selection

M42 High Speed Steel (HSS) is one of the most sophisticated 
materials used in tool production - and is so exotic that it is only 
rarely used for woodturning tools. 
But if you are as passionate about producing simply “the best” 
woodturning tools - as is the case with Carter & Son Toolworks 
- then this is the ultimate material choice. 
Why? Because M42 creates supersharp - razor-sharp - edges 
that are also very, very durable. The M42 blades are mounted 
in beautiful - yes, simply beautiful - handles of aircraft grade 
turned aluminium to create woodturning tools like no others. 
Aluminium gives a strong handle, dampens vibration, reduces 

tool chatter, yet remains a balanced delight to use, enhanced 
by the knurled grip. And because Carter Toolworks are proud 
of what they produce, every handle carries their engraved 
signature.
Whichever you choose, you can be assured of getting a product 
that has been designed and developed using highly original 
thinking to create tools that make your woodturning more 
effective and more enjoyable.
If you are ready for the best that the tool industry can supply, 
then you’re ready for Carter Tools. Drop in and take a test drive 
or call us on 01235 511101. Or simply choose from:

Classic Turning Tools by Carter & Son Toolworks

5/8” Bowl Gouge & 16” Handle: £144.00; Blade only: £102.00
1/2” Bowl Gouge & 12” Handle: £138.00; Blade only: £96.00

5/8” U-Flute Bowl Gouge & 16” Handle: £144.00; Blade only: £102.00
1/2” Spindle Gouge & 12” Handle: £114.00; Blade only: £66.00
3/8” Spindle Gouge & 12” Handle £114.00; Blade only £66.00

7/8” Spindle Roughing Gouge & 16” Handle: £138.00; Blade only: £98.40
1.1/4” Spindle Roughing Gouge & 16” Handle: £156.00; Blade only: £116.40

1/2” Rolled Edge Skew Chisel & 12” Handle: £117.60; Blade only: £79.20
1” Radiused Edge Skew Chisel & 12” Handle: £156.00; Blade only: £116.40

1” Bowl Scraper & 16” Handle: £144.00; Blade only: £103.20
1” Square Scraper & 16” Handle: £144.00; Blade only: £103.20
3/16” Parting Tool & 12” Handle: £126.00: Blade only: £84.00
1/8” Parting Tool & 12” Handle: £126.00: Blade only: £84.00

3/8” Bedan & 12” Handle: £110.40; Blade only: £64.80

NB: Bowl gouges are sized using the US convention: stated size is the blade diameter
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The Colt Plastics Fast Cut drill is one of the most unique drills on the 
market. Its 5-point cutting head enables the operation of drilling plas-
tics cleanly and more efficiently with a very clean exit hole without the 
risk of shattering or splitting the work.

Manufactured of high grade HSS-M2 Tool Steel these drills have a 
parabolic flute design enabling fast chip clearance. No risk of chip 
burn or jamming due to the combination of the unique cutting head 
and parabolic flute design. 

PLASTICS FAST CUT DRILLS

www.planetplusltd.com
TEL: +44(0)23 8026 6444 FAX: +44(0)23 8026 6446 EMAIL: sales@planetplusltd.com

These drills are ideally 
suited for drilling Corian 

Kitchen work tops, 
Acrylic material, 

Perspex & Composites.

Available in 23 diameters 
Imperial and metric in 

various lengths from 93mm 
to 151mm long plus 8 

metric sizes 250mm long.

v

ILLS
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Looking back on 50 
years of turning – part 3

PH
O

TO
G

RAPH
S BY RAY KEY

Ebonized and crved oak dish by Merryll Saylan Multi axis walnut piece by Mark Saffi ri

Made on the Lathe
1990 was the year that a signifi cant exhibition 
of woodturning entitled ‘Made on the Lathe’ 
was held at the Ruff ord Craft  Centre, near 
Ollerton in Nottinghamshire.

Th e scale and breadth of this event 
was considerable, held over fi ve weeks 
with demonstrations every weekend and 
workshops during the week. Th ere were 18 
British exhibitors, including myself, Anthony 
Bryant, Paul Clare, Melvyn Firmager, 
Dennis French, Ian Harris, Bert Marsh, 
Maurice Mullins, Michael O’Donnell, Jim 
Partridge, Martin Pidgen, David Pye OBE, 
David Register, Mike Scott, Chris Stott, Jules 
Tattersall, Don White and David Woodward. 

T
his article gives a snapshot overview 
of some of the movers and shakers 
who, in the 1990s, helped sow the 

seeds of the continuing creativity in the 
turning world of today. When their impact 
is coupled with the pioneers already 
mentioned in previous articles, you have 
a rich source to mine. 

Having concluded my last article with 
recollections of being in New Zealand 
with David Ellsworth and Dale Nish 
in 1990, I am starting this piece in the 
same year.

Ray Key continues his overview of the 

changes in turning from 1990 to 2002

81    Woodturning 292
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Creative development of work in the 1990s

Sculptural maple piece by Betty Scarpino

Pierced through box and blackwood sphere box with 
stand by Hans Weissfl og

From America were Mark Lindquist, Rude 
Osolnik, Merryll Saylan and Bob Stocksdale, 
plus Liam O’Neill from Ireland. Most of 
these were major players at that time. 

Phil Reardon wrote a wonderful report 
on the event, full of his pithy asides and 
observations. “‘Woodturning has been 
around for three thousand years – yet it 
wouldn’t have been possible to mount an 
exhibition in Britain of size and scope 
until about the last three,’ Ray Key mused 
in his exhibition opening introduction.” 
Th e following snippets give further 
fl avour of Phil’s report: 

•  “Dennis French’s work looked slightly 
staid, a dignifi ed presence, as basically 
conservative as a Papal encyclical.” 

•  “Jim Partridge is an agent provocateur 
with his iconoclastic edge. His three 
blackened vessels were like mongrel terriers 
introduced among the Borzois and Salukis 
at Cruft s.”

•  Goblets by Maurice Mullins brought forth, 
“I’ve seen more meat on a butcher’s pencil.”

•  On Ian Harris’s wooden miners lamp, 
“It was as incongruous as a top hat on 
a Tongan king.”

•  “Mark Lindquist’s fi ve substantial 

productions dramatically made the point 
that the lathe is essentially a sculptors’ tool. 
Th ey displayed a gnarled integrity and hard-
won simplicity. I saw a chap standing before 
Lindquist’s ‘Ancient Lyrical Vase’ with eyes 
out like chapel hat pegs and surmised he’d 
been deeply moved and was attempting 
to imprint the vessel on his cortex. Not so, 
he’s simply spotted the price listed in the 
catalogue – a monolithic £4000.”

No one has yet surpassed Phil’s ability to be as 
insightful, informative, irreverent and amusing 
as an observer of the woodturning scene.

Th e 1990s saw a worldwide explosion of 
creative talent emerge on the turning scene, 
with off -lathe work starting to truly make its 
mark. Th e makers I highlight below stood out 
back then and most still do so today. Some had 
started to emerge in the late 1980s, but it was 
the 90s when they truly arrived. Of course, 
there are many many more that deserve a 
mention but constraint has to be exercised.

USA
John Jordan and Jacques Vesery worked 
off -lathe, carving mostly vessels, with Jacque 
adding colour and gold leaf. Michael Lee 
and Michael Peterson both carved and 
textured their creations, with Peterson oft en 
sandblasting and bleaching. One extraordinary 
practitioner of wet woodturning was Christian 
Burchard, using unpredictable burr madrone 
to create some exceptional works. Dave Sengel 
added thorns to many of his creations. Binh 
Pho pierced and airbrushed to tell stories; a true 
artist with an exceptional talent. Betty Scarpino 
deconstructed and reassembled, oft en texturing 
and carving to create sculptural pieces. 

Stoney Lamar truly used the lathe as a 
sculptural tool with his multi axis, large scale 
turnings, creating sculptures with metal.

Germany
Ernst Gamperl is probably the least known 
turner in the woodturning community as 
he has never been a seminar participant 
or demonstrator. Th at said, his work has 
probably been exhibited and shown in more 
countries in the world than any turner out 
there. His work can be breathtakingly fi ne 
and rustically rugged, incorporating all the 
fl aws that nature off ers. 

I have a Hamburg gallery exhibition 
catalogue in large format from 1998. 
Th e stunning photography of turned pieces 
is by Tom Vack.

Hans Weissfl og is known to the worldwide 
woodturning community through his 
demonstrations and participation in
seminars. With his wonderfully dry sense 
of humour, he is always a hit. His work is 
exquisite and the craft smanship unsurpassed. 
His pierced through boxes and bowls are
to die for. He produces precision engineering 
in wood; life and creativity ooze from
his creations.  

France
I fi rst met Jean-Francois Escoulen in the USA 
in 1996 and the following year at a seminar 
held at St Girons, France. Jean-Francois is a 
traditionally trained turner, who developed 
eccentric chucks to allow him to produce 
original works. Th ese whimsical pieces oft en 
leave you thinking, ‘How did he do that?’ His 
infl uence has been huge through teaching 
worldwide and via the French Association 
for the Art of Woodturning (AFTAB).   

Christophe’s Nancey has also had a major 
infl uence on the turning world. His forte 
at that time was the use of pewter inlay and 
sculptural erosion. 

Alain Mailland is another leading creative 
force. Much of Alain’s work is truly amazing; 
he is perhaps best known for his multi-vessel 
creations hollowed from a single block 
of wood, held in his specially developed 
chucking device. Aft er the multi hollowing, 
carved erosion takes place to expose little 
vessels linked together in some unique 
way. His ability to imagine the end creation 
is mind blowing.

Eroded vessel by Christophe Nancey  
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Women turners

New Zealand
New Zealand’s stand out creative makers 
in the 1990s were Rolly Munro and Graeme 
Priddle. Both have drawn infl uences from 
nature and their culture. Th ey have both 
travelled extensively and infl uenced turners 
around the world.

Australia
Wood Dreaming by Terry Martin, published 
in 1996, is a wonderful book documenting 
the creativity of Australian turners at that 
time. Some were well known on the world 
stage; others were introduced to us by Terry. 
Terry is a fi ne maker in his own right, but his 
lasting legacy will be his informed writings.

Stephen Hughes was the creative face 
of Australian woodturning globally in the 
1990s. His creativity and craft smanship 
were of the highest order. He travelled widely 
to impart his knowledge and skills. John 
Wooller was also creating some stunning 
sculptural tunings.

Neil and Liz Scobie had impact around the 
world through seminars. Neil’s turned pieces 

Elevated sculptural vowl by Terry Martin

Threaded chatterwork spinning top with miniature enclosed by Bonnie Klein

Ebonized oak vessel by Liam Flynn

were enhanced by Liz’s inspired aboriginal 
decoration. Th ere are parallels between their 
work and the O’Donnell’s collaborations in 
the UK.

Ireland
Liam Flynn emerged in the 1990s, producing 
dyed black vessels in oak, oft en double 
rimmed. Roger Bennett turned sycamore 
thin, stained in various colours with silver 
wire dot patterns.

I have reviewed what I have written in my 
previous articles and this off ering, and noted 
some serious omissions. Now it is time to 
play my ‘get out of jail card’ and plead getting 
old and fading memory. I have mentioned 
very few women in the turning the world so 
far, but there are signifi cant players that need 
to be recognised. In my concluding article, 
I will note the emergence of other creative 
women impacting the turning scene since 
the dawn of the new millennium. 

Maria van Kesteren from Holland was 
pioneering in the 60s, spending time and 

inspiring designers in Ireland. She has largely 
used bland wood which she bleaches and stains; 
oft en her forms seem more suited to metal.

In the USA, Michelle Holzapfel produced 
mostly off -lathe sculptural turnings. Virginia 
Dotson made pure forms with removed 
elements, oft en laminated. Robyn Horn was 
producing large sculptural works. Bonnie 
Klein turned small and delicate pieces. 
Th ese turners were leading the fi eld, along 
with Merryll Saylan and Betty Scarpino.

Gael Montgomerie from New Zealand 
produced work that was oft en coloured with 

added elements. Elizabeth Molimard from 
France made classic forms enhanced through 
multi-axis turning.

In the UK, Mereta Larsen, Hayley Smith 
and Louise Hibbert were setting the bar 
high with their very diff erent creative styles. 
Mereta, originally from Demark, produced 
work that was pure in form and turned 
very thin. Hayley created precise forms 
embellished with colour, carving 
and textured elements. Louise was inspired 
by sea life; again work was coloured, 
with added resin and acrylic decoration.
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Spindle turning

Shows and demonstrations

Th e emphasis on the creative side of turning 
may make the reader feel that the traditional 
source of the turners craft  is being totally 
ignored. Th at is far from the case; it is 
just that a new dynamic was required to 
breathe fresh vitality into this ancient craft . 
Th e formation of national woodturning 
associations and turning clubs around 
the world has provided a platform where 
traditional and creative makers can share 
the same stage.

Spindle turning has suff ered from this 
new turning dynamic, with copying lathes 
producing work that the traditional spindle 
turner undertook. Despite this, there are still 
many fi ne spindle turners across the world, 
producing short runs and specialist bespoke 
work of a quality that copy lathes can’t 
deliver. Th e following makers came to the 
fore as they shared their hard-earned skills 
in this new enlightened world of sharing.

Principal players in the UK, on the 1990s 
turning circuit of shows, club demonstrations 
and seminars, were Ray Jones, Stephen 
Marchant, Keith Rowley, Alan and Stuart 
Batty and Gary Rance. Keith’s book 
Woodturning: A Foundation Course, published 
in 1990, still remains one of the best ‘how to’ 
books available. I remember dear old Bill Jones 
as the master of threading. He would despair 
when Stuart turned his long stemmed goblets 
with ultra slender stems from exotics, seeing 
this as wonton waste of a valuable wood. Bill 
reckoned he could have turned twenty stems 
out the waste wood; his method was to turn 
a goblet bowl and base, joining them together 
by threading them on to a slender stem as if by 
magic. I can still see Bonnie Klein’s jaw drop 
in awe, the fi rst time she saw Bill thread a box.

Th e 1990s were a time of ongoing 
diversifi cation and recognition of the 
developments that were taking place 
worldwide in the fi eld of turning. I 
demonstrated at seminars in France, 
Germany, Ireland, Norway, USA, UK and 
workshops in Finland and Israel. Bonhams, 
a London auction house, mounted a series 
of selling exhibitions at this time entitled 
‘Decorative ARTS Today’, including around 
seven or eight of the leading UK turners.

Practical Woodworking started a dedicated 
woodturning show at the NEC Birmingham,  
in 1992, which ran for 10 years. Midway 
through it became a general woodworking 
show to attract greater numbers, but turning 
remained the main focus. Most of the top 
named UK turners were there and big names 
from aboard such as David Ellsworth, Mike 
Hosaluk, Cirian Forbes, Richard Raff an,
Dale Nish and many more were brought in. 

Th ese shows provided me with some 
wonderful memories.

I fi rst met Hans Weissfl og in 1991 and
we have been great friends ever since. In 2000 
we were both demonstrators at a seminar 
held in Olbernhau, Germany. Th is seminar 
was unique as it covered all aspects of the 
turner’s craft  and equipment, from the 
bow drill lathe through to automatic copy 
lathes. Th e programme was such that we 
each demonstrated at the same time on each 
of the three days and had a break between 
sessions. We took off  to visit Seiff en, the 
wooden toy capital of the world, and some 
of the traditional toy makers in the area. 
Th e highlight for me was our visit to the 
turning museum. Th e curator gave us a 
personal guided tour taking us behind 
the scenes; this wouldn’t have happened 
if I hadn’t been with Hans.

Another stand out event was the Friends 

of Osolnik Symposium 1994 at Arrowmont 
School of Arts and Craft s. Th is is where the 
AAW had grown from in 1985. None of the 
demonstrators were paid and they donated 
pieces for auction; they were housed and fed. 
Th e lineup was stellar, which showed the 
esteem in which Rude was held. 

I was running a workshop at Arrowmont 
when Sandy Blain the Director of the school 
pinned up the announcement for the event. 
Soon aft erwards, Rude approached me and 
outlined his thoughts, saying he wanted me 
and Liz to be part of the event. He knew we 
couldn’t aff ord to come, but we stay with
him aft er the event and he would arrange
a workshop, for which I would be paid well. 
At the seminar, the auction raised $75000 for 
the Daphne and Rude Osolnik Scholarship 
Fund. It was an event I would not have 
missed for the world. 

Th ree other happenings from this event 

Threaded boxwood puzzle box by Bill Jones

In Australia, Mike Darlow, George Hatfi eld 
and Ernie Newman were the leading lights. 
Shane Hewitt was a force to be reckoned 
with in New Zealand. Jim Foley and Willie 
Stedmond were the leaders in Ireland. Alan 
Lacer, Nick Cook, Tommy Sorensen, Del 
Stubbs and Myron Curtis were the noted 
practitioners in the USA.   

Johannes Rieber was the star man from 
Norway. All the names I have mentioned 
above were demonstrating classic spindle 
turning in many cases on the world seminar 
stage. Th ey covered the gamut from 
architectural columns to the delicate and 
refi ned. Th ere were and are countless others 
in workshops around the world continuing 
to produce traditional classic spindle works.

Pushing the boundaries on the spindle 
scene were Mark Saffi  ri (USA) and Michael 

Hosaluk (Canada) with multi-axis turnings, 
Jean-Francois Escoulen (France) was the 
eccentric genre and Tobias Kaye (UK) was 
leading the involuted fi eld. 

In many ways, spindle turning is the 
Cinderella of the turning world these days. 
Most entering the fi eld are more focused 
on the vessel and the bowl. Th is is refl ected 
in the instant galleries at national and 
international seminars; it is rare to fi nd 
much spindle work. Jacques Vesery and 
I had the honour of critiquing the AAW’s 
Instant Gallery in 2001. We were urged to 
mention spindle-turned pieces. Our quest 
was diffi  cult: out of about 1000 items, there 
only a few candlesticks and lace bobbins. 
Th e outside shaping of end grain vessels is 
predominately a spindle turning exercise 
but not really seen in that light by most.
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Recording turning in pictures

Tony Boase made quite a mark through 
the 1990s through his photography of 
turning, and not just in the UK. He was 
participant and photographic journalist 
on the International Turning Exchange 
1997 programme in the USA. Tony was 
passionate in his desire to see the standard 
of woodturning hit new heights; he was 
an accomplished turner himself, but it 
is his photography and books he is best 
remembered for.

He was an extremely generous man; he 
became the UK’s turner’s go-to photographer 
and never wanted payment. A bottle of wine 
or a piece of work was fi ne. He off ered his 
services free to the AWGB, photographing 
selected works from the Instant Gallery 
from 1995-2001. His untimely death in 2002 
robbed the world of one of woodturning’s 
most passionate advocates.

For the AWGB’s 20th Anniversary 
publication, Wonders in Wood in 1998, 
Tony photographed all 101 pieces with no 
charge except for processing and fi lm. His 
books Woodturning Masterclass (1995) and 
Bowl Turning Techniques Masterclass (1999) 
promoted turners in the UK and
a number from Ireland. Th e photography
was fi rst class and his writing insightful.

Hornbeam Bowl with ‘O’ Ring by Tony Boase

stand out in my mind. Del Stubbs was 
turning again. He had fl own in from 
St Petersburg where had been working on 
restoring wooden sailing ships in typical 
style. He arrived without tools so begged
and borrowed. Forgetting to bring a piece

for the auction, he drew a 6in circle on a
sheet of paper, cut the hole out and gave
this to the auctioneer, saying he would
make a bowl the size of the hole. Th is was 
auctioned for $500 and Del performed
his magic the next day, producing a wafer 

thin bowl you could read your business
card through. He hadn’t turned for a
while but he had an inherent talent.

Rude was a legend in his own life 
time I am proud to say I knew him 
well; he was a terrifi c friend.

I benefi tted from his generosity
when I wrote my last book in 1998.
He said he would like to do the 
photography. When I told him the 
publisher wouldn’t be willing to pay,
he said he would put in a price they
can’t refuse, adding that I deserved

a well-photographed publication.
Tony’s widow Jacky has graciously 

attended all the AWGB seminars since 
his passing to present the Tony Boase 
Memorial Award. Th is is for the best
piece by a delegate from the Instant
Gallery, selected by the critique team. •

PROFILE: RAY KEY

Ray’s interest in wood began when he was 

around four or fi ve years old, when a German 

prisoner of war sparked his interest. He made 

Ray a three-legged stool and a leather jointed 

pull-along dog before he was repatriated, 

then sent him a turned wood chess set.

Ray fi rst saw someone turn when he 

was 10 years old. Charlie Gardener used to 

demonstrate turning of egg cups at the Royal 

Show and Chelsea Flower Show, on a lathe 

cobbled together on a sewing machine base, 

which had a car gearbox to change speed.

Aged 14, Ray fi rst turned at school, making 

a handle for a garden fork he had created 

in the metal shop. In 1958 he became an 

apprentice Pattern Maker for which turning 

was part of the job. 

Buying his fi rst lathe in 1965, Ray started 

a new job at Chrysler Styling Studios. The 

lathe kept him sane during his time there, 

making furniture and supplying shops across 

the Cotswolds with domestic useful turned 

wood products. By 1973, either the day job or 

the hobby had to go. With the full backing of 

Ray Key at his lathe

his wife Liz, the day job went. That was 

42 years ago; the rest is history.
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Types of faceplates
In the third of his series,

Philip Greenwood looks

at the pros and cons of

different types of faceplates

F
aceplates still have a place in every wood 
turner’s workshop. I remember this was 
once the main way for holding a bowl for 

the whole of the turning process. Look at the 
base of any old bowls and you will most likely 
see the tell tale signs of screw holes, unless a 
glue block was used as an interface between 
the faceplate and the timber. Now we have 
chucks but we still have to mount the piece 
on the lathe to form a spigot. Th is is the 
initial method I use for holding very large 
logs or bowl blanks, especially if no tailstock 
support is available as in outboard turning. 

Philip has been woodturning 

since 1980 and started

turning professionally in 

1986. He was accepted onto 

The Register of Professional 

Turners in 2006. He is a 

member of the AWGB and 

AAW. He can be seen working in his workshop 

in North Yorkshire with many of his items

on display. From here he runs courses and 

he also demonstrates at clubs around the UK.

philip@woodturningintoart.co.uk 

www.woodturningintoart.co.uk

PHILIP GREENWOOD

FACEPLATE SCREWS
Faceplates come in all sizes and different 

materials from steel to aluminium, with holes 

for the screws. Be careful with the type of 

screws you use; some modern style screws 

which save you drilling a pilot hole have a 

counter boring head. This can damage your 

faceplate holes. Try to use the correct diameter 

screw as well to reduce any vibration. If you are 

turning a thin piece of timber then the screws 

may penetrate too deep, so use shorter

screws or use a packing piece between the 

faceplate and timber. If using a timber that 

contains tannin acid, steel screws will turn

the timber black around the holes. One point

to watch is when you screw the faceplate

onto your lathe: support the weight or you

may damage your threads on the lathe

spindle as well as the faceplate threads.
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FACEPLATE TYPE WITH DRIVE SPIKES
Is this a faceplate or a drive centre? Well, I have used a faceplate 

to make this. After grinding a point on three small bolts which have 

locking nuts, place these in 

three of the holes. This is 

good for turning large logs 

where a standard drive may 

be too small. Also if the 

wood is still wet, a standard 

drive may lose its grip. 

You do need tailstock 

support to use this. This 

method is also good for 

natural edge items due to 

the three spikes on uneven 

surfaces. Use a mallet to 

drive this into the end grain.

CHUCK FACE PLATE RING
This type is used in conjunction with your chuck. It is great for 

smaller items that need a faceplate to attach the timber to the lathe. 

The advantage with this type of faceplate is you can buy a ring to 

fi t your chuck jaws which is not as heavy as a full faceplate. I fi nd it 

STANDARD FIX

easier to fi t on a chuck than trying to hold a large piece of timber and 

screwing it on to the lathe spindle; you feel like you need three hands 

in this case. The disadvantage is that the item you are turning is further 

away from the headstock bearing, which could cause more vibration.

You need to centre your faceplate on your piece of timber, or it will be out 

of balance and could catch the lathe bed. I use two different methods. 

The fi rst is to draw a circle the same size as your plate, fi nd the centre of 

the timber and then set a pair of compasses to the radius of the faceplate. 

You then need to draw a circle and use this circle to position your faceplate. 

The second way is to use a centring jig. You need to turn a piece of timber 

to fi t the threaded hole in the faceplate. Then drill a small hole in the end 

to take a piece of 

3mm metal rod and 

glue in. To use this 

jig, drill a 3mm hole 

in the centre of the 

timber, place the 

jig in this hole and 

slide the faceplate 

over this, then screw 

the faceplate to the 

timber and remove 

the centring jig.
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HOW TO FIT A PLATE TO PARALLEL GRAIN TIMBER
If you need to fi x a faceplate to parallel grain timber, one way 

is to drive the screws in at an angle which will give a better grip. 

If screwed in straight, the screws could pull out of the grain with 

dangerous consequences. You can buy deep-threaded screws 

that will grip better, more like the thread on a screw chuck. 

PLUGS TO HOLD SCREWS
In this method, a hole is drilled into the side of the log. This hole must 

be at least 30mm from the log end, to make sure the screws don’t 

pull out. A piece of dowel is then glued into the hole. This must be 

in line with the screw from the faceplate. When you screw the face 

plate on, you will be screwing into the dowel, which is in effect across 

the grain. This method is more time-consuming than others and you 

do have to make sure you mark the side of the log carefully, but it 

does give you a good grip. •

NEW! steinert® VGM 300

steinert® VGM300 and the whole Steinert lathe family available at:
The ToolPost · www.toolpost.co.uk · phone (UK) 01235 511101

At last the best of three worlds … 
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Call today for our free Catalogue and if you quote the promo code “MWT16”
we will send you our new demo DVD free of charge

J & CR Wood Ltd, Dept MWT16, 66 Clough Road, Hull HU5 1SR
01482 345067   info@jandcrwood.co.uk

woodworkersinstitute.com
The UK’s No. 1 source of information from the world of woodworking 

Europe’s largest woodworking website

Lates new Project Review Techniques
Competition og Forum Giveaways
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SAVE UP TO 30%!
SAVE 10% ON ANY OF THESE MAGAZINES – OR 30% IF YOU PAY BY DIRECT DEBIT

Traditional woodworking 
with the latest tools & 
techniques
Woodworking Crafts covers 
a broad range of content, 
including upcycling, DIY, 
restoration, and ‘green’ 
woodworking, step-by-step 
guides, community features and 
a broader range of skill levels. 

Guidance and inspiration 
for ambitious carvers
Through fantastic projects and 
instructional techniques from top 
professional and talented amateur 
carvers, Woodcarving offers 
something for everyone. Project 
include wildlife, chip carving, 
relief, and stylized carving.
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DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS

FOR YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST VISIT

www.tomaco.co.uk

Quality range of woodworking hand tools 
made in Europe.

Chisel and plane iron sharpener - take 
anywhere and sharpen in seconds.

A quality range of professional Drill bits 
and accessories from Germany.

Range of the toughest tool bags with a 5 
year downtime warranty.

A quality range of professional tools and 
accessories.

Quality cutting tool range which  includes 
Router cutters, Spindle Moulding, saw 
blades, holesaws and many more from 
Italy.

TOMAHAWK
TOOLS
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W
hen I received notifi cation of 
new lathe developments from 
Record Power, I was intrigued

and set off  at some unearthly hour, before
the sparrows awoke, to fi nd out what they 
were up to. 

On arrival, I was taken to the training 
centre and saw two silver lathes that were 
labelled CL Series. Th e CL3 and CL4 have 
been around for many decades and probably 
have been the most bought lathes. Th ey have, 
until now, remained relatively unchanged 
since they were fi rst introduced. 

Inevitably, there are turners that love 
certain lathes and those that have other 

Turning a bowl, making a very heavy cut on old, dry wood
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opinions. Altering a much-loved 
model can be a sore subject: even 
when the brand colour is mucked 
around with – from green to silver 
– this can cause issues for some 
turners. So, bold moves on the 
part of Record Power I think and 
ones that I will watch closely.

I am on record as not being a fan of 
the round bed bars on the CL models; 
I had some bad experiences on some older 
models with movement of the tailstock and 
toolrest assembly and fl exing of the bars 
when turning. I was not keen either on the 
adjustable bearings and having to oil them 

Brand new updated 
CL4 Lathe tested

Mark Baker takes a

long hard look at Record 

Power’s iconic lathe to

see what difference the 

changes have made
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CL Series lathe on a stand

looked chunkier, more solid and diff erent, 
but not so much so that one couldn’t easily 
identify it as a CL4. On having a closer look 
I noticed that actually, a lot of things have 
been changed and updated on these new 
versions. Th e more I looked, the more I found 
and was pleasantly surprised.

Changes and upgrades to the CL Series
1.    Sealed bearings are fi tted. Th e oiled 

adjustable bearings are now gone. 
Th ere are two bearings at the front of the 
headstock spindle and one at the rear

2.    Th e headstock spindle is larger in section 
and now has an M33 x 3.5 thread

3.    Th e lathe is now 24in between centres 
and not 36in as previously, so saving 
space with the option of bar extensions 
should you need to do longer work

4.    Bed bars are 40mm so are thicker 
than the older versions

5.    Th e bed bars are threaded in the
tailstock end so optional extra bars can 
be threaded into place to enable longer 
spindles to be turned

6.    Cam-lock mechanisms are fi tted on 
tailstock and toolrest assemblies

7.    Th e tailstock is substantially larger 
than the older one

8.    Th e tailstock now has a nice large hand wheel
9.    2MT tapers are now the standard on the 

headstock and tailstock
10.  Th e headstock spindle is now hollow – 

as is the tailstock
11.  Th e tool rest stem is larger. It is now 

25mm in size
12.  Th e machining on the underside of 

the headstock, tailstock and toolrest 
assemblies have changed – for the better – 
and the underneath shape of the castings 
have been updated. Together, the changes 
have increased the accuracy and the 
amount of surface area in contact with 
the bed bars, giving better grip and also 
better locating functionality

Th e CL4 and CL3 are identical in build, 
but the CL3 is a belt-driven, fi ve pulley, 
manual speed change lathe. Th e CL4 has 
the same pulley arrangement but they are 
used in conjunction with a fully electronic 
variable speed unit from Germany. Th e 
electronic unit is the same one they have 
been fi tting on the former green CL4 lathe.

For the purpose of testing, I concentrated 
on the CL4.

CL4 in use
Having noted the main changes, I went
about testing the CL4 on my own for a
while. Th e accessories supplied with this 
model are a faceplate, a revolving ring centre, 
a drive spur and a spanner and knockout
bar to remove the faceplate.

I turned both spindle and faceplate 
work of various sizes and in truth, I really 
punished the lathe cutting wise. I made cuts 
of various types, from the gentle through to 
very aggressive, in order to see how the lathe 
coped in various situations and also whether 
the toolrest moved when making such heavy 
cuts. I have to say that the tool rest and 
tailstock in all situations stayed absolutely 
where I placed them. Th e cam-lock system is 
so much easier than in previous incarnations; 
whether the tool rest was extended at 
maximum overhang, or the tailstock used 
to apply pressure into the work, everything 
locked solidly. Th is lathe is also a delight to 
move about now, smooth and easy. Th e new 
hand wheel on the tailstock fi ts nicely in the 
hand – a huge improvement over the old one.

Th e larger spindle, M33 x 3.5 thread and 
2MT tapers certainly makes everything feel 
solid in use and when things are affi  xed onto 
or into the spindle.

Th e variable drive is smooth and eff ortless 
to use; just make sure you pick the right belt 
giving you the appropriate speed range to suit 
your work and to ensure you have the right 
amount of torque required. Th e speed range 
potential is huge and there is something to 
suit miniaturists through to those working on 
larger work. Changing belts is easy, requiring 
the slackening off  of a lever locking arm on 
the end of the headstock, raising the motor, 
removing a cover plate on the top of the lathe 
and moving the belt, before locating the 
motor and cover plate back in place. It takes 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
•  O/A length 1025mm

•  Distance between centres 610mm

•  Motor 1hp

•  Weight 79kg

•  Spindle thread M33 x 3.5

•  Headstock and tailstock 2MT

•  Variable speed – 5 pulleys 13 to 4600rpm

•  Max bowl diameter over bed: 305mm 

over bed bars (with 760mm possible 

with headstock swivelled and use of the 

optional extra bowl turning attachment)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
•  Faceplate 100mm

•  Drive spur 4 prong

•  Revolving ring centre

•  Spanner

•  Knockout bar

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
•  Stand price £179.99 (£159.99 when 

bought same time as machine) 

•  Bowl turning attachment £89.99 (£79.99 

when bought same time as machine) – 

enables up to 760mm diameter piece 

to be turned

•  Bed bar extensions £59.99 (£49.99 when 

bought same time as machine) – enables 

work up to 915mm between centres

Contact: Record Power

Tel: 01246 571020

Web: www.recordpower.co.uk

and adjust them. I accept that in principle 
they do potentially off er a longer life than 
roller bearings if adjusted properly and oiled 
regularly, but I found it all to be a bother. Th e 
other issue I had with the older models was 
that the toolrest and tailstock were tightened 
up with handles underneath the bed bars. 
At times, one could not get the toolrest 
and tailstock closely together due to the 
adjustment handles getting in the way of each 
other. Having used an older CL model in 
the last two weeks prior to looking at these 
new versions, I was reacquainted with 
my previously mentioned experiences.

On approaching the new lathes, the 
fi rst thing I noticed apart from the colour, 
was that there were aspects of the lathe that 

PRICES WITHOUT LATHE STAND
CL4 £899.99    CL3 £499.99
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Spindle turning on the CL4

Bed bars drilled and ready for extension bars Extension bars fi tted showing the overhang

The end of the headstock showing the hollow spindle, lever mechanism to lift 
the motor to change belts and the variable speed unit

Better machining and design on the castings result in a better hold 
and more accuracy

less than a minute to alter the belt position.
Th e larger cuts I made were no problem 

whatsoever for the lathe on either type of 
work and the lathe was smooth and vibration 
free, even with the larger work I tried. 
I also noted that the bars didn’t sag or fl ex 
in use either; this due to a combination of 
the increased bar size and the shorter bars.

Th e capacity of this lathe will suit most 
club turners for everything they are likely 
to turn, with the exception of table legs and 
balusters and similar spindle work. Most club 
turners I have asked said they rarely turn 
large spindles and most also comment that 
they struggle to have space in the workshop. 
To this end, manufacturers have been 
creating shorter lathes.

If you want turn large, the bed extension 
bars need to be added in order to achieve 
the length between centres. Fitting these 
was easy, but be warned: for such short bits 
of metal they are very heavy. Th is is down to 
them being solid, hard-chromed bars rather 
than thick-walled tubing. Th ey fi tted perfectly 
in the end of the bed bars. As the end clamp 
for the bars is on the end of the lathe, 

you have to undo the tailstock, remove it 
from the main bed bars and locate it on the 
extension bars; it took me less than a minute 
to do this. I did wonder about having the 
extension bars overhanging unsupported 
from the main bed, but this proved to be no 
problem; everything locates well and is very 
strong and even with me leaning on them, 
there was no defl ection.

Conclusion
My reservations about the older style CL 
lathes were valid but have been made moot 
by the upgrades on this version of Record’s 
classic lathe. It is priced very competitively 
and if one looks at similarly priced lathes,
you get a lot of lathe for your money. 
   Th e retro look of the lathe will appeal to 
some and not to others. Irrespective of the 
look, I found that this new CL4 is a smooth 
running lathe that allows turners a lot of 
freedom regarding the work they undertake. 
Without any shadow of doubt, Record Power 
have made this lathe sturdier, better and 
easier for the turner to work with and is 
a pleasure to use.
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YOU CAN STILL OBTAIN BACK 
ISSUES DIRECTLY FROM US!

CALL OUR SALES TEAM ON 
+44 (0) 1273 488 005 OR

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: 
WWW.THEGMCGROUP.COM

A back issue of Woodturning magazine costs 
£4.95 in the UK and £5.45 overseas. 

To check availability and to order:

?Missed
an issue
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Woodworking Materials
Large selection of products

Clocks & Accessories (Quartz & Mechanical), Barometers,  
Thermometers, Cabinet furniture, Screws, Plans, Kits,  

Polishes, Adhesives, Abrasives etc.
For free catalogue please contact,

Chris Milner, Woodworking Supplies 
(Dept WT), Beresford Lane, Woolley Moor, 

Nr Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 6FH 
Tel/Fax: 01246 590 062

Email: info@clocksandbarometers.com

01635 45930
info@stevegileswoodturning.co.uk
www.stevegileswoodturning.co.uk

Woodturning Courses 
in West Berkshire

Steve Giles
one to one tuition - beginners to advanced 
2 students by arrangement
Gift vouchers available

Woodturning  
Commissions  •  Tuition 
Architectural & Bespoke projects

Learn to Turn in South Yorkshire
Qualified tutor, RPT member
Course dates throughout year
Gift vouchers available
andyrounthwaite.co.uk 

Tel: 01302 786619 Mob: 07759 338309 e-mail: rounthwaite63@sky.com
www.andyrounthwaite.co.uk       Andy Rounthwaite woodturner

Learn to turn in Somerset
with George Foweraker RPT

Telephone 01278 782074
www.artistry-in-wood.co.uk

One to one tuition with 
a Registered Professional Turner

Maximum of two students

Off A272 Midhurst to Petworth road opp The Halfway Bridge Inn  

 Hardwoods  

 Wood finishes 

 Australian Burrs  

 Exotic Timbers
 

 Woodturning Blanks
 

 Woodturning Courses (see website for dates)
 

 
 Woodworking Tools 
 Fencing, Gate & Decking Products 
 Bespoke Garden Furniture 
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Allan Calder’s Ltd Sandpaper Supplies
Unit 2B Churnet Works, James Brindley Road, Leek, Staffordshire ST13 8YH

We are supplying top 
quality brands of 

sanding abrasives for all 
types of wood turners.

Email: sandpapersupplies@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 01538 387738

Web: www.sandpapersupplies.co.uk

since 1986

Contact us for details or come and see us (please ring first)
We'll ensure a helpful personal service.

Turning and carving blanks, full machining service.

Wells Road, Emborough, Near Bath BA3 4SP
www.trucutbandsaws.co.uk
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Purchase DVD or download from
www.glennlucaswoodturning.com  
Buy all 5 and get free shipping.

Mastering Woodturning 
DVD series
Two new DVDs by Glenn Lucas 
demonstrate how to make a 
Traditional Irish Platter (DVD 4)  
and a Dublin Viking Bowl (DVD 5).

 WWW.OLIVEWOODTURNING.CO.UK 
TEL: 07714 204060 
EMAIL: JAMES@OLIVEWOODTURNING.CO.UK 
Unit 10 Lidun Park, Boundary Road, Lytham, Lancs FY8 5HU

SPINDLE BLANKS

BOWL BLANKS

PEN BLANKS

OLIVE WOOD PLANKS

OLIVE WOOD BURR

MULTI BUYS

Uk Suppliers of Olive Wood 
Blanks for Turners
At Olive Wood Turning my intention is to supply 
part seasoned olive wood turning blanks in 
useable sizes at reasonable prices. We supply to 
both professional and hobby turners as well as 
turning supply shops

All blanks have been dressed and wax sealed to 
help prevent splitting.

Multi-buys available to save on postage costs

If you have a project but aren't sure if Olive is for 
you, call to chat it over, I'm not a salesman, I'm a 
wood turner that sells some nice wood.

Courier service to mainland UK, Highlands & 
Islands, Northern and Southern Ireland and 
Europe

If you have no internet please phone or write 
to the address below to receive a product 
list and order form in the post

 

Q u i c k T i m e ™  a n d  a
 d e c o m p r e s s o r

a r e  n e e d e d  t o  s e e  t h i s  p i c t u r e .

Q u i c k T i m e ™  a n d  a
 d e c o m p r e s s o r

a r e  n e e d e d  t o  s e e  t h i s  p i c t u r e .

 

Q u i c k T i m e ™  a n d  a
 d e c o m p r e s s o r

a r e  n e e d e d  t o  s e e  t h i s  p i c t u r e .

Q u i c k T i m e ™  a n d  a
 d e c o m p r e s s o r

a r e  n e e d e d  t o  s e e  t h i s  p i c t u r e .

S. Haydock, Spring Bank Farm, Goosefoot Lane, Samlesbury, Preston, PR5 0UU 
Tel/Fax: (01254) 851918

converters@shaydock.fsnet.co.uk                www.haydockconverters.co.uk

Speed Genie
Features:
•	 Start/Stop
•	 New 1.5 HP motor
•	 Speed control
•	 Emergency stop
•	 FWD/REV
•	 2 accel/decal times
•	 Runs from 13A plug
•	 Other kits available

* Mainland UK, excluding        
  Highlands and Islands

NEW KIT!!
1.5HP Nova 1624-44

£425 + VAT incl.
free delivery*
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CLASSIFIED  TIMBER, TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

ALL OLD WOODTURNING 
TOOLS WANTED

Also wanted -  all woodworking 
hand tools and anvils.

Very best prices paid for Norris planes.

Please contact Tony Murland
Telephone: 01394 421323

   Email: tony@antiquetools.co.uk   

Beacon Kilns, High Street Village, St Austell, PL26 7SR
www.machinery4wood.co.uk      sales@machinery4wood.co.uk

  Telephone 01726 828388

LINCOLNSHIRE WOODCRAFT SUPPLIES
Easy to find - Only 2 mins from A1 - Easy to Park

Specialist in High Quality Turning Blanks in Both Homegrown and
Exotic Timbers. Over 60 timbers in stock.

OPEN 9.00AM - 4.30PM MON - FRI
9.00AM - 1.00PM SAT

Send six First Class stamps for our 
NEW MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE

FOR EXPERT ADVICE CONTACT: ROBIN STOREY
THE OLD SAW MILL, BURGHLEY PARK,

LONDON ROAD, STAMFORD, LINCS PE9 3JS
TEL: 01780 757825

NEW WEBSITE: WWW.LINCOLNSHIREWOODCRAFT.CO.UK

E-MAIL: CHARLIEJUSTWOOD@SKY.COM   WWW.JUSTWOODONLINE.CO.UK 

NAREX - FLEXCUT - CHESTNUT PRODUCTS - LIBERON

Write for Us

Writing books about Woodworking
Have you ever thought of writing, or have you 
written, a book about your passion for woodworking?  
Do you long to fill the gaps of your existing library?

Then why not contact us with your original idea or 
fresh approach to your specialist subject? New and 
inexperienced writers will be given expert advice 
and guidance by our friendly and professional team.

Write to:  
Emma Foster, Publishing Coordinator, 
The Guild of Master Craftsman Publications Ltd, 
86 High Street, Lewes, East Sussex, UK, BN7 1XN

Telephone: +44 (0) 1273 477374 
Email: emmaf@thegmcgroup.com 
Website: www.thegmcgroup.com  @GMCbooks
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TIMBER, TOOLS & ACCESSORIES CLASSIFIED

SURREY TIMBERS Ltd
Your One-Stop Wood Shop

Hardwood Timber Merchant
stocking local & Imported Timber

Please come & select from our range:

OAK, YEW, WALNUT, SAPELE, APPLE, MAPLE
SYCAMORE & More!

07795 663792

www.shop.surreytimbers.co.uk

Ple

01483 457826

BWS
Barmossie 

Woodturning Supplies
Unit 25, Twitch Hill, Horbury, 

01924 271868
07966 298026

Open every Saturday
8am - 5pm

BWS
Barmossie 

Woodturning Supplies
Moss of Barmuckity, Elgin,  

IV30 8QW

01343 842747
07966 298026

Open every Saturday
8am - 5pm

THE WOOD SHED
11 Lowtown Road
Temple Patrick
Co. Antrim BT39 0HD
02894 433833 
   
www.wood-shed.com

native and exotic woods
woodturning tools

accessories • finishes
woodturning courses for all abilities

Timberman
Gwili Garage, Bronwdd,
Carmarthen SA33 6BE
Email: mike.jones@freeuk.com
Tel: 01267 232621
Fax: 01267 222616
Open: Mon-Fri 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 12 noon

Robert Sorby, Crown Tools,
Liberon, Fiddes Finishes,

Jet Lathes, SIP

Hardwoods, Turning Blanks,
Woodworking Machinery

& Power Tools

A B C CV D FHMP S TW

Suppliers of quality blanks,
spindles and boards in 
native hardwoods and 

exotics. Also abrasives and 
finishes. We will cut to 

customers requirements.
Visits to clubs welcome.

Mail order available.

Tredegar House
Newport NP10 8TW
Tel: 01633 810148

Mob: 07854 349045
www.iscawoodcrafts.co.uk

iscawoodcrafts@yahoo.co.uk

● Jet

● Sheppach

● Rojek

● Triton

● Charnwood

● SIP

● Fox

● Startrite

● Ryobi

NOVA
Nova Comet II Midi Lathe                From £474.95
Nova DVR XP Lathe                          From £1799
PEN MAKING
Stockists of a large range of pen making accessories.     
RECORD 
DML305 Midi Lathe 3/4 x 16                           £279
NEW DML305-M33 Midi Lathe Package                     £299
DML320 Cast Midi Lathe 3/4HP                  £499
CL3 Lathe                                                  Ex Demo 1 Only     £385
NEW CL3 Lathe M33 2MT                          £499
NEW CL4 Lathe M33 2MT                           £899
Maxi 1 Lathe                                                               £1899
BS250 10” Bandsaw                                £259
BS300E 12” Bandsaw                                           £499
BS350S Bandsaw                                       £699
BS400 16” Bandsaw                                        £999
Range of machines, tools and accessories for 
Record and Camvac in stock and on display.
ROBERT SORBY
6 Piece Chisel Set 67HS                                        £129
ProEdge               £278
ProEdge Deluxe                             £330
Free delivery UK Mainland on ProEdge
SHEPPACH
Bts800 Belt/Disc Sander   £139
DS405 Scroll Saw   £299
SD1600F Scroll Saw   £139
MT60 Portable Workbench                                  £75

Barkers Lane, Snainton, Nr. Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire YO13 9BG   
TEL: 01723 859545   WOODWORKING SUPPLIES

www.snaintonwoodworking.com

CHARNWOOD
W815 Mini Lathe                                          £189
W821 Vari Speed Lathe   £295
W813 Lathe      £380
W813 Lathe and Chuck Package    £460
W870 Lathe           £550    
CHUCKS AND ACCESSORIES
Charnwood W810 3 Jaw Chuck   £49
Charnwood Viper 2 Chuck   £89
Charnwood Viper 3 Chuck  £99
Record RP2000 Scroll Chuck                    From £69.99
Record SC3 Geared Scroll Chuck Package         £99.99
Record SC4 Geared Scroll Chuck Package   £129.99
Nova G3 Scroll Chuck                 From £79.95
Supernova 2 Chuck                               From £94.99                                                                                      
Sorby Patriot Chuck Inc free 7/8 Steb Drive         £159
Full range of jaws for above chucks in stock. 
DRAPER
DS305 Disc Sander                                       £155
BPT260 Planer/Thicknesser                        £450
HAMLET CRAFT TOOLS
Decorating Elf                                             £44.95
Little Sister HCT700, HCT701, HCT702        
JET
JWP12 Bench Top Thicknesser                               £299
JWBS-20Q Bandsaw  £1699
JWL-1015VS Lathe            One Only £429
JWL-1221VS Midi Lathe                From £729
JTS-600 Saw Bench                                     £1219

Open Mon-Sat 9.00 - 5.00. 
Sun + Bank hols CLOSED.

VISIT OUR WOOD STORE TO SEE OUR LARGE STOCK OF TIMBER
JOIN OUR WOOD DISCOUNT CLUB TO RECEIVE 25% OFF ALL BRITISH

TURNING/CARVING TIMBERS WHEN SPENDING £20 FOR ONLY £15 PER YEAR.

SPECIAL O
FFERS 

ON THE DAY
OPEN DAY 23rd APRIL

10.00AM-3.00PM FREE ADMISSION
RECORD POWER, CHARNWOOD,

NOVA LATHES, ARBORTECH, TORMEK
BANDSAW & DUST EXTRACTION MASTER CLASS FROM RECORD POWER

DAVE LOWE (RPT) WOODTURNING DEMONSTRATIONS
ON THE DAY UP TO 35% OFF BRITISH TURNING/CARVING BLANKS

   

JOIN US ON

WoodworkersInstitute

FACEBOOK
Like our page for 
regular updates!
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FEATURE  FEATURED ARTIST

John Jordan
– Black/white ash pair

John Jordan tells us about his his black and white piece

T
hroughout my woodturning career, 
I have always been interested in, and 
had an affi  nity for, black and white 

pieces. On occasion I like to make a matched 
pair of pieces in black and white. I have 
done this since my earliest work and always 
enjoy doing them in whatever current style 
of pieces I am making at the time. Th ere’s 
always a place for some black and white.

I like the obvious contrast, the yin/yang 
feel of the pieces displayed together. While 
I tend to like to display them in close together 
pairs, they can be interesting spaced apart 
on opposite ends of a shelf or mantle, or even 
opposite sides of a room. Th is makes the 
eff ect of a pair a bit more subtle. 

Th ere has been more interest in recent 
years from other turners experimenting 
with and using black in their work. Th ere 
are many ways of achieving a black surface, 
from paint, gesso and dye, to chemical mixes 
and reactions and burning. Th ese will all 
give diff erent qualities to the black surface 
of the wood. I am particularly drawn to the 
qualities of burned surfaces. I have done a 
bit of that, and there are some woodturners/
woodworkers that do really fantastic surfaces 
with the torch and further working of the 
surface aft er burning.

Th e black that I use is an alcohol-based 
leather dye that gives an absolute black with 
no wood colour showing through. Th e white 
is achieved with a two part wood bleach 
which consists of strong sodium hydroxide 
(lye) and industrial strength hydrogen 
peroxide (NOT the pharmacy type). If you 
use these products, be aware there are health 
risks, particularly with the bleach. It is evil 
stuff  and will blind if it gets in one’s eyes. 
Wear the proper gear with good ventilation.

I use a matte acrylic spray fi nish/artist’s 
fi xative. It will leave a nice, fl at fi nish on the 
textured areas, and the smooth/contrasting 
areas can be buff ed up to a moderate or high 
shine, which provides a nice fi nish contrast.

Email: john@johnjordanwoodturning.com

Web: www.johnjordanwoodturning.com

Black/White Pair 2007:
dyed and bleached ash 
330 x 180mm each
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“ To ensure your work is as 
accurate as you can make 
it, the new Axminster 
Evolution Series Tool Rest 
System offers both fl exibility 
and perfect control”
Jason Breach
Woodturner and tutor

To fi nd out more visit axminster.co.uk or call 0800 371822
All prices include VAT and are correct at time of publication but may be subject to change without notice.

Enhance your woodturning experience
Axminster Evolution Series 
The simple design of a 19mm diameter stainless steel round bar forms the perfect tool rest, 
overcoming all the drawbacks of standard tool rests and with some additional benefi ts. The 
tool glides smoothly along the length of the rest. The round profi le gives more control when 
changing the angle of the tool in the vertical plane. Stainless steel means corrosion and rust 
are a thing of the past. Rests are available in three lengths and the posts in four diameters.

Axminster
This respirator takes working on the 
lathe to a new level. The compact 
design means it’s extremely light and 
unrestricted for the wearer, and the added 
protection of the bump cap gives a real 
sense of security.  It has easily replaceable 
fi lters and the rechargeable battery will run 
for up to 8 hours. Vision is excellent with 
no misting of the visor at all. With great air 
fl ow and a fantastic feel around the face and 
head, this is safety and quality at its best.

£199.94 Inc.vat   101809

 (Pkt 10) £16.94  101844      
 (Pkt 10) £9.96  101850       

More accessories are available.

Made in Axminster

Made in UK

16mm x 90mm £7.96  101831       
19mm x 115mm £8.96  101834       
25mm x 125mm £9.96  101832       
25.4mm x 125mm £9.96  101833      

19mm x 100mm £14.96  101837      
19mm x 150mm £17.96  101838      
19mm x 250mm £20.96  101839
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Complements the majority of lathes

Smooth jaw movement 

Huge range of jaws and accessories

Includes 50mm jaws and screw 
chuck as standard

Peace of mind with the Robert 
Sorby lifetime guarantee

There’s only one lathe chuck that ticks all the boxes

Offer only available in the UK. From participating stores while stocks last

Proudly Made in Sheffi eld, England

Athol Road, Sheffi eld, England, S8 0PA England.
T: +44 (0)114 225 0700  F: +44 (0)114 225 0710   E: sales@robert-sorby.co.uk  W: www.robert-sorby.co.ukProudly Made in 

Sheffield, England
Proudly Made in 

Sheffield, England

Patriot Chuck with 

FREE 7/8” Steb Chuck

Special Offer

Worth £218.40 inc VAT

NOW £164.40 
inc VAT 

SAVE £54 

 The Steb Chuck provides a quick 
and simple solution when switching 

from bowl to spindle turning

FREE 7/8” Steb Chuck
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